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ABSTRACT
A Folklore Curriculum for Junior High School Youth:
Ghanaian Folklore
(August 1977)
Carolyn Greene Coverdale, B.A., New York College of Music
M.A., New York University
C.A.G.S., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: George E. Urch
The purpose of this study was to construct folklore
curriculum for junior high school utilizing Ghanaian Folk-
lore. The curriculum was characterized by a fourteen step
research procedure which evolved during the development
process instead of being predetermined. However, the
fourteen step procedure adapts Ralph Tyler's basic prin-
ciples: objectives, learning experience, organization of
units and evaluation.
The first step established the purpose for develop-
ing folklore curriculum. Having established purpose the
investigator identified the needs for folklore curriculum
tailored for junior high school youth. From the needs
evolved a general goal for folklore curriculum which incor-
porated the materials of folklore. The materials of folk-
lore are oral literature, material culture, social folk
customs and performing folk arts. The objectives were
then derived from the nature of the folklore materials to
be pursued in the classroom. An objective was written for
Xeach item of folklore, commonly called a genre. The
objectives were designed in behavioral terms and highly
specific in order to assist teachers in accomplishing the
goal of folklore curriculum. From the objectives evolved
a measurement technique in the form of a pretest question-
naire. The pretest questionnaire v/as composed of selected
test items based on the objectives to determine what folk-
lore students already knew.
.
Results from use of the pre-
test were used to select and arrange objectives for im-
plementation of the folklore curriculum. After the ob-
jectives were selected and arranged, the content for the
folklore curriculum was developed. The folklore curricu-
lum was packaged with the inclusion of a Teacher's Manual.
The curriculum then received a preliminary testing. The
preliminary testing provided data to measure student per-
formance. From the data collected in the preliminary
testing revisions were made for the final curriculum used
with the sample of thirty-six junior high school students.
The fourteen steps are:
1. Purpose of Curriculum
2. The Need for Folklore Curriculum
3. Identifying Goal of the Folklore Curriculum
4. Developing Performance Objectives Based on Subdivi-
sions of the Curriculum
5. Development and use of Pretest to Ascertain Existing
Student Knowledge about Folklore
6. Analysis of data from use of Pretest to make Decisions
7. Selection and Arrangement of Select Aspects in Ghanaian
Folklore Curriculum Content
8. Process for Development of Learning Activities
9. Content Validity
xi
10. Package of Curriculum
11
. Teacher
' s Manual
12. Preliminary Testing
13. Analysis of Data from the Preliminary Testing
14. Curriculum Revision
A main concern of the study was to identify the
effectiveness of folklore curriculum among students in the
sample
.
The two research questions of the study were:
1. How effective has the curriculum been in achiev-
ing the desired unit objectives?
2. What were the factors that helped or hindered
the effectiveness of the curriculum?
The findings revealed through an analysis of data
that the curriculum was ineffective in achieving the de-
sired unit objectives. One major factor which has been
identifieo as hindering to the curriculum's effectiveness
was the over-reliance on the use of performance objectives
too specific and highly behavioral limited students from
inquiring further into folk materials.
Analysis of the findings suggests the Ghanaian
Folklore Curriculum be improved in several areas, speci-
fically on the ordering of steps in the process and the
choice of materials used for content. Recommendations
are provided in the summary for future research to improve
the curriculum’s process and content.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Teachers are so overwhelmed with preparing indivi-
duals to cope with our country’s technological state until
the entire school curriculum is too often directed by ob-
jectives basically addressing these technological needs
and nothing, more
. Anything to do with values, attitudes,
belief, or culture has low priority. To function most
effectively in contemporary American society, individuals
should be knowledgeable about their culture in relation
to others, and should also understand how their culture
has influenced some of their attitudes and beliefs. Most
curriculum programs do not help to develop an awareness
about themselves. (Banks, 1972, pp . 268-368)
However, many educators have recently tried to en-
rich the curriculum by broadening its base. Across the
nation, the subject of folklore has increasingly become a
unit of study for a short period of time either in the
English, social studies or general music class. Efforts
have been made to recognize values, attitudes, and beliefs
of a culture as being an integral part oi the learning
process in folklore.
For example, Dr. Frances Sussna, Director of the
Multi-Culture Institute in San Francisco, has been the
first to initiate a list of concepts and build a curri-
2culum for elementary school based upon the folk viewpoint.
In the curriculum developed by the Multi-Culture Institute,
one of the vehicles for cognitive learning about culture
is using the history, folklore, art, music, and proverbs
of the culture as materials. The curriculum was also used
in the Institute as a vehicle for affective learning where
pride in self and family, empathy, acceptance of others,
openness to diversity, and the ability to see the other's
point of view were all concerns. (Sussna, 1973, pp . 33-36)
Today in many school systems across the nation in-
novative programs, mini-curriculums and conferences are
being conducted in support of promoting cultural differ-
ences as a positive attribute in the classroom. Many
states have written curriculum guides to help individual
schools and school systems wishing to initiate programs
regarding cultural diversity. (Ron Edmonds, 1971) The
most creatively developed programs seem to emanate from
the idea that culturally different groups share certain
experiences which can be illustrated by examples from al-
most any group.
Concurring with the present innovative programs
this study has involved the development of a curriculum
being developed around the preceding statement incorporat-
ing the curriculum goals of Sussna and the conclusions o.
Edmonds. Therefore," this study's curriculum focuses upon
these universals : oral literature, social folk cus corns,
3material culture and performing folk arts, which collect-
ively prescribe a folklore curriculum.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a junior
high folklore curriculum based on Ghanaian Folklore by de-
veloping and field testing the vehicle in. actual classroom
settings. Also, the investigator developed a teaching
manual describing how to implement the curriculum.
More specifically, the following objectives guided
the proposed study:
1. To define the meaning of folklore curriculum;
2. To develop a folklore curriculum based on a se-
quence of steps that includes,
a. statements of precise learning objectives,
b. selection of specific teaching/learning
experiences based on folk materials,
c. and measurement of pupil achievement;
3. To plan and carry out a field test of the cur-
riculum. The field test was guided by the fol-
lowing two research questions:
a. How effective has the curriculum been in
achieving the desired unit objectives?
b. What were the factors that helped or hind-
ered the effectiveness ol the curriculum?
4. To suggest recommendations for improving the
folklore curriculum in junior high schools.
4Definition of Folklore
This section develops a functional definition of
folklore for the dissertation by reviewing past defini-
tions of folklore.
Folklore is the esoteric, expressive, creative and
communicative manifestation of a given culture. Those
manifestations include the verbal and non-verbal tradi-
tions which remain universal among cultures.
The genesis of folklore is said to have begun with
collections of "old timers". These collections which were
oral transmissions included stories and songs. (Botkin,
1961) In 1846, William Thoms coined the word folklore and
since then arguments about the word's true definition have
been widely conducted. (Dundes, 1965, p. 4)
However many definitions are not concerned with the
word folklore but rather with the dichotomous structure of
the word. The 'lore', which is not as discernible as the
'folk', but more prevailing in its functions, encircles all
the manifestations of the people or given culture. The
manifestations of the people are universals. These univer-
sals are composed of verbal and non-verbal items which are
listed in Figure 1 on the following page. Also included
in Figure 1 is a breakdown of the dichotomous sti uctui e of
the word folklore. Examples of what constitutes the 'folk'
and 'lore' are listed.
5Research in folklore continues to grapple with form-
ing a universal definition. Folklorists have basically
come to an agreement as to what constitutes the discipline
of folklore and many have adopted their research and study
around this agreement. But past definitions have shown
interesting diversity in views concerning its conceptual
formation as evident in the Standard Dictionary of Folklore
,
Mythology
,
and Legend
,
edited by Maria Leach. Compiled
are twenty-one definitions, some quite similar and others
quite extreme as to the meaning and nature of folklore.
From the definitions listed there are basically two cate-
gories, conventional and conservative, in which scholars
may be placed.
"Conventional" refers to the composition of folklore
encompassing a wide range of traditional knowledge with
very few restraints relating to human experiences. How-
ever, the term "conservative" refers to the selective nature
in which folklore is composed because not all of one's folk-
life is necessarily folklore. What is verbally passed down
through generations is considered to be folklore.
Such scholars as Marius Barbeau, Charles Potter,
Stith Thomas, Aurelio Espinosa and Ben Botkin view the sub-
ject in a conventional pattern. These persons believe that
folklore consists of materials, human experiences, know-
ledge, skill, habits', arts and crafts, and beliefs
handed
down by example or by the spoken word. For example
Potter,
whose view is more deductive than Thompson, Espinosa,
Bar-
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7beau and Botkin, perceives folklore as a scientific study.
(Leach, 1969, vol. 1)
However, each view the term 'folklore' as a collective
term, housing a body of traditional and scientific knowledge.
While Espinosa claimed "the distinction between the two is not
always definite", all the men designates folklore as being a
scientific study of survivals (beliefs, stories, rules and
customs). These survivals constitute the body of traditional
knowledge as shown in Figure 1
.
George M. Foster, William R. Bascom and Marjorie W.
Smith view the subject of folklore in a conservative pattern.
Foster views folklore as simple unwritten manifestations of
all people. He does not believe that all traditional know-
ledge such as humor and games constitute folklore. In his
view, only if these items are treated in a traditional manner,
can they be considered folklore. Bascom and Smith, who also
espouse Foster's basic view, go as far as narrowing its di-
mensions to the study of verbal arts and materals. In another
definition, John L. Mish takes an even more conservative stand,
believing "the entire body of ancient popular belief and cus-
toms" defines folklore. (Leach, 1969, vol. 1)
From this brief citation of past definitions, it is
evident how diverse thinking is towards forming a universal
definition of folklore. It was common for folklore scholars
to construct an operational definition where the denominator,
oral tradition, was the most universal element of folklore.
8Folklore has apparently been adopted under the disci-
plines of literature and anthropology. The literary scholars
and anthropologist who use folklore in some degree have de-
vised individual, yet closely related definitions according to
its function in the discipline. As a result, the functions
of folklore have determined the study and analysis of the folk
materials.
In the social sciences, anthropologists have developed
specific methods for the analysis of culture. For instance,
Bascom, an anthropologist, adopted the term folklore as a
branch of cultural anthropology. With his adaptions of the
term, the word has come to mean myths, legends, folktales, pro-
verbs, riddles, verses, and a variety of other forms of artis-
tic expression whose medium is spoken
.
(Bascom, 1953, pp.
283-290) Bascom also realizes that these subdivisions were
related to literature which was written. He is convinced that
folklore "may never be written even in a literate society, and
may exist in societies which have no form of writing". Fur-
ther, Bascom holds that literature is a different medium of
expression. His view of folklore is a clear ref lection • of
this. He sees folklore as being a definite art form related
to music, dance, and the graphic and plastic arts.
Within the overall context of definitions, it is de-
sirable to arrive at a flexible definition of folklore for the
development of this study. In addition to including ideas
from both the conventional and conservative views, it
incorporates
9the provisions to adapt to the ever changing conditions of
man
. . . the folk. The definition for the purpose of this
study is stated thus:
Folklore is the esoteric, expressive, creative,
and communicative manifestations of a given culture.
These manifestations include the verbal and non—verba]
traditions which remain universal among cultures.
Significance of the Study
This study is important because it demonstrates the
potential value of folklore in the public school curriculum.
In doing the afore mentioned, the instructional materials fo-
cus upon aspects that raise students' awareness about their
value system compared to other cultures. Consequently, many
public school systems across the nation have long realized the
need for altering the school curriculum. Through needs assess-
ment programs, educators have found that many curriculums being
used have been evaluated as having little to no value for the
student's educational growth in the affective domain. (Sussna,
1973, pp. 33-36) This study is significant because it will
permit the students and, teachers to study Ghanaian oral litera-
ture, material culture, social folk customs and performing folk
arts with the instructional materials fostering the development
of positive student attitudes towards learning about culturally
different people.
In addition, the process used for developing the folk-
lore curriculum can serve as a model to eduactors engaged in
curriculum development, teacher training, or in the generation
of materials for culturally diverse student populations.
10
Techniques for developing folklore curriculum sug-
gested by this study may be used as a guide in initiating
folklore education that goes beyond collecting, analyzing
and codifying folklore
Research Procedure
This section outlines the fourteen step methodology
used in the process for developing folklore curriculum.
The investigator reviewed curriculum designs of the
classical theorists: Ralph Tyler, Franklin Bobbitt, John
Goodlad and Hilda Taba. To provide a frame of reference the
Socio-cultural theorists: Paulo Freire, Joseph Schwab and
Decter Walker were examined prior to the development of the
fourteen step procedure utilized in this study. In retro-
spect this fourteen step procedure adapts Tyler's basic prin-
ciples: objectives, learning experiences, organization of
units and evaluation. However, the development of the four-
teen step procedure used in Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum
evolved during the curriculum development process instead
of being predetermined.
The first step established the purpose for developing
folklore curriculum. Having established purpose the investi-
gator identified the needs for folklore curriculum tailored
for junior high school youth. From the needs evolved a general
goal for folklore curriculum which incorporates the materals
of folklore. The materials of folklore are oral literature,
material culture, social folk customs and performing folk arts.
The objectives were then derived from the nature of the folk-
11
lore materials to be pursued in the classroom. An
objective was written for each item of folklore, commonly
called a genre. The objectives were designed in behav-
ioral terms and highly specific in order to assist
teachei s in accomplishing the goal of folklore curriculum.
From the objectives evolved a measurement technique in
the form of a pretest questionnaire. The 'pretest question-
naire was composed of selected test items based on the
objectives to determine what folklore students already
knew. Results from use of the pretest were used to
select and arrange objectives for implementation of the
folklore curriculum. After the objectives were selected
and arranged, the content for the folklore curriculum was
developed. The folklore curriculum was packaged with the
inclusion of a Teacher's Manual. The curriculum then
received a preliminary testing. The preliminary test-
ing provided data to measure student performance. From
the data collected in the preliminary testing revisions
were made for the final curriculum used with the sample
of thirty-six junior high school students.
The evolutionary process of curriculum development
is practical and provides an organization unique to
curriculum development. The evolutionary process of
development is also logical in that it adheres to the
elements of organization in existing curriculum designs.
The fourteen steps are:
12
1. Purpose of Curriculum
2. The Need for Folklore Curriculum
3. Identifying Goal of the Folklore Curriculum
and Subdivisions of the Curriculum
4. Developing Performance Objectives Based on
Subdivisions of the Curriculum
5. Development and use of Pretest to Ascertain
Existing Student Knowledge about Folklore
6. Analysis of data from use of Pretest to make
Decisions about Content in Ghanaian Folk-
lore Curriculum
7. Selection and Arrangement of Select aspects in
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum Content
8. Process for Development of Learning Activities
9. Content Validity
10. Package of Curriculum
11. Teacher's Manual
12. Preliminary Testing
13. Analysis of Data from the Preliminary Testing
1,4. Curriculum Revision
Collecting, Reporting and Analyzing Data
Collecting the Data . Between March 5th and March
31st, 1976, a team of two teachers and the investigator
administered the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum (GFC).
Before administering the GFC, the two teachers and the
investigator participated in four training sessions which
focused on all aspects of the curriculum including
instruction on collecting data.
Each teacher received a Teacher's Manual which
informed them of the purpose of study, rationale, over-
view, content areas and objectives and a checklist which
would take the form of a log (see Appendix B). In
addition, there were unit pretest questionnaires and
mastery tests developed for each objective. Teachers were
asked to provide any information about curriculum
deviation, or anything which they felt would be important
13
to know: student difficulty, teacher interest, time
allotment
.
Reporting the Data. The results of the GFC were
summarized in terms of effectiveness. Each response was
marked on a three-point scale and scores were converted to
percentages. Data for determining the effectiveness of
the curriculum for the environment were reported in several
tables for each measure, respectively. A • summary of
teachers and students responses on the effectiveness of
the GFC was provided through a short opinionated
questionnaire
.
Analyzing the Data . The effectiveness of the GFC
was evaluated by the following analyses:
1. Statistical treatment of the distribution
on a single unit to determine how well students
performed
.
2. Statistical treatment of the distribution on a
single unit between the pretest questionnaire
scores and the unit mastery /posttest scores.
3. Statistical treatment of the distribution of
scores on a single test item among studen’ts on
the unit mastery/posttest
.
4. Statistical treatment of the distribution of
each response made by students on the pupil
questionnaire to determine interest towards the
curriculum.
Ynl^-i+y nf Evaluat ion Instrument . In the
procedure
14
.
for obtaining validity of the evaluation instrument, a
pilot study at the junior high school in Weston, Massachu-
setts was conducted of the unit mastery test for the
curriculum. Three students on the basis of their part,
in the GFC, were selected from each instructor's class to
randomly read and answer test questions for the purposes
of identifying items too difficult to understand,
suggesting reworded, or submitting new questions.
In view of the experimental nature of the study,
there were no significant differences among student
responses. Those questions that were not clearly under-
stood were reworded by the students, but no additional
questions were added or eliminated. Therefore, the de-
velopment of the items themselves was guided by the stu-
dents. Because of the significant reliance in students
to develop the evaluation instrument, this investigator
deems the instrument to be a valid measure of the
evaluation it claims to measure.
The Selection of School and Students . Thirty-six
children in two seventh grade classrooms in Brookline,
Massachusetts were selected for the implementation of the
GFC. Specifically, a minimum of three classrooms was
desired, and the criteria for selecting classrooms was that
each classroom be heterogeneously grouped in learning
abilities, culturally diverse and in a suburban community.
These criteria were not fully met because the study lacked
the designated number of classrooms and a heterogeneous
15
.
grouping in learning abilities. However, the assumption
was made that there would be a better opportunity for
desired conditions among classrooms in the future.
Among the thirty-six children used in the
investigation, there were critical deficiencies in reading
and writing. The average reading level on record for the
class was 3 years below grade level. This reading
deficiency limited activity where reading -was most
essential.
Outline of Remaining Chapters
Chapter II Folklore in the School Curriculum
a. The need for folklore in the schools
b. Existing folklore materials
c. Identification of elements used in
developing Folklore Curriculum
Chapter III Development of Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum
a. Curriculum design
b. research procedures
c. collection of data
Chapter IV Address Research Questions
a. Analysis
b. Interpretation
Chapter V
a. Summary
b. Conclusions
c. Recommendations
1G
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CHAPTER II
FOLKLORE IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Chapter two is a selected review of literature
designed to build a conceptual frame of reference for this
study.
First, the need for folklore in the school
curriculum is explored through a brief review of the
advocacy for folklore as an integral part of schooling.
Second, the need for folklore materials which
provide learning opportunities for students to experience
several genres of folklore is discussed through an
examination of present trends and emphasis in folklore
curriculum.
Third, a rationale for the development of folklore
curriculum is initiated, through an identification of the
folklore genres and objectives upon which the curriculum
is based.
The Need for Folklore in the Schools
The scientific movement in education lead attempts
to derive curricular materials from social needs which was
in contrast to the custom of merely carrying on traditional
subjects. The Integration Movement carries the scientific
movement one step further by attempting to have subjects
fused or correlated into culture units. Within this
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movement interest focuses on the integration of the pupil’s
experience rather than the mastery of rigid and pre-
determined subject fields. (Thompson, 1962, p. 100)
John Dewey likewise suggested we teach individuals rather
than subject fields when he wrote: "The problem is to
unify, to organize education, to bring all its various
factors together, through putting it as a .whole into
organic union with everyday life.” (Dewey, 1958, pp . 91-
92)
It is evident in Dewey's philosophy of education
that culture and experiences should be linked to the
educational process. Realizing the gap in cultural
experience and traditional schooling, he proposed several
fundamental tenets of education that other educators
adopted, such as, Stanley Charnofsky, and James A. Banks,
and applied folklorists such as Richard Tallman, Dorothy
Howard, Harold Thompson and Jeanne Schwartz. This group
of scholars envisioned folklore as a vehicle for
interpreting a culture and also as a vehicle for attempt-
ing to understand and solve modern problems.
In his Guide to American Folklore Levette Davidson
recognized this line of thinking when he explained
that . .
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an accurate and sympathetic understanding of the
traditional cultures of the various peoples of
the United States and the rest of the world is
needed more than ever. If understanding and good
will are to replace hatred and bitter rivalry as
bases for our many relationships, we shall need
all of the tools that can be made to serve in
bringing about change. We come close to the
nature of a people when we learn their songs and
ballads, folktales, proverbs, riddles, customs
and popular beliefs. While the learned tradition
contains the common heritage accumulated by
various civilizations, the folk tradition cherishes
differences which individualize group ways of life.
If understood, comparative studies in folklore
provide a bridge from one culture to another.
It is, however, wiser to cultivate folklore
as one more tool in the attempt to understand
and to solve the modern problems. Any knowledge
or activity that helps us to bridge the chasms
(between people separated by difference in
cultural background, in economic status, and in
vocational activity) should be utilized to the
fullest extent possible. Democracy rests upon
an intelligent and sympathetic recognition of
the dignity and worth of all human beings.
(Davidson, 1951, pp . v-vi)
Similar to Davidson, Dewey's educational process
implies the same philosophy. Although in his definition
of the educational process Dewey never mentioned folklore
as the bridge to traditional schooling, he linked items
of folklore and its process to education. Thus, he
formulated a definition of the educational process as
being a self-renewing process, a process through which a
person lives. As Dewey stated in Democi^y_^^
The continuity of experiences, through
of the social group is a literal fact,
in its broadest sense, is the means of
continuity of life. (Dewey, 1961, PP •
renewal
Education,
the social
2-3)
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If follows then, that folklore and education might
very well be linked profitably. A person spends most of
his life subconsciously employing folklore. Whether they
know it or not, individuals derive attitudes on morality
and propriety, bearing among peers, preference in re-
creation, and beliefs and fears from the folklore passed
on to them. (Clarke, 1963, p. 2)
The Place of Folklore in the Schools . Back in
1951, Paul Brewster, a folklorist who advocated folklore
in the schools, concisely stated an approach for accomplish-
ing this:
A judicious use of folk materials, not in formal
folklore courses but integrated with history,
music, home economics, dramatics, literature,
arts, physical education, science, and other
subjects, will do much not only to make these
more "alive" for the pupil but also to arouse
community interest and stimulate community
participation. (Brewster, 1951, p. 85)
Along the same line Hector Lee agreed with Brewster when
he noted that
:
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Folklore and what it can contribute to education
is not a recent discovery in American schools.
The story of John Smith and Pocahontas, the
Parson Weems account of George Washington and
the cherry tree, the saga of Hiawatha, the
Abraham Lincoln legends, the stereotyped
characterizations of the American Indian, Irish
immigrants, or Negro— such instances of
traditional lore and countless others have
been in our schools since the beginning of
American education. Nor have teacjers been
entirely unaware that what they were using was
traditionally lore. When the first pamphlets
by W.B. Laughead describing the gigantic feats
of Paul Bunyon zoomed into literary visibility,
mostly because they were distributed free by
lumber dealers, it was the school children who
made the discovery and thus insured the re-
doubtable Paul of a permanent place in American
folklore. Teachers have long seen the value
of local history and regional legends in
creative activities such as plays, pagents,
songs, dances, and tales. (Lee, 1970, p. 994)
It is evident from the remarks of these folklorists
that folklore has a place in the school but not a recog-
nizable, significant or independent one. Folklore has
most often been incorporated into the existing school
curriculum through individual subjects such as English,
physical education and music. In English, instruction
usually focuses on folktales with specific folkways and
values imbedded in the literature emerging and becoming
items for discussion. As for physical education, dance
and games of selected cultures are taught without
providing
a cultural understanding related to the process
involved
in the dance or game. The point can be extended
to folk-
songs, the basic component of music. Learning
onl>
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addresses style, lyrics and singing. The folksong, like
the folktale, dance and game, is discussed briefly in its
respective subject area, but not integrated in an inter-
disciplinary setting. This traditional approach of
incorporating folk material into the curriculum has been
responsible for inability of folklore as a subject to
gain any real recognition at the secondary level.
Yet, it seems there is considerable value to be
gained by properly inserting folklore into the curriculum
for as one folklorist puts it
:
An understanding of the possibilities inherent
in folklore will lead to many ways of making
such a program effective in the life of the
growing child. Folk dancing, singing, story
telling, and dramatics are some of the ways in
which this lore may be used. (Studer, 1962, p. 11)
By providing these experiences, the pupil sees many facets
of folklore and provides just the right supporting climate
for a school interested in vigorous and natural expression
of pupils.
Reaffirming the above Brewster, Lee, and Studer
concur on the place and significance of folklore in ‘the
curriculum. Each views folklore as an integral dimension
of curriculum. Each proposes that folklore be integrated
into the existing curriculum with an emphasis on bringing
the school and community closer together while developing
a sense of worth in common traditions. (Brewster, 1851,
p. 86; Lee, 1970, p. 995; Studer, 1962, p. 4)
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Because Brewster's goal is to closely integrate
school life with community life, he states that folklore
assists in bringing school life closely integrated with
community life. As he puts it, folklore in the schools
will "arouse community interest and stimulate community
participation." (Brewster, p. 86) He views the teacher
as the person best equipped to integrate folk materials
into the curriculum by employing different genres relevant
to particular subject matter. For example, he states that
the history teacher will find legends, ballads, traditions
considerably helpful when teaching the Revolutionary War,
War of 1812 and Civil War. Brewster infers that "too
often, history deals with man . . . armies, mobs, and
other large groups. When an individual is treated, he is
a general, a stateman, or some other outstanding person-
ality. Folklore, on the contrary, is concerned with the
ordinary man, his beliefs, and his way of life." (Brewster,
p. 86)
In another view Lee explains that folklore can give
significance to our immediate environment and a x-ray view
into our culture. Folklore can make the student aware of
the values and commonalities in the culture of the people
and develop a sense of worth for the common man. (Lee,
p. 9B9)
Finally, Studer depicts folklore as a bridge between
people which can aid in the development of roots in the
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region and roots in one's group. (Studer, p. 5)
Like Brewster
,
Lee sees the task of blending school
life with community life in an educational way. Lee
recognizes the teacher must experiment a bit when using
folklore in ordre to adapt the educational plans to the
folk materials. He notes . . . "No ready-made plans or
mail order material will work, since both. must grow
generically from the milieu, the community, and the
cultural mixture of the class." (Lee, p. 994)
Techniques Used in the Schools to Advance Folklore
Programs . Overly, Kinghorn and Preston are academicians
who have greatly influenced the educational process by
advocating the concept of humanizing education for youth,
They have concurred that the school experience should be
A time in which students explore their own ideas,
how the world around them reacts to them as
people and to their ideas ... or time in which
the student can explore what kind of person he
is and examine his own values . . . (Overly,
Kinghorn, Preston, 1972, p. 6)
Nowhere do Overly, Kinghorn and Preston mention
folklore, but they imply that the student should have some
knowledge about his cultural heritage in order to adapt
successfully to his immediate surroundings.
This is not achieved currently because John Putnam
M teachers do not fully understandstates . . many
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folklore, they are unable to recognize or to make the
most profitable use of its potential values for education.”
(Putnam, 1964, p. 364) For if teachers fully understood,
the English teacher could focus on folk tales, myths,
legends, folk ballads, and folk speech; the music teacher
could utilize folk songs and folk instruments; in physical
education classes the teacher could make liberal use of
folk dances and games; the art teacher could encourage
handicrafts activity and costume making based on various
folk idioms; the science teacher could develop methods
for testing superstitions and remedies; and the social
studies teacher could emphasize the patterns of living and
folk ways. (Putnam, p. 364)
However, the total impact and effectiveness of
folklore and its utilization lies in Dundes strong belief
that one must have some idea of folklore's function, such
as
:
Aiding in the education of the young, promoting
a group's feeling of solidarity, providing
socially sanctional ways for individuals to
act superior to or to censure other individuals,’
serving as a vehicle for social protest, offering
an enjoyable escape from reality, converting dull
work into play. (Dundes, 1965, p. 277)
Upon closer research all of Dundes’ functions might
not work well in the classroom. For example, undue
emphasis on a particular structure of tradition as
'superior' may result in attitudes of superiority and lead
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to clannishness and chauvinism, two concepts folklore
should not promote. In reverse, folklore should foster
humane regard for all people, including relationships
between adults and children. Through the use of citing
one riddle test Dundes illustrates the preceding by
presenting folklore as a mirror of culture.
A child comes home from school and at the dinner
table asks his parents: "what is black and white
and red all over?" "A newspaper" which in fact
is one of the older traditional answers to this
riddle. But there are other modern traditional
answers. Some of these are: a sunburned zebra,
an embarrassed zebra, a zebra with measles, a
wounded nun, a bloody integration march
. . .
(Dundes, 1969, p. 476)
Dundes believes the riddle serves the purpose of
reversing the normal adult-child relationship.
In our society the parent and teacher usually pose
the difficult question to children. But in this riddle
context, if the parent or teacher is unable to answer
correctly, the child has the satisfaction of furnishing
the answer. In riddling, as in other forms of folklore,
such as stories, songs and sayings, reflections are ‘pro-
vided of our culture.
Therefore, Putnarn, a specialist in Educational
Records and Reports at the Office of Education in Washing-
ton, in what he labels 'family folklore' includes these
genres for typical school activities. (Putnam, p. 365)
He advances the proposition that pupils engage in collecting
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and systematizing stories, songs and sayings of the
family including as many generations as possible. What
results he claims, is a strengthening of family relation-
ships and an ability to see the various traditions within
one’s cultural heritage. An activity such as Putnam’s
proposition could add dimension when the community plays
a significant part in contributing local history and
local folklore.
For those willing to take advantage of the
opportunity the study of folklore provides there are a
number of ways to see culture from the inside out instead
of from the outside in. The teacher can design field
trips to historical sites, or museums, Indian burial
grounds, cemeteries, homes or workshops of older community
residents who may be willing to tell stories, sing, dance
or demonstrate in some other manner their folk knowledge
and skills. In addition students may visit foreign born
craftsmen in the community, talk with them and have them
demonstrate their crafts. Foreign children may be
encouraged to tell tales, sing songs in their native tongue
and dress in their native attire. (Putnam, pp. 366-367)
So the best way for students to be introduced to folklore
is to go out and collect it. (Tallman, 19/2, p. 170)
The latter is important for if you get to know a
person’s traditions, then you really begin to know the
person
.
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As Maurice Jadendorf explained, studying folklore
. . . "will not only teach children how to wash their
faces and kindred things, it also brings out their cultural
background in their future thought and appreciation of
what is really their heritage." (Jadendorf, 1953, p. 196)
The Need for Folklore Materials in the Schools
Present Trends
. Over the past twenty-five years
only two folklore symposia have addressed the problems en-
countered in developing folklore curriculum in the public
school. As a result, a number of strategies have been
developed to combat some of the problems. For example,
various committees of the American Folklore Society, and
other symposium members have argued methodological problems
in folklore as process and product. From these symposia
two reports deserve special mention: the Report of a Sub-
committee on Folklore for Children and Young People in
1950 and the Four Symposia on Folklore, published in 1953.
Eloise Ramsey and Dorothy Howard, authors of the Children
and Young People’s report supplied a bibliography designed
for elementary and intermediate schools. It was prepared
primarily to initiate folklore in curriculums where
teachers and librarians needed assistance or suggestions.
In one session of the Four Symposia titled "Making Folklore
Available," discussions focused on utilizing folklore in
the schools. The end result articulated activities and
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goals which made useful suggestions to educators about
teaching students to develop respect and acceptance of
cultural differences. (Jadendorf, 1953, 196)
These two reports provide an historical framework
for understanding why it is important to examine folklore
program and method in order to develop folklore curriculum.
Emphasis in Folklore Curriculum . While there is
consensus on the usefulness of collecting local folklore
and archiving it as a technique to incorporate folklore
in the educational process, there has been little said
about how to use the resources (collected materials)
effectively in classroom activity. The present trends in
education, those specifically addressed to classroom
activity, adopt the process involved for experiences in
folklore. Classroom activity incorporates the skill of
systematic investigation in subjects such as science and
social studies. (Overly, Kinghorn and Preston, p. 10)
However, there is another dimension or extension in the
process of teaching folklore that warrants development,
and that is how to utilize the collections of folklore
in the classroom.
The present thrust in today's classroom curriculum
is to have children express their feelings in open
dialogue
and activity. Such activity includes games , stor ies,
role-playing
,
music
,
dance
,
pictures
,
const ruction
materials and ceramic work . These activities provide
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outlets and expression in diverse forms which are
adaptable to the teaching of folklore and also go beyond
collecting, analyzing and archiving folk materials.
Stanley Charnofsky, an advocate of folklore in the public
school and an educator who generates curriculum for the
"powerless”, views the combination of folklore and
activity-oriented instruction methods as a valuable tool.
School curriculum he implies is bombarded with various
skills such as observing, collecting, analyzing and these
processes have made the school curriculum synchronized and
sterile. (Charnofsky, 1971, p. 102) Many children go
through these processes without really knowing facts.
The essence of what the student should retain during the
instructional procedure is often forgotten as quickly as
it is taught.
There has been an increasing amount of interest and
activity focusing upon community resources and folk
materials (crafts, history, music, dance, and foodways)
and upon use of folklore in teaching specific subjects.
Examples of these activities are noted in the following
texts which stress different folk genres.
How to Use Folksong. How to Do It Series , by
David Dufty and John Anthony Scott.
A Teacher’s Guide to Folksong , by Bob Beers.
Folklore: A Bridge Over Troubled Wate rs, by
Carl Solomon.
The Oral Tradition: Springboard for Teaching
Black Literature
,
by Velez H. Wilson.
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The 'Use of Folklore and Other Material in the
Motivation of Presentation of a Lesson
,
by
Elvira Adorno.
Folktale and Folklore--Useful Cultural Tools for
Teachers of German
,
by Gerhard Weiss.
Teaching Hispanic Culture Through Folklore
,
by
Arthur Campa.
In How to Use Folksongs: How to Do It Series
,
David Dufty and John Anthony Scott specify how folksongs
can aid teachers from a social studies perspective by
portraying a vivid reflection of the history and culture
of the folk. Through folksong the authors introduce the
student to important concepts and generalizations, and
teach them a great deal about the attitudes, interests,
and values of people as reflected in their song. (Dufty,
Scott, Anthony, 1969, p. 1)
In A Teacher's Guide to Folksong , Bob Beers states
that folksinging presents a mirror for a student's
personality. Such a dimension is useful in the student's
development. Folksinging allows the students to 'act out'
their impressions in song and gain important insights
and
empathy with people that may never be gained through
direct experience. (Beers, 1972 , p. 3o)
Carol Solomon in Folklore: A Bridge Over Troubled
Waters utilizes genres ol folklore in individual
projects
for English. In this classroom approach
students developed
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self-esteem, self-pride and self-awareness through
collecting and analyzing their own tales, jokes, riddles,
and superstitions. Cultural differences are shared and
appreciated among the students.
Among the authors, Adorno, Campa, Weiss, and Wilson
each utilize several genres of folklore within one ethnic
group in order to motivate learning, improve apperception,
show cultural contrasts and/or universalities. Adorno
uses the literary devices of folklore such as riddles,
songs, tongue twisters, epigrams and motto to teach Italian
tenses, vocabulary and famous names. These different
uses of folklore contribute to the development of folklore
curriculum
.
Campa employed several genres of Hispanic folklore
to teach about the culture. He focused on the contribution
of the Hispanic people to develop positive attitudes and
self-esteem in the people. The contributions portrayed
important historic events, famous people, performing and
visual arts and common idiomatic expressions. As a result,
the students received knowledge about the cultural in a
positive dimension.
Weiss utilized German-American cultural differences
and contrasts German regions using fairy tales, folk
heroes, regional jokes and anecdotes. He provides examples
of legendary figures with suggestions on how they
illuminate the German culture.
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Wilson used folk music, folktales, folk customs and
superstitions of Black Americans to stimulate different
classroom exercises. Students' experiences are used to
trace the development of their character. As a result
students were able to gain a better insight into their
culture and behaviors.
Curriculum Used in Teaching Folklore . Teaching
folklore in the general curriculum, either as an elective
course or part of English, social studies, history or
music courses has been successfully noted in a number of
schools throughout the United States. Dorothy Howard,
Margaret Coffin, Harold Thompson, and Richard Tallman
have utilized folklore in the schools and their courses
have been cited in publications as possible techniques for
teaching. Each technique is unique in that the approach
has been adapted to the environment where the course takes
place
.
Howard's technique is designed for the elementary
school. The study takes place in western Maryland and
northern New Jersey. This region is sparsely settled,
mountainous and semi-industrial. There is old mining,
some old women weave and spin, and a few old men carve
wood by a method passed on from sixteenth-century England.
(Howard, 1950, p. 99) Children bring their English, Welsh
Irish and German folk speech, tales, rhymes, and
belieis
of their different ancestors to school. The
teacher takes
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the child from where he is— from his own folk speech and
playground techniques of expression (rhyme) and leads him
into the joy of poetry. The rhymes of skipping rope,
bouncing balls, etc., are brought into the classroom, and
used in simple choral reading. This mode of expression
is applied to learning poems in books. Howard states
that
. . . children's rhyme chanting is no academic
activity. The rhyme is expressed and the whole body
participates in that expression. When teachers observe
that fact and employ it in poetry lessons in school, then
poetry is no longer a hated memory assignment. (Howard,
p. 102)
Folklore has also been used as a basis for composi-
tion by the teachers of Maryland and New Jersey in the
first grade through junior high school. In the first three
grades it is limited to oral work, however, in the upper
grades children write their own stories. (Howard, p. 105)
Margaret Coffin in her approach introduces folklore
and folk history as an elective in high school. (Coffin,
1963, p. 153) In the beginning stages the course hdd no
text. However, a text was created that served as an
introduction to each unit of folklore. Her former
instructor, Dr. Harold Thompson, in a college and adult
education course had a similar design. The courses were
somewhat 'hodgepodge' in that no structural sequence of
folklore genres were studied and the course varied somewhat
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each semester. However, Coffin used the 'local' approach
which proved to be more appealing for the student. Each
unit or genre of study began at home.
In applying Coffin's approach there is cause to
believe that a variation in course content each semester
would decrease the opportunities a student could encounter
through several genres of folklore. By a "student choosing
a course of study, there is no chance that the gamut of
folklore will be covered. In order for pupils to develop
a sense of awareness in folklore, a prism representing the
genres of folklore must be provided. In a prismatic
setting, the genres of folklore are viewed as a tapestry.
Thompson in his approach introduced Black lore,
international holidays lore, carol lore, Indian lore, then
French and Creole lore, and finally immigrant lore.
(Thompson, 1948, pp. 301-309) The materials were studied
in no sequential order which provided a weak frame for the
many genres of folklore. What was lacking was an
integration of the material. There was no evidence of
pupils becoming involved in an activity outside of study-
ing the materials. In order for pupils to gain a more
valuable experience using such an approach, a setting
with an informant would have been richer.
Tallman emphasized collecting folklore such as
legends, tales, humorous anecdotes and dirty jokes of
family. His course, like Coffin's was designed for a high
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school English class. He used local folklore of Canning:
Nova Scotia. In his attempt to expose the children to
folklore, the children discovered an important part of
themselves. One student commented
. . . "I've got Folklore
myself." (Tallman, p. 170)
Folklore, however one wishes to define it, is an
intrinsic part of everyone's life. It is. not something
lost between covers of books. Howard proclaims it as
. . . "a process of education which served mankind for a
long time before he stocked his school with books."
(Howard, p. 107) As a foundation for curriculum develop-
ment in folklore education, the next section will:
present a concept of the genres of folklore, identify the
general goal for folklore education, and explain approaches
to study folklore and sources of content for folklore
education
.
A Rationale for the Development of Folklore Curriculum
Genres of Folklore . Folklorists have emphasized the
collection and analysis of folklore as being the main
ingredient of folklore curriculum in the public school.
The genres of folklore make it possible to investigate the
life-cycle and social processes of the people within a
spectrum. The genres of folklore make it possible for
people to interact, participate and experience feelings
of the people that cannot be found in books or collections.
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Reading the work that has been done in folklore
interpretations, along with texts from other countries,
helps a student to understand the depth of humanity of
the most primitive peoples, the world view of groups very
different from his own, and the universality of the basic
human concerns through the eyes of someone else. Further,
the genres of folklore give the person from the outside
a positive inside view of behaviors and contributions.
The genres of folklore are the materials through
which folklorists make a contribution to knowledge by
studying the products of human imagination that are not
recorded but are transmitted orally. (Gilbert, 1973, p.
166) Helen Gilbert, in a curriculum proposal for folklore
studies in the Folklore Forum
,
categorizes the genres of
folklore into four major groups: oral literature which
includes myths, folktales, proverbs, riddles; material
culture which includes objects and processes of daily
living; social folk customs which include festivals, re-
creation, superstition; performing folk arts which include
song, dance and theater. The functional word that duts
across each genre is tradition . "A tradition develops
in any group of people who all have a common trait or
interest. (Gilbert, p. 166) Tradition is a group
characteristic which the folklorist studies by applying
several methods which include fieldwork, annotation,
comparison, analysis, and interpretation. Ihese methods
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incorporate skills of folklorists who advocate folklore
in the schools. In turn, they wish these skills to be
passed on to students by the teachers. Unfortunately,
most teachers have not taken an introductory course in
folklore, and, therefore, do not have the knowledge to
conduct the methods generated by folklorists.
Development of Curriculum
. The four categories in
which Gilbert grouped the various genres of folklore
provide a frame for the initial curriculum upon which this
study is developed. Each category is very clear-cut in
reference to whatever genres of folklore are featured.
A person not familiar with the term "folklore" would have
no difficulty in comprehending the genres of folklore.
However, more information is needed in regards to the
operant word that touches each genre namely, tradition.
The folklore curriculum for this study is designed
to utilize the contributions of folklorists and others by
developing performance objectives for various genres
within each category. Each performance objective requires
the student to complete a test at a given level of accuracy
utilizing the materials already collected and codified.
For example, if folktales are being taught, students might
listen to or read folktales, answer questions that imply
something about the behavior patterns of the culture,
create a dramatique or play, and/or write another story
using the same figure or character in a similar situation
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or predicament. In another example, if foodways is being
taught, the activity might involve knowing the basic foods,
staples and diets of the people, common meal combinations,
food preparation, utensils, etc. by listening to inter-
views of informants, checking collections for recipes, and
cooking under the instruction of an informant.
There are many advantages in using, a folklore
curriculum like this to teach folklore specifically to
junior high school youth. First, it gives the students
hands-on experience which books do not. Second, the
student is able to use collections as resource materials
to create his own product. Third, the student has the
opportunity to experience a creative encounter utilizing
folklore. Fourth, the curriculum is directed to individual-
ized study. Background information and suggested activities
are provided. Given four categories which are labeled,
students may choose any genre interesting to study. At
the end of the curriculum unit all genres are shared by
all students in the form of a presentation.
This folklore curriculum does not afford any ’major
limitation or disadvantages by itself. However, there are
several restrictions in regard to the consistency and flow
of the curriculum. The knowledge or materials about the
people used for study should be previously prepared or
conveniently sought when the curriculum is put into
operat ion
.
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For this study the investigator prepared folklore
materials collected in Ghana. The materials included folk-
tales, myths, proverbs, recipes, artifacts, music, dance,
crafts, witchcraft and festivals. The materials were
grouped according to the four categories. Performance
objectives were developed to generate creative encounters
for hands-on activities (see Appendix B)..
In summary, a folklore curriculum that goes beyond
collection and analysis of materials into activities that
provide hands-on experiences will advance folklore in the
schools. Teachers and students who are unfamiliar with the
subject will receive an orientation to the general make-up
of folklore by the categories of genres. This discussion
has provided a frame of reference for why a folklore
curriculum that goes beyond the methods of collecting and
analyzing is a compelling need in the schools.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH PROCEDURES
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This chapter describes the initial development of
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, GFC, and preliminary
testing and procedures used for the collection of data.
In addition, the chapter will describe the selection of
junior high school classrooms and students used in the
study. Included in the selection were three school
systems, six classrooms and 150 children.
Development of the Curriculum .
Fourteen steps were utilized to develop the GFC for
which Chapter I has provided a rationale. The following
is a discussion on the procedures in the GFC development.
Step One . The purpose of folklore curriculum is
to advance folklore in the public schools specifically in
the junior high school. Folklore is advanced in this study
by developing folklore curriculum employing Ghanaian
Folklore Curriculum.
Never has folklore been a significant subject in the
public schools or in the educational process of the learner
to warrant recognition. Nor has folklore been a viable
subject outside of English, music, physical education and
home economics. Further, folklore has lacked the
instructional sophistication which practitioners rely upon
when teaching traditional subject matter. Ultimately,
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Figure 2. Development of Folklore Curriculum
Step 1 - Purpose
Step 2 - Need for Folklore Curriculum
Step 3 — Identifying Goal of Curriculum and Subdivisions
of the Curriculum
Step 4 — Development of Performance Objectives Based on
Subdivisions of the Curriculum
Step 5 - Development of Pretest to Ascertain Existing
Student Knowledge about Folklore
Step 6 - Analysis of Data from use of Pretest to Make
Decisions about Content in Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum
Step 7 - Selection and Arrangement of Aspects in the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum Content
Step 8 - Process for Development of Learning Activities
Step 9 - Content Validity
i
Step 10- Packaged Curriculum
Step 11- Teacher's Manual
Step 12- Preliminary Testing
Step 13- Analysis of Data from Preliminary Testing
Step 14- Curriculum Revisions
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practitioners have not been aware of the knowledge and
experiences which folklore provides in the educational
process of the learner.
In order to develop a sense of awareness in
practioners of the value for folklore in the public
schools, a folklore curriculum is deemed necessary.
— • Having established the purposes for
developing folklore curriculum, the investigator reviewed
selected literature to identify the needs for folklore
curriculum in the junior high school. Chapter Two
provides a rationale which focuses upon the needs for
folklore curriculum and the utilization of Ghanaian Folk-
lore.
As a result of the discussion in Chapter Two,
a general goal for folklore curriculum was derived which
in turn became the goal of the GFC.
Step Three . The goal of the GFC is to increase the
student's capacity to experience folk materials in the
arts, humanities, and general education such as reading,
writing and analyzing. The folk materials were grouped
into four categories of folklore: oral literature, social
folk customs, material culture and the performing folk
arts. Within each category are several genres of folklore.
These four categories and genres were identified in
Chapter Two. The genres in each of the four categories
were then examined by three individuals (Dr. George Carey,
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Kwabena Nketia and Mercy Boaritey) with demonstrated
competence in applied folklore and Ghanaian Folklore to
determine the following:
a. whether the genres in each of the four
\ categories represented similar characteristics
of folklore;
b. whether each category encompass.ed significant
genres of folklore which are universal.
As a result of the examination, the four categories
remained as written. Figure 3 provides a listing of the
categories. Having identified the goal of the curriculum
and the major components of the curriculum (i.e., cate-
gories and genres), the next step was to develop perform-
ance objectives.
.Step Four . The objectives for the GFC were derived
from the genres in the categories identified in the
preceding step. Each genre requires some kind of student
action for the student to understand the genre. Each
genre is unique in that different kinds of learning oppor-
tunities are required in order for students to experience
the genre.
Only one objective was formulated by the
investigator for each genre of folklore because this was
all that was deemed necessary for student learning. The
objectives stated what each student would do and how it
would be measured.
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\
Figure 3
1.0 Oral Tradition
1 . 1 Myths
1.2 Folktales
1.3 Proverbs
2.0 Material Culture
2.1 Objects of daily living
2.2 Processes of daily living
3.3 Social Folk Customs
3.1 Festivals
3.2 Beliefs and Superstitions
4.0 Performing Folk Arts
4 . la Music (Instrumental)
4.1b Song
4.2 Dance
4.3 Crafts
Four Categories of Folklore
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The twelve objectives derived through the genres
selected for the GFC were examined by two individuals
(Andy Platt and Steven Hinds of the Weston Public School
System in Massachusetts) with demonstrated competence in
interdisciplinary curriculum development, to ascertain
whether any of the objectives needed to be written to
express greater clarity of language.
As a result, three objectives were written. The
categories and genres were arranged vertically on a
specification table. Having developed performance
objectives for each genre in the four categories of folk-
lore, it was now necessary to develop a pretest to be
administered to a select group of students for the purpose
of ascertaining what knowledge about folklore they already
knew.
Step Five . The twelve objectives were the basis
for questions which served as a pretest. One question
was developed for each objective. These questions were
used with fi^ty-eight seventh-graders in the Amherst-
Pelham Regional School System in Massachusetts. This
group of students included an equal number of above-
average, average and below average students based on the
academic norm for that grade in that school. The group
was chosen because they were accessible to the investigator
and characteristics of the group were similar to those of
the sample used in the study. In addition, these
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students formerly had the investigator as a teacher and
they had been exposed to an interdisciplinary curriculum,
including social studies, English and music. The students
were given ten of the twelve questions. Since African
folktales were not studied in the curriculum, two questions
specifically referring to a collection of trickster tales
were eliminated because the English Department Chairperson
stated that the students would find answering these
questions difficult.
The following is an example of a pretest question:
Category: Social Folk Customs
Genre: Festivals
Pretest: #4. One of the following is
an important festival during the latter part
of the summer in West Africa.
A. Yam Festivals
B. Puberty Rites
C. World track events
Each of the questions in the pretest was a multiple
choice item. These pretest items are used in the initial
folklore curriculum. However, they were used in the form
of a pretest questionnaire to identify what students know
before studying folk materials. A mastery test has been
developed basically in the same manner as the pretest
questionnaire; however, the mastery test has additional
items and the wording is changed on the items used in the
pretests questionnaire.
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After the pretest students began asking questions
about collecting folklore, West African dance, witchcraft
and festivals. Other students listened attentively and
confessed they though folklore was exclusive of festivals
and dance. The discussion immediately following the
pretest resulted in students desiring more knowledge on
the subject.
Having ascertained what knowledge students had about
folklore through use of a pretest, it was now necessary to
analyze the test results for the purpose of determining
what content to include in the GFC.
Step Six . The pretest resulted in identification
of the following priorities when making decisions about
content of the GFC
:
a. define all objects
b. provide data for origin of objects
c. locate places on a map
Having identified what student learning needs were
related to the study of folklore, it was necessary to make
decisions about how to select and arrange content of the
GFC.
Step Seven . The content of the GFC was selected
and arranged according to the categories and genres of
folklore based on the priorities in the preceding step.
Background information was provided for each genre. This
included a concise discussion of the genre used in
Ghanaian
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Folklore. Words that were foreign to the English
vocabulary were defined, and places were described within
Ghana.
For example, when discussing folktales in Ghana,
a description on the type of folktale and the characters
involved are included before reading the folktale (see
Appendix B). The other genres included in the curriculum
follow a similar pattern.
Having identified certain aspects of content needed
in the GFC, it was now necessary to develop learning
activities.
Step Eight . The learning activities created for
the objectives were developed according to the following
criteria:
a. Creative encounters such as role-play and
simulation which include problem-solving,
inquiry and analysis.
b. Hands-on crafts allowing for different levels of
development, e.g., aural, visual, perceptual,
kinesthetic, and motor skills.
c. Sequence with units moving from less to more
difficult concepts and activities.
The following is an example of a learning experience.
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Category: Oral Literature
Genre: Folktales I
Objective: At the end of the unit on folktales
the student will be able to:
a. Apply his understanding of Ananse
"the trickster figure in two separate
stories by performing at the 90%
level of accuracy on the teacher-
made test.
b. List items in the cultures as portrayed
through the folktales performing at
the 90% level of accuracy on the
essay teacher-made test.
c. Create a dramatique based on the
folktales at the 100% level of
accuracy determined by a group
performance including all the events
of the story.
Pretest Questionnaire: (see Appendix B)
Learning Activity: The students will have read
background information on Ananse and
the Ghanaian folktale. Then, the
students read a story about Ananse and
answer related questions. This is
followed by letters b. and c. of the
obj ect ive
.
Mastery Test: At the end of the learning experience
the student should answer the follow-
ing questions:
a. Name one behavior that implies
something about the culture ‘in
each story.
b. What is the lesson to be learned
from the tale?
c. What idea about the nature of man
is the story trying to express?
After having developed the learning experience, it
was necessary to establish content validity
.
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£tg£_9A. To establish content validity, a committee of
two junior high school teachers and three students examined
the background information, objectives, learning activities
and test items for the purpose of:
a. Identifying any words or phrases that might be
too difficult and others that needed to be
changed or omitted. (Teachers suggested that
words which they thought were difficult for the
student should be used by teachers for vocabulary
building.) The students identified words that
were foreign to the English language. Those
words included names of musical instruments,
materials and foods.
b. Identifying units and materials which appeared
inappropriate for junior high school youth.
c. Identifying learning activities impossible to
implement in a classroom given the time suggested
in the curriculum.
d. Suggesting activities in addition to or in lieu
of what is written.
As a result, additions occurred in defining names
of musical instruments, describing the texture of foods and
objects
.
Step 9B . In addition to those who examined the
above items, Nana Nketia, a content specialist in Ghanaian
Folklore, examined the objectives and learning activities
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for the purposes of:
a. Identifying any genres of folklore that were
not accurately discussed.
b. Suggesting any genres of folklore that were
not included.
V
c. Suggesting additional knowledge than what is
present
.
As a result the genres of Ghanaian Folklore listed
in the specification table were agreed upon by Nana Nketia.
Step 9C . The investigator then used two seventh
grade students to conduct a pilot test of three performance
objectives, learning activities and test items from the
total number of objectives to ascertain congruity in back-
ground information on the learning activity cards,
comprehensiveness of the instructions and whether the
vocabulary was difficult. The pilot test resulted in im-
provement of the background information as far as explaining
vocabulary foreign to the English language. Several names
of musical instruments and material objects were subsequent-
ly defined within the readings of each learning activity
(see Appendix C)
.
Having established content validity the folklore
curriculum was now developed.
Step Ten . A curriculum was developed by the
investigator v/hich included twelve performance objectives,
twenty learning activities and both pretest and mastery
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test items (see the chart in Appendix B). The GFC was
packaged according to categories, including artifacts and
tape cassettes, in order to facilitate decisions as to
what activities would be used. A list was designed
regarding the materials needed to make certain products
(musical instruments, foods, and clothes).
In using the curriculum, the student would choose
a learning activity from any of four categories and work
individually or in a small group. The teacher would have
the option to teach large group lessons using one of the
learning activities suggested for a large group lesson.
Having completed the development of the curriculum,
it was necessary to develop a teacher’s manual.
Step 11A . A teacher's manual was developed in
order to orientate and guide the teachers in using the GFC.
The manual included: (1) the goal and rationale of the
curriculum which was adopted from the statement of
purpose in Chapter One; (2) teacher objectives and goals
which pertained to basic routine in the classroom such as
using the dictionary and improving writing skills; •
(3) the curriculum overview which describes how the content
of the curriculum is in compliance with the State
Educational Goals of the State of Massachusetts; and the
performance objectives, test items and teaching
strategies (see Appendix D)
.
Four training sessions were recommended for teachers
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m a cover letter of the manual. Each session focused
upon procedures for administering the curriculum (see
Appendix D)
.
Step 11B . The investigator then used two junior
high school seventh grade teachers to examine the teacher's
manual for the following purposes.
a. Identify whether teacher goals and objectives
were comprehensible and appropriate to existing
goals and objectives in the school.
b. Identify and administering instructions that
need clarification.
c. Suggest any changes of additions that would be
appropriate for seventh grade students.
As a result, there were changes in words, additions to
administering procedures and a section added to include
plans for each day during implementation of the curriculum.
Having completed the teacher's manual, the
curriculum was now ready for a preliminary testing.
Step Twelve . A preliminary testing of the curriculum
was conducted in an interdisciplinary classroom consisting
of five classes at the junior high school in Weston,
Massachusetts. There were three major reasons for this
preliminary testing: first, to identify problems in
executing learner activities; second, to observe the
interest level of the participants; and third, to improve
or refine the curriculum. This testing took place during
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the month of January, 1976. The following is a detailed
description of the procedures used for administering the
curriculum:
1. The teachers were asked to identify from the
list of materials on every learning activity card whether
there would be difficulty acquiring materials requested
for each activity.
2. Instructions for each learning activity were
discussed with teachers and passed on to team aides and
the Industrial Arts teacher who also worked with the
students
.
3. The teachers chose learning activities that
offered a product. There was little to no interest in
learning activities that did not have a visible end product.
Four learning activities including performance objectives
were not considered for the preliminary testing. Those
were myths, the Akan Stool, festivals and witchcraft.
4. Each teacher chose a learning activity card which
was either familiar to them in content or relatively simple
to implement.
5. The students chose their activity from those
already chosen by their teachers.
6. The investigator, when administering the
curriculum, was looking for deviation in the instiuctions
given to students, practicality in doing some of the
activities, and amounts of time alloted for learning
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activities that called for a visible product at the end.
The student chose the activity that appeared to be
most interesting from the brief description given by the
homeroom teacher. Students were cautioned that once they
chose an activity it could not be changed for another
unless there was some deficiency in a specific skill such
as reading, singing or mere physical handicap that would
be a problem for the student. The time alloted for the
completion of a product was a total of four forty-five
minute periods. Therefore, it was assumed that any switch
in a learning activity would diminish the amount of time
in completing a second choice.
As a result of the preliminary testing of the
curriculum data was provided for analysis and interpreta-
tion .
Step Thirteen . In the preliminary testing's
analysis based on two teacher aides, four teachers and
student questionnaires revealed there was evidence that
the curriculum was adequate for teaching information about
folklore in the junior high school.. There was alsd
evidence of a need for several revisions.
The data collected (in Appendix G) revealed the
overall impressions of the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum
were generally positive. The students enjoyed the hands-
on activities and the presentation of their products
on
Africa Day. The strengths of the curriculum revealed
the
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initial design of the curriculum. The weaknesses yielded
data for revisions in learning activities discussed
previously.
The data sought from the students' Questionnaire
in Table 2 revealed two things. First, the first item which
questioned whether or not the West African unit prior to
the GFC was more appealing had no comparative value. The
first item was not answered by the students. West Africa
was not studied prior to the GFC. Therefore, the students
could not compare the unit to another West African unit
like the GFC. Second, on the fifth item which questioned
what students learned, students reported that more time
should be given to completing an activity in order to do a
good job. (See Appendix G for a Complete Questionnaire.)
On the validity of the questionnaire, it was
suggested by the teachers that the instrument was adequate
for obtaining information stated in the objectives for the
questionnaire
.
Having identified certain aspects of the data
collected as important for improvements, the curriculum
was now ready for revisions.
Step Fourteen . The preliminary testing of the
curriculum resulted in a revision focusing on instruction
to students for creating a craft. In addition, two learn-
ing activities were revised and one learning activity was
eliminated.
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After the preliminary testing a five step procedure
was utilized to make decisions about revisions and the
elimination of parts of the curriculum.
1. The teacher organized the learning activities
according to time alloted, available materials and teacher
assistance. If the end product (craft) consumed more time
than the activity was alloted, then the learning activity
was eliminated from the GFC. Only one activity was
eliminated by this procedure. The learning activity on the
Akan Stool required more time. In addition, this learning
activity was examined further by the teachers and they
agreed that it was too difficult a product for the age
group for which the curriculum was designed. This item was
eliminated.
2. The learning activities that were accepted by
the teachers and aides for the preliminary testing were
then examined by each teacher and aide who would be
supervising the activity for materials that were needed.
During this examination several learning activities were
eliminated for the preliminary testing of the GFC because
the end product was not in the form of a visible object
or materials were not available. After the preliminary
testing these learning activities were examined for
possible revision or elimination.
3. The learning activities were then implemented
by the teachers themselves before introducing the units to
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the students in order to see if the instructions were clear
and concise for students to comprehend. There were two
learning activities, the xylophone and the Donno drum,
where the instructions for making a musical instrument
were somewhat unclear and when completed produced the end
products differed from what was expected. These items
were revised.
4. During the preliminary testing, learning
activities that were too difficult were recorded. Learn-
ing activities which were too simple such as the making of
a vessel drum and rattle or learning activities that were
slow-moving and in need of continual teacher assistance
such as dance were revised.
5. Since Africa was not studied prior to the unit,
as a result, the first item on the students' questionnaire
was unanswered by all students (see Appendix F)
.
In order to make decisions on what learning
activities needed revision or elimination (see Appendix E
for a table indicating the items eliminated from the
preliminary testing) a combination of all five procedures
was used to analyze the materials.
The four learning activities eliminated from the
preliminary testing were as follows: Akan Stool,
Festivals of Ghana, Witchcraft in Ghana, Folksongs of
Ghana
.
Major factors contributing to the elimination of
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these items from the preliminary testing were teachers
stating the difficulty students would encounter attempting
to complete specific objectives, the lack of special
materials for completing a learning activity, and the fact
that no object is seen upon completing a performance
objective. In addition, all of the other learning
activities were revised. The criteria for determining
whether learning activities were revised were: difficulty
teachers experienced with instructions included in a
learning activity, difficulty students experienced with
words foreign to the English language such as Ghanaian
crafts, music, musical instruments, foods and places; and
the length of time required to complete a learning
activity. Learning activities requiring revision were re-
written by the curriculum investigator. The preliminary
testing resulted in improved learning activities and
administering procedures, as well as a refined folklore
f
curriculum.
The final curriculum used with the sample of thirty-
six junior high school students consisted of eleven .
performance objectives and twenty learning activities.
The student sample of thirty-six represented a
diverse socio-economic and ethnic make-up. Family income
for the group ranged from 14,000 to 40,000. The ethnic
representation was composed of four Black students, three
Chinese students, two mixed (half white and half black)
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students, one German
-speaking student and twenty-six
Anglo-Saxons and Jewish children.
Again, the performance objectives were divided
into four content areas. There were either two or three
genres of folklore in each category. A performance
objective existed for each genre followed by learning
experiences (see Appendix B)
.
Built into each genre of folklore were a set of
pretest questionnaires and mastery test. The pretest
questionnaire was designed to bring together students who
had similar needs and/or showed the same degree of mastery.
The mastery test was designed to determine whether or not
students have mastered or met the performance standards
for the unit objectives.
In addition to the preceding items included in the
final curriculum were a teacher’s manual, study prints,
diagrams, tape cassettes, slides, charts, artifacts and
books (see Appendix B, for the curriculum). The refined
administration procedures and instructions for the final
curriculum were described above.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
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This chapter reports, analyzes and interprets the
results of the study. The data collected were indications
of what students learned as a result of experiencing the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum in their classrooms. The
procedures used for determining quantitative measures re-
sulted in a series of unit pretest questionnaires and unit
mastery tests from which a raw score was computed for each
test item. The research questions were addressed by
examining the results of the unit pretest questionnaire
and unit mastery tests. The research questions were:
1. How effective has the curriculum been in
achieving the desired unit objectives?
2. What were the factors that helped or hindered
the effectiveness of the curriculum?
The term effective for the purpose of this study has
been defined as a measure of the degree of the coincidence
between the unit goal and the outcomes in classroom -events.
Discrepancies between unit objectives and educational out-
comes have been examined to determine the modifications
necessary to close the gap.
This study represents an exploratory approach to
folklore curriculum development. Therefore, the findings
cannot be generalized beyond the sample used in the study.
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However, the study might be very helpful to those
interested in conducting further research on folklore.
Research Question No. 1: How effective has the curriculum
been in achieving the desired
unit objectives?
Differences Across Unit Pretest Questionnaire
Scores and Unit Mastery Test Scores
Differences Among Scores on the Pretest Questionnaire
As an initial step in determining what each junior
high school student knew before studying the prepared
materials, a pretest questionnaire was conducted for each
unit. Each item of the questionnaire was correlated with
the score of the same item in the unit mastery test.
The distribution of raw scores on each unit pretest
questionnaire are shown in Table 1. The scores for all
the unit pretest questionnaires were very low. An
examination of the table reveals that scores in the folktale
and proverb units which were the only two units conducted
for total class participation, extended over a range of
nine points. The range of scores for all the individualized
units was small except for music. The range of scores for
this unit extended over twelve points. The number of
students undertaking the music unit was higher than foi
any other individualized unit. However, the number of
low scores was comparatively high.students receiving
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TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF UNIT PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE SCORES
Raw Scores 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 N
Units
Myths 1 1
Folktales 1 3 5 4 7 5 3 1* 33
Proverbs 4 6 6 4 3 1 3 1 28
Foodways 6 3 1 * 10
Clothing 1 2 * - 3
Adinkra
Stamping 1 1 * 2
Festivals 2 1 * 3
Witch-
craft 2 1 2 1 1 2 * 9
Instru-
mental
Music 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 * 13
Songs 2 * 2
Dance 3 1 . * 4
Tie-dye 1 3 4 2 * 1 10
Highest Score Possible
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Table 2, which presents the range of scores for each
unit pretest questionnaire reveals the greatest range of
scores occurring in the folktale and music units. Further
examination of the table shows that units like clothing,
Adinkra stamping, festivals and dance that had few
participants maintained a low range in scores.
Differences Among Scores on the Mastery Test
The distribution of raw scores on each unit mastery
test are shown in Table 3. An examination of Table 3
reveals that the scores for all the units except for tie-
dye were considerably low. The unit on proverbs was the
only unit that showed more than half the students receiving
scores between 0 and 2.
Table 4, which presents the range of scores for
each unit mastery test reveals thtt the folktales and
proverbs units, which had total class participation at the
time the test was given maintained the greatest range in
scores. On the other hand, the clothing, Adinkra stamping,
festivals and dance units which had small group participa-
tion, maintained a low range in scores. This means -that
for large group/total class participation activities, the
range of scores was larger than small group participation
and more measurable data was available.
Comparison of the Unit Pretest Questionnaire and Mastery
Test Scores
The comparison among scores on the unit pretest
TABLE 2 68
RANGE OF SCORES FOR EACH UNIT PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE
N High Low Range
Myth 1 -
Folktales 33 10 0 10
Proverbs 28 8 0 ' 8
Foodways 10 6 0 6
Clothing 3 6 5 1
Adinkra
Stamping 2 2 1 1
Festivals 3 4 3 1
Witchcraft 9 9 3 6
Instrumental
Music 13 11 2 9
Song 2 __
Dance 4 8 5 3
Tie-dye 10 6 2 4
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TABLE 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF UNIT MASTERY TEST SCORES
Raw Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 | 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 N
Units
Myths 1 * 1
Folktales 3 1 3 4 5 2 6 4 2 2 * 32
Proverbs 3 1 10 4 1 4 2 3* 27
Foodways 2 1 3 1 1 1 * 9
Clothing 1 2 * 3
Adinkra
Stamping 2 * 2
Festivals 2 1 * 3
Witch-
craft 2 1 3 2 8
Instru-
mental
Music 4 2 3 2 1 12
Song 1 1 * 2
Dance 1 2 1 * 4
Tie-dye 2 3 3 3* 11
TABLE 4 70
RANGE OF SCORES FOR EACH UNIT MASTERY TEST
N High Low Range
Myth 1
Folktales 32 9 0 9
Proverbs 27 8 0 6
Foodways 9 10 4 6
Clothing 9 5 4 1
Adinkra
Stamping 2 2
Fest ivals 3 4 2 2
Witchcraft 8 8 4 4
Instruments
Music 12 12 6 6
Song 2 5 1 4
Dance 4 8 5 3
Tie-dye 11 8 4 4
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questionnaire scores and the unit mastery test scores are
presented in Table 5. The upper half is the frequency count
for scores received on the pretest questionnaire and the
lower half represents the frequency count for scores
received on the mastery test. Inspection of Table 5 shows
a comparison of scores on each unit. For the units on
myth, foodways, music and tie-dye, the scores on the pre-
test questionnaire were relatively low. However, the
scores on the mastery test for these same units were higher.
A further inspection of Table 5 reveals that scores were
low on both the pretest questionnaire and mastery test for
the dance, festivals and Adinkra stamping units. It can
be concluded from an inspection of Table 5 that there
were differences in scores received on the pretest question-
naire when compared to the mastery test.
Item Differences Among Students Scores on
Pretest Questionnaire and Mastery Test
An examination of differences among students scores
on each item of the pretest questionnaire and mastery test
for each unit is presented in Table 6.1. All the items
for each unit were selected for the purposes of comparison.
An examination of Table 6.1 reveals a similarity in how
students answered on each unit item. The folktales and
proverbs units had total class participation. Among the
four pretest questionnaire items of the folktales unit,
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DIFFERENCES AMONG STUDENT'S SCORES ON EACH ITEM
The items listed below are pretest questionnaire and
mastery test items with scores for each student.
Foodways Pretest Questionnaire Units Mastery Test
Items 1 2 3 4 5 Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 Score
Student A 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 5
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 10
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 7
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 7
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 7
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 4
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 4
H 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 9
I 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 8
J 3 1 0 0 2 6 No Un It tfas ter y
3* 2* 2* 2* 3* 12 2* 2 2* 2* 2* 2* 12
* Highest Score Possible For Each Item
0 Total Score For All Items
TABLE 6.1 (cont.)
Folktales Pretest Unit Masterv
Item 1 2 3 4 i Score 1 2 3 4 5 !3 core
A 1 2 0 1 4 1 0 l nil; Me.stc ry
B 2 2 2 2 8 0 2 2 0 1 5
C 2 0 0 2 4 2 2 2 0 0 6
D 2 0 0 2 4 2 2 1 1 0 6
E 4 2 0 2 8 1 2 0 1 2 6
F 2 1 2 2 7 0 2 0 0 0 2
G 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 0 1 7
H 0 2 2 2 6 1 0 2 0 • 0 3
I 2 2 2 2 8 0 2 1 0 0 3
J 0 2 2 2 6 0 2 2 0 2 6
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 5
L 2 0 2 2 6 1 2 2 2 2 9
M 2 0 2 2 6 0 2 2 0 0 4
N 1 0 0 2 3 0 2 2 0 0 4
0 2 2 2 0 6 1 2 0 1 2 6
P 2 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 2
Q 2 2 2 2 8 0 0 2 0 2 4
R 4 2 2 2 10 0 2 2 1 2 7
S 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 0 2 8
T 1 2 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
U 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 2
V 2 1 1 2 6 1 2 2 2 2 9
w 2 2 2 2 8 1 2 2 2 0 7
X 1 0 2 2 5 1 2 2 0 2 7
Y 2 1 2 2 7 1 0 0 0 2 3
Z 0 2 0 2 4 0 0 2 0 2 4
Al 0 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 0 2 8
A2 2 2 1 2 7 1 2 2 0 1 6
A3 0 1 2 2 5 0 0 2 1 0 3
a4 4 0 2 2 8 0 0 0 0 1 1
a5 1 2 1 2 6 0 0 2 0 2 4
A6 1 2 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
A? 1 2 2 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 * 2* 2* 2* (10) 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* (10)
TABLE 6.1 (cont.)
Pro verbs ?'retest Uni t Mast<3ry
Item 1 2 3 Score 1 2 3 4 Score
A 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 2 ' 6
B 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 oL-! 2
C 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 8
D 1 0 2 3 2 0 0 2 4
E 1 1 2 4 0 0 0 2 2
F 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
G 2 2 1 5 0 0 0 2 2
H 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 2
I 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 4
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 4
L 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 4
M 4 1 1 6 0 0 0 2 2
N 4 2 0 6 0 2 2 2 6
0 2 0 2 4 2 2 0 0 1
P 4 2 2 8 0 1 0 0 1
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 4
T 1 1 0 2 2 1 2 2 7
U 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 8
V 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 2
W 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 2 2
X 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2
Y 2 2 2 6 1 2 2 2 7
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Al 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 6
A2 1 2 0 3 2 2 2 2 8
4* 2* 2* 4 2* 2* 2* 2* 8
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• Witchcr‘aft PreteSt Uni t Masterv
Item 1 2 3 4 5 Score 1 2 3 4 5 Score
A N 1 1 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 2 2 4
B 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 8
C 2 1 0 2 2 7 2 0 2 2 0 6
D 1 0 2 2 2 7 0 0 2 i 2 5
E 2 0 0 2 1 4 2 2 0 2 2 8
F 1 1 0 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 2 4
G 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 2 6
H 2 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 0 0 2 6
I 1 2 0 2 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
2* 2* 2* 2 * 2* 10 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 10
Ins;trunlent al Mus;ic Unit
,
Mas;tery
Item 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 Score
A 3 2 3 3 11 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
B 3 2 0 3 8 M: lss: - n ?
C 3 0 0 2 5 0 2 2 0 0 2 6
D 2 2 2 2 8 1 0 2 2 2 0 7
E 2 C 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 10
F 3 0 0 3 6 2 0 2 0 2 0 6
G 0 0 3 2 5 2 2 2 0 2 2 10
H 3 0 3 3 9 2 0 2 0 2 0 6
I 3 0 3 3 9 2 0 2 0 2 0 6
J 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 1 2 2 9
K 2 0 0 2 4 2 0 2 1 2 2 9
L 2 2 3 2 9 1 0 2 2 2 0 7
M 3 2 0 0 5 1 2 2 2 2 0 9
3* 3* 3* 3* 12 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 12
TABLE 6.1 (cont.)
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Adink]:a E>re1:est lJnit Ma sterv
Etem 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 5 Score
A 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 4
B 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 4
C 3 2 3 2 10 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 10
Clothing Pretest Unit Mastery
[tem 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 Score
A 2 2 2 0 6 0 0 2 2 4
B 2 2 2 0 6 0 0 2 2 4
C 2 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 0
2* 2* 2* 2* 8 2* 2* 2* 2* 8
Fest ivals Pretest Unit Mastery
[tem 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 Score
A 3 0 0 1 4 1 0 1 4 4
B 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 2
C 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 2
3* 2* 2* 1* 8 2* 2* 2* 2* 8
Sonsrs Pretest Unit MasteryJ
Item 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 5 Score
A 3 0 2 2 7 0 2 0 0 0
2
B 0 3 2 2 7 lO :es
3* 1* 3* 3* 12 2* 2* 3* 3* 2* 12
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TABLE 6.1 (cont.)
Tie-clye Pretest Unit Mastery
Item 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 Score
A 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 • 7
B 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 8
C 2 0 1 0 3 2 2 0 2 6
D 2 0 1 0 3 1 2 2 2 7
E 2 1 2 1 6 2 2 0 2 6
F 2 2 1 1 6 2 2 2 2 8
G 2 0 2 0 4 1 2 0 1 4
H 3 0 1 0 4 2 2 0 2 6
I 3 0 1 0 4 2 2 2 2 8
J 2 1 1 0 4 2 2 2 1 7
K 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 4
3* 2* 2* 1* 8 2* 2* 2* 2* 8
Dance Pretest Unit Mastery
Item 1 2 3 4 Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 Score
A 0 2 1 0 3 1 2 2 2 0 0 7
B 0 2 3 0 5 1 0 2 2 0 0 5
C 0 2 3 0 5 1 0 2 2 0 2 7
D 2 1 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3* 3* 3* 3* 12 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 2* 12
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the range of scores in how students answered each item
covered the total number of points given each item. Item
1 was worth four points and items 2, 3, and 4 were worth
two points each. Some students received full credit,
others received partial credit or no credit. The total
score for each pretest questionnaire was the same for the
unit mastery test. However, the questions for the unit
mastery test were worded in order for students to synthesize
background data along with the product that was made.
Detailed information such as a delineation of the process
involving the completion of a product was requested for
the mastery test. Whereas the pretest questionnaire only
requested information about reference to the product (see
Appendix for a listing of markings).
Among the five items on the folktales mastery test,
the range of scores in how students answered was from Item
2 having no difference in scores except those that received
zero to Items 1, 3, 4 and 5 having a difference of two
points for each item.
The proverbs unit was very similar to the folktales
units in range of scores in how students answered each
item. On each pretest questionnaire and mastery test item,
the range of scores in how students answered items covered
the total number of points given each item. Again, some
students received full credit, partial credit or no credit.
In further examining Table 6.1, it was evident that
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all of the items for each unit pretest questionnaire and
mastery test revealed a similarity in range of scores in
how students answered each item when an item had one or
two points and a relatively wide range of scores in how
students answered when an item had two or more points.
The results displayed in Table 6.2 are corroborated
by those in Table 6.1 which showed percentages for scores
of each item on a unit. The units selected were contingent
upon the number of students who participated in the unit.
In order for a unit to qualify for selection, a minimum
of nine students had to participate in the unit. Examina-
tion of Table 6.2 along with Table 6.1 shows a high number
of students with low scores on the unit pretest question-
naire with a small increase in scores made by the same
students on the unit mastery test. However, the greatest
difference and increase in scores was between the foodways
pretest questionnaire and the mastery test. The
percentages for students receiving zero on each item of the
pretest questionnaire is listed as follows:
90% received scores of zero for Items 1 and -2.
100% received scores of zero for Items 3 and 4.
60% received scores of zero for Item. 5.
On the mastery test for the same unit, Item 6 was
the only item where the percentage of students receiving
a score of zero was over fifty percent. Eighty-eight
percent of the students received a score of zero. For
this
PERCENTAGES
OF
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UNIT
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unit, it may be concluded that students did achieve
when compared to the units on proverbs, folktales, witch-
craft, music and tie-dye in Table 6.2. For these latter
units, there was relatively no significant achievements
made among students when inspecting the differences in
scores on the pretest questionnaire and mastery test in
Table 6.1. From the above findings, ther.e were differences
in student's scores when comparing the pretest question-
naire to the mastery test. However, the differences
were not great enough to state any significant achievement
among students.
The students did not do as well as was expected by
the investigator. The teachers who assisted in implement-
ing the curriculum stated that students did not familiarize
themselves with the background information on the activity
cards. Therefore, the students did not have a sufficient
amount of knowledge to perform well on the tests. The
investigator expected the students to engage equally in
making products as well as reading the corresponding back-
ground information regarding the product of a unit.
.
Table 6.3 sets out the mean scores, standard devia-
tion, variance and gain scores for each unit on the pretest
questionnaire and mastery test. Inspection of the table
reveals that folktales, clothing, festivals and tie-dye
units had higher mean scores on the pretest questionnaire
than on the mastery test. The gain score for these same
86
units was negative. Foodways was the only unit which had
a gain score. The remaining units showed low gain scores.
These findings are relative to the preceding conclusions
that the students did less well on the mastery test than
on the pretest questionnaire.
Based on the above analyses, the first research
question is answered in the negative. Th'e differences
on student scores between the unit pretest questionnaire
and the mastery test reveal the curriculum being ineffective
in achieving the desired unit objectives. Therefore the
students did not achieve the level of efficiency stated
in unit objectives.
/
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TABLE 6.3
MEAN SCORE AND GAIN SCORE FOR EACH UNIT PRETESTQUESTIONNAIRE AND MASTERY TEST
Folktales
Mean
Score Std
.
Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 5.97 2.01 4.04
Mastery Test 4.59 2.58 6.66
*1.38
Proverbs
Mean
Score Std. Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 2.61 2.11 4.45
1.10Mastery Test 3.71 2.57 6.60
Clothing
Mean
Score Std. Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 5.67 .58 .34
2.00
Mastery Test 3.67 2.31 5.34
Foodways
Mean
Score Std. Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire .90 1.85 3.42
5.88
Mastery Test 6.78 2.11 4.45
Adinkra Stamping
Mean
Score Std. Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 1 . 50 .71 .50
2 . 50
Mastery Test 4.00 0.00 0.00
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Witchcraft
Mean
Score Std
.
Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 5.43 2.23 4.90
170
Mastery Test 5.86 1.55 . 2.40
1 • 1 V
Festivals
Mean
Score Std
.
Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 3.33 .58 .34
- 66
Mastery Test 2.67 1.15 1.32
Instrumental Music
Me an
Score Std
.
Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 6.38 2.84 8.07
1.70
Mastery Test 8.08 2.02 4.05
Dance
Mean
Score Std. Variance
Gain
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 5.75 1.50 2.25 1.00
Mastery Test 6.75 1.26 1.59
r*
1
rr -i
Mean
Score Std
.
Variance
Get in
Score
Pretest Questionnaire 3.90 1.29
• 1 . 66
2.46
Mastery Test 6.45 1.44 j
2.07
i
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Research Question No. 2: What were the factors that helped
or hindered the effectiveness of
the curriculum?
An initial step in determining the factors which
helped or hindered the effectiveness of the curriculum was
a questionnaire where teachers and students responded to
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum. The results of the
questionnaire completed by two teachers and thirty students
are summarized below.
The statistical responses to the student question-
naire were as follows:
PUPIL QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Did you like the African unit(s) prior to this?
8 (29%0 17 (62%) 3 (11%)
very much sometimes not at all
2. Did you like the Ghanaian Folklore unit this year?
15 (55%) 14 (51%) 1 (3%)
very much sometimes not at all
3.
What did you like MOST about the Ghanaian Folklore unit?
4.
19 (70%)
making projects
3 (11%)
no answer
What did you like
unit?
6 (22%) 2 (7%) 3 (11%)
folktales projects 8s folk-
tales
LEASE ABOUT THE Ghanaian Folklore
3 (11%) 3 (11%)
making a project final presentation
3 (11%)
folktales
4 (14%)
tests
4 (14%)
no response
2 ( ?%)
making two"
projects
90
1 (3%)
proverbs &
folktales
1 (3%)
too lengthy
1(3%)
too much reading
for witchcraft
1 (3%) 1 (3%)
keeping a log sitting &
listening
1 (3%) 1 (3%)
inadequate materials not enough time
for making a fiddle
1 (3%)
the xylophone
5. A. What did you learn from creating a product (tie-dye,
Adinkra stamping, cooking, . . . etc.)?
13 (48%)
how to make the product
5 (18%)
6 ( 22%)
how to make two products
3 (11%)
life styles of Ghana did not create a product
B. Would you recommend this African unit to be used
20 (74%)
in addition to other
African units
7 (25%)
without any other materials
on Africa
( 0%)
never again
In general, it would seem the students liked the
curriculum. Fifty-five percent said they liked the curri-
culum, and fifty-one percent said they liked the curriculum
sometimes. One student did not like the curriculum at all.
ggygfl-ty percent of the students said they liked making
projects the most, while twenty-two percent liked folktales
and seven percent, a combination of both. What students
liked least about the curriculum did not significantly
affect or contradict what they liked about the curriculum.
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Three students did not like making a product and three
students did not like the folktales. The majority of
responses other than these pertained to isolated comments
such as doing two units.
Further examination of the questionnaire revealed
ninety percent of the students said that they either
learned how to make a folk product or learned about the
various life styles of the culture. Seventy-four percent
said that they would recommend the Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum to be used in addition to other materials.
The statistical responses to selected items of the
teacher questionnaire were as follows:
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Part I
1. What is your over-all impression of the Chanaian
Folklore curriculum?
/
1 ' 1
very positive somewhat positive
2. Do you think that you will enjoy working with the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum again?
2
yes
3. What is your overall impression of the organization
of
the Teacher's Manual?
2
very positive
.
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4
'
useful?
rt ° f the Teacher ' s Manual did you find MOST
2
lesson plan pages
5. What part of the Teacher's Manual did you find LEAS'*1
useful?
1 1
about the program learning goals
6. What part of the "Lesson Plan Pages" did you find
MOST useful?
1 1
reaching strategies following the lesson
7. What part of the "Lesson Plan Pages" did you find
LEAST useful?
1
following the lesson plan
9. Do you think the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum provides
enough activity for each genre of folklore that is
introduced?
1
most of the time
11. Considering the organizational structure of your class,
how would you describe the manageability of the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
1 1
somewhat difficult somewhat easy to
to manage manage
12 . How well do you think that your ABOVE-AVERAGE students
liked the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
quite well
13. How well do you think that your AVERAGE students like
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
quite well
93
14. How well did your BELOW-AVERAGE students like the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
quite well
15. After using the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, how do
you think that your students’ success and knowledge
in content will compare with years past?
1 1
somewhat successfully not sure at this time
21. How did you feel about the activity card format that
has been used for the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
1
positive - they are easy for the student to work with
22. Did the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum lend itself to
easy and accurate record keeping of each of your
student’s progress in completing objectives?
2
never
Part II
5. Can you give examples (by unit number) of objectives
which v/ere too easy or difficult?
1
foodways and drums were too easy
6. To what extent did the test items measure the objectives i
1
very well
8. Did your students have difficulty reading test items?
1 I
yes no
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In general, the teachers’ responses were positive.
The teachers were impressed with the GFC and felt the
students liked the materials. One teacher felt that after
students used the GFC, success and knowledge in content
compared with past years was somewhat successful. The
other teacher felt unsure at the time how students compared
with past years. However, both teachers felt very positive
about the Teacher’s Manual. They found the lesson plan
pages to be the most useful section. The only negative
response in reference to the over-all make up of the GFC
was that it did not lend itself to easy and accurate
record keeping of each student’s activities.
The completion of the teacher's questionnaire was
followed by an interview with one teacher in which her
responses were amplified. She felt that the majority of
students liked the materials a great deal, and that she
enjoyed teaching from the materials. This teacher
observed that students liked the hands-on activities
because students who were rarely interested in regular
routine classroom work were highly involved with thfe
product producing activities.
These findings support the assumptions of the
investigator that students would like the GFC because
the instructional materials were activity oriented. Even
though preceding findings gave evidence that students did
not make a significant gain by using the GFC, the
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instructional materials had an effect on learning as was
stated in the questionnaire.
Factors that Helped the Effectiveness of the Curriculum
Several factors have been identified as contributing
to the curriculum’s effectiveness and are as follows:
First, the responses on the teacher and student
questionnaires indicated that students greatly enjoyed
making a product of some kind and did learn the process
involved in making the product. The students were able to
use subject areas outside of their classroom to develop
learning activities. Teachers who were not involved in
the implementation of the GFC were very receptive to
students coming to them for assistance. Students used
the library and or out-of-school resources to gather
information. Having students involved in several subject
areas such as music, home economics, industrial arts,
dance, social studies and English, contributed to the
curriculum being more effective.
Second, the fact that students were able to move
under the supervision of a teacher in subject areas. out-
side of the initial classroom allowed for students with
different aptitudes in aural, visual, and cognitive
development to exceed in something interesting or familiar.
The sequence of activities within the categories of folk-
lore did not progress in difficulty. However, the
activities allowed for varying degrees of learning for
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students with different aptitudes. This allowance
contributed to the effectiveness of the curriculum.
Finally, the resources that the teachers displayed
within the classroom contributed to the effectiveness
of the curriculum. The students were able to use print and
non-print materials without spending hours in the library
doing research for which the curriculum does not allow
time. The teachers provided an extended collection of
materials beyond those recommended in the Teacher's
Manual in order to motivate the children. The collection
of materials helped the curriculum in being more effective.
Factors that Hindered the Effectiveness of the Curriculum
Several factors have been identified as hindering
to the curriculum's effectiveness and are as follows:
First, the students on their questionnaire
indicated that the curriculum was too long and two learn-
ing activities were too much for a project. Initially,
the curriculum was scheduled for three weeks. However,
one teacher extended the curriculum two weeks beyond the
scheduled date in order that some students could finish
their learning activities for presentation. This extension
of the curriculum inevitably created boredom with those
students who had completed their learning activities.
As a result, the low gain scores for the pretest question-
naire and mastery test might be relative to most of the
students becoming bored with the curriculum and thus
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performing poorly on the mastery test. One teacher
remarked in an amplified discussion following the
teacher's questionnaire, that students complained about
taking the test and not being able to remember so far back
in the curriculum.
Second, the lack of preparation on behalf of the
teachers hindered the effectiveness of th$ curriculum.
Two suggestions for the implementation were not considered.
One suggestion referred to field trips and the other
referred to inviting a Ghanain into the classroom to act
as an informant. If these suggestions had been executed,
the curriculum may have had more impact on students.
Third, the over- reliance on the use of performance
objectives also hindered the effectiveness of the
curriculum. The performance objectives too specific and
highly behavioral limited students from inquiring further
into folk materials. Also, the performance objectives
did not provide the type of data necessary to evaluate
the effectiveness of the curriculum.
Finally, the test scores for the GFC were the only
data used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
curriculum. Students did not show an increased gain score
on pretest questionnaires and mastery tests. It was
revealed that teachers assisted students during the
pretest questionnaire in interpreting the questions. How-
ever, this was not the case during the mastery tests.
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Ultimately, students had difficulty in understanding the
questions. As a result, the test scores proved to be an
ineffective source to evaluate the curriculum.
The above responses to the questionnaire answered
the second research question. There are only a few factors
that helped or hindered the curriculum in being effective;
however, those factors mentioned are most- significant
because they were the students’ perception.
In summary, analyses and interpretations addressed
the two research questions. The sample of thirty-six
students who experienced the GFC did not gain significantly
when quantitative analyses was applied to the raw test
scores. The research conclusion revealed very little
growth in the objectives measured for proverbs, Adinkra
stamping, witchcraft, music and dance. Foodways was the
only unit that showed a significant gain. This unit
represents actual growth in the objective measured.
This chapter has reported, analyzed and interpreted
the findings generated from the GFC. The two research
questions were answered by examining tables and testing
data. The final chapter discusses the summary,
conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER V
Summary and Recommendations for Further Research
The purposes of this concluding chapter are twofold:
to provide a concise summary of the study, including a
report of conclusions; and to state recommendations for
further research to improve the Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum.
Summary
The purpose of the study was to construct a folklore
curriculum for junior high school youth encompassing the
genres of folklore using Ghanaian materials. The study
sought to describe the nature of folklore in the school
curriculum today and to clarify the need to develop folk-
lore curriculum specifically for junior high school youth.
For the purpose of providing a frame of reference
upon which the curriculum was designed the study began with
a review of selected folklore literature. This was
followed by using three individuals with demonstrated
competence in applied folklore and Ghanaian Folklore,
respectively, to examine the purpose and objective upon
which the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum was built. This
procedure established content validity of the Ghanaian
Folklore Curriculum. . Performance objectives were
developed in compliance to the overall objective
including instructional materials. Then, a committee of
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two junior high school teachers and three students
examined the learning activities to determine their
appropriateness for seventh grade students. Finally, a
Ghanaian folklore scholar reviewed the performance
objectives and learning activities for possible inaccuracies
in content development. With the scholar's recommenda-
tions and the results of a pilot test with two seventh-
grade students these recommendations contributed to the
decision making about the interest level of the materials
and the vocabulary used to describe Ghanaian instruments,
places, foods and clothing. This procedure was followed
by two junior high school teachers examining the Teacher's
Manual to determine the degree of congruence between
stated goals in the curriculum and existing goals in the
schools. A preliminary test of the curriculum, conducted
in an interdisciplinary classroom environment consisting of
one hundred students, led to the elimination of one learn-
ing activity and revision in instructions for three learning
activities. The final curriculum was then developed and
administered to thirty-six seventh grade students in two
classrooms located in the Brookline Public school system.
At the completion of the Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum a series of unit mastery test were given to the
students. In addition to the test an opinionated
questionnaire was given to students and teachers. As a
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result of the tests and questionnaires, data was
available for evaluating the curriculum.
Conclusion
Within the limits of this investigation the following
conclusions are made:
1. When test scores were compared to measure and
evaluate student achievement after the implementation of
the GFC, the outcomes were low. The results suggested
that students did not gain significantly in what knowledge
they possessed before using the GFC and in what knowledge
was acquired after using the GFC.
2. Students were positive towards the GFC. The
responses of the student questionnaires showed that
students highly enjoyed working on a folklore product for
a culminating activity. Therefore, students did learn the
process in developing a folklore product, although, a
written examination did not reveal the extent of the
students' information.
3. The teachers' responses on the questionnaire
suggested conclusions that the general overall reaction
to the GFC was good because students involved themselves
in the materials and completed the program objectives.
4. Having had difficulty in maintaining sufficient
student evaluation records the teachers' responses on the
questionnaire to student evaluation and record keeping were
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negative. This suggests the method of student evaluation
and record keeping was not effective. Also, students and
teachers lacking prior experience with record keeping
were resisting to a "new” behavior required of them.
5. After responding to the questionnaire one
teacher suggested that low student scores on the mastery
test were a result of the low reading levels and writing
abilities for ninety percent of the sample group. Thus,
that students had deficiencies in reading and writing
affected them attaining levels of information necessary
to do well on the mastery tests.
6. It was evident during the analysis of data that
the over-reliance placed on the performance objectives
designed for the study biased the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the curriculum. The objectives, highly
behavioral and too specific, reduced flexibility, to zero
and made it impossible to revise an objective or add a
new one.
The learning outcomes expected from the students
were precisely stated in the objectives. The written
mastery test was designed to measure what the student
experienced in the learning activity. However, the learn-
ing activities were designed for 'hands-on' experiences
with very little, if any, involvement in writing. The
problem encountered for many students was the transition
activities to a written test.between ’hands-on'
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Therefore, the two events, 'hands-on' activities and
written tests were not congenial elements for the nature
of the curriculum.
Ultimately, the standard against which the
investigator made judgment of the students' accomplish-
ments was one-sided. The objectives were completed by
students, however, the relationship between the objectives,
learning activities, and measurement technique did not
produce a triangle effect
.
The triangle effect exists when data in all angles
depend upon each other. When a triangle effect is not
attained the written objectives and the measurement
technique are not correlated or the learning activities
lack proper evaluation. In this study, the performance
objectives constrict the learning experiences inherent in
folklore. The evaluation activities were too cognitive.
The measurement technique measured cognitive behaviors in
writing by the student. The nature of folklore did not
adapt to either the performance objectives nor the measure-
ment technique. In a triangle effect, the performance
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objectives would have elicited learning experiences with
related measurement.
Recommendations for Improvement of the GFC
Analysis of findings suggests the GFC needs further
testing of existing materials in other classrooms and
schools. There were three major issues which further
testing in the schools would illuminate. The first
relates to the wisdom of utilizing a pretest. One teacher
who assisted in implementing the GFC in Brookline,
Massachusetts felt that the pretest questionnaire was both
insignificant and time cosnuming since the students had no
prior knowledge on the subject. Her recommendation was
that the pretest questionnaire be omitted. However, in
measuring achievement of students it is important to assess
students’ knowledge before studying material to avoid
duplicating what they know and properly evaluate what
they learn. A possible solution would be to include pre-
test questions on the activity card before students read
the background information. Whatever present questions the
student could not answer, an activity would be suggested
on the answer card for that question.
A second major issue relates to whether students
should be involved in the study of one genre of folklore
or two. Several students who took part in the GFC felt
the curriculum took too long. One of the teachers who
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participated extended the unit two weeks so students could
finish the second project. The students recommendations
were that one project would suffice. Further testing would
demonstrate whether students needed one or two projects
to meet the curriculum objective.
. A third major issue relates to involving the GFC
in a broader, more comprehensive multicultural education
framework. The GFC, in such a framework, may have been
more effectively implemented. Several students from
various cultural groups such as Columbians, Japanese,
Chinese, and Indians participated in using the GFC. It
was clear from their responses on the questionnaire that
the learning activities were not alien to them. Since
these students felt comfortable with the activities of
the GFC, it may have been more effective if they had
utilized their own folklore instead of what was suggested.
As a result, folklore would have been generated in other
cultures, value systems would have been compared,
universals would have been reaffirmed, and folklore
curriculum would have been developed. On the basis .of
further testing, utilizing more than one culture might be
more effective.
Recommendations for Revisions of the GFC
The purpose of this study was to develop folkloie
curriculum for junior high school youth. When this
curriculum, the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, was used
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with students within the sample, the result was a low level
of student achievement as measured by the measurement
technique. Analysis of the findings suggests the GFC be
improved in several areas, specifically on the ordering
of steps in the process and the choice of materials used
for content. Therefore, this section will advance
recommendations for future research to improve the
curriculum's process and content.
Process . As described above, the development of
the GFC was achieved by fourteen steps involving folklorists,
research practitioners and students. In future folklore
curriculum, the process for developing curriculum could be
enhanced by combining the first and third steps: purpose
and goal of curriculum. These two steps are synonymous
and state basically the same information. After combining
steps one and three, step two should become one and they,
step two, to provide a more logical order. (See
Figure 4
.
)
For future research in folklore curriculum, the
objectives in the third step could be stated in less
behavioral terms. These performance objectives being
highly behavioral and very cognitive tended to bias the
evaluation in terms of the curriculum effectiveness and
restricted the possible learning experiences natural to
folklore
.
In addition, the measurement technique utilized
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Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 1
Step 2
Process Used in this Study
- Purpose of Curriculum
- The Need for Folklore Curriculum
- Goal and Topic of Categories
Proposed Revision of Process
- Step 2, The Need for Folklore Curriculum
- Purpose of Curriculum and Topic of Categories
Figure 4
.
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for the study measured only the outcomes of the objectives.
The findings did not include unintended outcomes such as
acquisition of knowledge or attitudes in students. Future
research on folklore curriculum should include a procedure
based on observations, questionnaires or interviews
measuring attitudes in participating students.
It is evident the process utilized- within this
study for the development of folklore curriculum needs to
be refined. However, the process developed in this study
serves to generate future research in developing folklore
curriculum.
Content . The content of the folklore curriculum
developed in this study was Ghanaian folklore. For future
research on folklore curriculum, the content could be en-
hanced by utilizing folklore of the students and folk
groups in the school community. Such a procedure might
be characterized by teachers employing the specification
table in Chapter III to generate folklore from the
students. In turn, students could involve parents,
grandparents and other relatives as informants to acquire
information not written down in books about their culture.
The teacher could act as a facilitator helping the students
experience the genres of folklore listed on the specifica-
tion table. The content of such a folklore curriculum
might be more effective.
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In addition to the above, the GFC could be improved
by making revisions within students' instructional
materials to facilitate learning by students with a wide
range of reading abilities. Since the true ex—ression
of folklore is oral, it would be important to attempt to
develop a folklore curriculum which could be experienced
by students with low to no reading abilities as well as
students with high reading abilities. Perhaps the
several instructional materials involving just reading
could be taped.
Hopefully, the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum will
provide a valuable contribution to folklore curriculum
available for junior high school youths. Future use of
the GFC will contribute both to upgrading the use of
folklore in the schools and reducing the gap between the
classroom and the resources in the community that generate
folklore
.
APPENDICES
Ill
A List of Items Not Included
in the Appendix
1. Slides: Ghanaian:
2. Books:
3. Articles:
4. Tape Cassettes:
/
Here and now
Fashions
Ewe Funeral
Ghanaian Dance, Ensemble
Folksongs of Ghana by Kwakena
Nket ia
Festivals of Ghana by A. A.
Opoku
Ghanaian Favourite Dish by
Alice Dede
The Destructive Deeds of Witches
The Meeting of the Witches
How People Become Witches
Folk Tales
Interview on Foods
All Folk Songs
High-Life Dance Music
All Instrumental Demonstrations
Ghanaian Dance Discussion
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Artifacts: Kente Cloth
Ashanti Stool
Adinkra Cloth
Drums (Donno and Atsimewu)
\
These items may be found at the following address:
Carolyn Coverdale
156 Brown Street
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
/
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APPENDIX A
1. Ten Questions used in the Survey /Pretest Quesst ionnaire
2. Student Characteristics of the Sample Group
/
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A SURVEY/ PRETEST ON KNOWLEDGE OF FOLKLORE
Put a check ( ) next to the most suitable answer of the
following ten questions.
1. In formation best found by interviews is
A. information on certain specific topics such as
the tales of the people.
B. what you, the folklorist, think about the folk
group
.
C. how other people compare to the people being
studied.
2. The best and most reliable method for collecting proverbs
is
A. observation
B. questionnaire
C. case studies
3. Cultural values pertain to
A. the objectives and processes of daily living
—
B. money in the bank
C. the economic status of a person
4. One of the following is an important festival during the
latter part of the summer in West Africa.
A. Yam Festivals
B. Puberty Rites
C. World track events
5. In West Africa shrines are very popular. They are usual-
ly places where . . .
A. priests live
B. pigs lay
C. common folk socialize
6. Most dances in West Africa have a purpose. One of the
following is not included.
A. Puberty Rites
B. Sunday Church Meetings
C. Funeral Services
7. Theater is total production of the arts in West
Africa
where folk drama depicts . . .
A. life on a farm
B. the daily processes of living
—
C. struggle or oppression.
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8. What is the most significant musical instrument of West
African people?
A. One Stringed Fiddle
B . Drums
C. Thumb piano.
9. Witchcraft is the idea of . . .
A. healing the sick through herbal medicine.
B. some supernatural power of which man can become
possessed
.
C. a charmer performing tricks for money.
10.
Highlife is a form of in West Africa. It rep-
resents a turn in the traditions of the people.
A. dress
B. music
C. economy.
4
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE GROUP
In a sample group of approximately fifty-eight seventh
graders in the Amherst Regional-Pelham School District, it
was found that students were evenly distributed on a rural
curve
.
20% of the students had prior knowledge.
65% of the students had a vague .idea of defining
the term folklore
.
15% of the students had only heard the word
folklore
.
TABLE OF STUDENT CHARACTERISTIC ON THE
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
# of students % of students # of students
Test Unit Responding Responding Responding
Items Objective Correctly Correctly Incorrectly
1 1.0 16 .27 42
2 1.0 35
/
.60 23
3 to o 49 .84 9
4 3.0 8 .13 50
5 oCO 20 .34 38 *
6 4.0 52 .89 6
7 4.0 24 .41 34
8 4.0 53 .91 5
9 2.0 31 .53 27
10 w o 10 .17 48
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APPENDIX B
1. Teachers Manual
2. Objectives sign-up sheet
3. Table of Specifications
4. Learning of Activities for Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum,
Illustrations, Charts, and Answer Sheets
5. Pretest Questionnaire
6. Unit Mastery Test
7. Teacher Questionnaire
8. Pupil Questionnaire
/
A Description of the Four
Teacher Training Sessions
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First Session:
- Scope of the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum; - Introduc-
tion to the Teachers Manual;
- Examination of curriculum elements, school environment
and feasibility of the curriculum.
Second Session:
- Assessment of resources in the school;
- Scheduling a time for the implementation;
- How to use the instructional materials.
Third Session:
- Examine instructional materials;
- Test selected instructional materials on teachers;
- Discuss strengths and weaknesses of teachers;
- Introduce the curriculum to trainers as it will be done
for students.
Fourth Session:
- Securing Schedule for daily lessons;
- Arrangement of materials;
- Organization of resources from outside of school environ-
ment .
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TEACHER’S MANUAL
FOR
FOLKLORE EDUCATION: GHANAIAN
SEVENTH GRADE
FOLKLORE
ALL PHASES
To be considered for implementation
Submitted by: Carolyn Coverdale
November/December 1975
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
Goal and Rationale
Teacher Objectives
Goals for Teachers
Curriculum
Overview
Content
Considerations
Description
Administrative Procedures . .
Materials List
Units Oral Tradition . . ,
Material Culture ...
Social Folk Customs. .
Performing Folk Arts .
Student Evaluatuon
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GOAL
t
The goal of this curriculum is to increase the stu-dent's capacity for experiencing folk traditions in theperforming arts, and in the general educational environ-
ment through selected cultural materials of Ghana.
Students will have significant folklore encounters
through
:
1. Responding to several genres of folklore,
including oral literature, material culture, social folk
customs, music, dance, theatre, visual art, and foodways.
2. Producing (composing, constructing, and
performing) folklore.
3. Collecting and arranging folklore in the
general environments.
RATIONALE
The purpose for this curriculum is to initiate dis-
course centered on developing the discipline of folklore
on the junior high school level. Students in junior high
school have needs that are unique and different from those
in the elementary and high school. In order for students
to work at their optimum level of success, it is deemed
necessary that they are able to function in an individual
manner in or out of a group with consistency. By creat-
ing a folklore curriculum adjunct to the original curri-
culum, students learn that the 'lore' (knowledge) of a
culture is all interrelated and not separately placed on
the periphery of a curriculum as exemplified in American
studies.
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TEACHER OBJECTIVES
1. The teacher will increase his knowledge of the content
area in order to assist the student in accomplishing
his objectives.
2. The teacher will be available to students who need
assistance and guidance.
3. The teacher will use motivational skills throughout
the length of the curriculum to maintain interest.
4. The teacher will facilitate discussion in large and
small groups by generating inquiry through artifacts
and items of the curriculum.
5. The teacher will maintain an accurate progress chart
on each student by monitoring each learning experience.
6. The teacher will set up and maintain one interest
center in the classroom to be changed as required to
keep active student involvement.
7. The teacher will schedule and attend at least one
planning meeting a week with the curriculum investi-
gator .
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GOALS FOR THE TEACHER
1. The teacher will assure improvements for all students
in basic skills such as reading and writing.
2. The teacher will associate performance objectives and
learning activities to the specific needs of the junior
high school student
.
3. The teacher will create a learning atmosphere support-
ive of all areas of development such as the affective,
cognitive, and psychomotor.
4. The teacher will organize a system for student evalua-
tion which will depict the progress of any student upon
request
.
5. The teacher will create a structure that facilitates
positive group building and communication among stu-
dents .
/
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CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
The curriculum is el modified individualized learning
package. It is developed and designed to enrich the
teaching and study of West Africa and to assist the teach-
er in teaching the traditional features such as the folk-
lore of the West African culture which is not often found
in books. The curriculum included here makes no preten-
sions about being complete but should clearly illustrate
the correlation of folklore and its dimensions with the
State Educational Goals and the relative facility with
which further folklore curriculum can be designed from
existing materials.
The State Educational Goals are listed to facilitate
correlation of them with the folklore curriculum.
1. Education should develop in each learner the basic
skills needed for communication, perception, evaluation,
and conceptualization of ideas. Among the most important
are reading, writing, speaking, listening, visual and
computational skills.
2. Education should provide each learner with know-
ledge and experience which contribute to an understanding
of human similarities and differences and which advance
mutual respect for humanity and for the dignity of the
individual
.
3. Education should expand and advance the human
dimensions of all learners, especially by helping them to
identify and cultivate their own spiritual, moral, and
ethical values and attitudes.
4. Education should provide each learner with varied
opportunities to nurture feeling through various media.
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CONTENT
The curriculum content focuses on the traditional
culture of Ghana. There are nineteen mini units, each
preceded by or incorporated by performance objective,
followed by two or three related activities called learn-
ing experiences.
The following is an outline of the mini units included
in the curriculum:
1.0 Oral Tradition
1.1 Myths
1.2 Folktales
1.3 Proverbs
2.0 Materials of the Culture
2.1 Processes of daily living
a. Foodways
b. Clothing
2.2 Objects of daily living
a. Adinkra Stamping
3.0 Social Folk Customs
3.1 Celebration-Festivals
3.2 Beliefs-Witchcraft
4.0 Performing Folk Arts
4.1 Music
a. Drums of Ghana-Donno Drum
b. The Atsimewu Drum
c. The Atumpan Drum
d. Rattles
e. One Stringed-Fiddle
f. Xylophone
g. School Songs
h. Folksongs
4 . 2 Dance
a. Traditional Dance
b. Social-High Life
4.3 Crafts-Tie Dye
* There are three student activity cards for each
mini unit
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CONSIDERATIONS
When introducing each mini unit, there are several
important considerations to be made:
1. \ There should be a prerequisite to specific mini
units which may not have been studied prior to pursuing
the unit. For example if myths, proverbs, or folktales
have not been studied or defined, the student should be
given an introductory lesson.
2. Each student should be given the objective before
commencing any unit. This can be done either by the teach-
er reading the objective to the student or having the stu-
dent read the objective from the chart listing all the cur-
riculum objectives.
3. Each unit should begin with a pre-test or pre-
assessment of some kind. This can be done by choosing
questions from the set of questions given in each unit.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GHANAIAN FOLKLORE CURRICULUM
The Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum is a curriculum
built upon twelve performance objectives with related
activities. The curriculum package consists of a teacher’s
manual, student activity cards, study prints, two charts,
three sets of slides, tape cassettes, articles, short
stories, books and artifacts. Each item of the package
is described in detail below:
Teacher's Manual - The teacher's manual consists of teacher
objectives, goals, administrative pro-
cedures, lesson plans and units. In
addition, the teacher's manual includes
a rationale, the curriculum overview,
a description of the curriculum and
program and student evaluation.
Student Activity The student activity card consists of
Card - a 5" x 8" card. The card includes back-
ground information about the item pre-
sented including a picture or illustra-
tion on the front and activities
either in the form of multiple-choice,
.fill-in, short-answer or essay on the
back. In addition to the preceding
activities, there are activities that
call for creating a product such as a
musical instrument, clothes, dance,
dramatiques, foods, etc. An answer
sheet in the form of a card is included
for each activity card.
Study Prints - The study prints are illustrations of
proverbs, clothing and musical instru-
ments. Each study print is designed
for a specific student activity card.
The student is able to view the study
print as he reads instructions for mak-
ing a product
.
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Charts -
Slides -
Tape Cassettes -
Articles -
Books -
Artifacts -
There are two charts: one is an Adinkra
Symbol Chart and the other is a specifi-
cation table of the content areas and
objectives included in each unit.
The slides vary according to sets.
There are three sets of slides which are
listed as follows:
1. Ghana: Here and Now
,
consists of a
carousel with 137 slides and tapes
depicting Ghana in the present
.
2. Ghanaian Clothing
,
consists of tradi-
tional dress and styles influenced
by westerners.
3 . Ewe Funeral and the Atsimewu Drum
,
consists of people attending a
funeral oration. The Atsimewu is
featured as the master drum in the
oration
.
The tape cassettes consist of music,
stories, interviews, lectures on musical
instruments and dance instructions.
The articles are xerox copies of stories
and information on proverbs.
The books include the following list:
Festivals of Ghana by A . A . Opoku
Folk Songs of Ghana by J. H. Kwabena
Nket ia
Our Drums and Drummers by J. H. Kwabena
Nketia
The artifacts include the following list
Akuaba Doll
Kente Cloth
Adinkra Cloth
Adinkra Stamp
Ashanti Stool
Beaded Rattle
Donno Drum
Grourds for cooling
Tie-Dye Cloth
Dashiki
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
The Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum is designed to be
implemented within a three week time period. The students
should meet at least five times a week for forty-five
minutes a day in order to cover the planned materials.
Introduction
Before the curriculum is initially introduced in the
class, there should be some preparation made in the immedi-
ate environment. Designate an area in the room where arti-
facts and books may be placed in advance of the commencing
date
.
Basic Outline
Day 1 - Objective: to respond, after viewing slides on
Ghana: Here and Now
,
to particular
differences and similarities in cultural
behaviors
.
Objective: to be able to demonstrate a knowledge
of what West Africa was like before
t western influence came so that a com-
parison can be developed as the unit
progresses
.
Materials: slides and tape cassette on Ghana: Here
and Now.
Activity
:
a. 1.
2.
3.
Look at slides.
Discuss differences and similar-
ities in cultural behaviors.
Develop a dialogue on how Ghana
was before western influence.
Keep the open discussion for
possible library work.
b. 1. Introduce the Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum. Give an overview,
examples of the items in the
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package and mention field trips
to the local museums, stores,
restaurants or concerts.
2. Briefly discuss how the curricu-
lum is developed and how it is
going to be implemented. Each
student should be fully aware
of what is going on.
Day 2 - Objective: to be able to respond to several
questions about the culture and behav-
iors after reading two Ananse folk-
tales in Folktales I, Activity 1.
Objective
:
to be able to choose one of two re-
quired units for a project after brows-
ing over the specification table and
student activity cards.
Materials Two folktales "Kwaku Ananse and the
Greedy Lion" and "How Kwaku Ananse
Destroyed a Kingdom."
Activity
:
1. Read background information on the
student activity card then follow
directions for Activity 1.
2. Review curriculum materials. Men-
tion each unit with reference to
the performance objective and
/ needed materials.
3. Instruct the student to choose one
unit of the required two units.
One of the units must have an end
product to demonstrate either in a
group or individually. Every stu-
dent must do Activity 1 on the stu-
dent activity card. The first acti-
vity is basic to the unit. The
other activities are optional unless
the student wishes to use these
activities as an end product for
the presentation on the last day of
the project. However, a student
may wish to demonstrate more than
one product. If this is so, do not
discourage the student
.
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Day 3&4 - Objective: to focus on implementing the units.
Materials
:
Student activity cards, specification
table, study prints, and materials
unit products.
Activity
:
\
Assign working areas to different
groups and make sure each student is
well aware of the objective for his
activity
.
Day 5 - Objective: to assess the work -accomplished in
the units.
Objective
:
to respond, after viewing the films
African Craftsmen: The Ashanti and
Arts and Crafts in West Africa, to
particular aspects of the culture
noticeable in making of crafts.
* * * Films may be sought at the Afro-
American Museum in Boston, Massa-
chusetts .
Materials
:
Films - African Craftsmen: The
Ashanti and Arts and Crafts in West
Africa
.
Activity
:
1. View films which are both 11
minutes each.
/
2. Raise the following questions to
generate discussion:
a. Who are the Ashanti crafts-
men?
b. What role do women play in
crafts? Children?
c. Are there any beliefs or cus-
toms about the culture implied
or noticeable in the crafts?
d. What crafts are similar to
western crafts?
e. If you had to be a craftsman,
what would you choose?
Day 6 - Field Trip to the Museum of the National Center of
Afro-American Artist, 122 Elm Hill Avenue, Dor-
chester, Massachusetts.
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Take notes on items of the culture.
List differences and similarities of
the western culture with what you
see
.
Day 7 - Objective: to be able to assess the value of the
\ field trip through listing the high-
lights .
Activity: 1 . Conduct a brief discussion on the
value of the field trip. Raise
the following questions:
a. What interests you the most?
b. What did you discover?
c. What did you dislike about
the trip?
d. How would you improve what
you disliked?
2. These questions may be answered
in the form of a composition.
Day 8, 9, & 10
Day 11 -
Day 12 -
Day 13 -
Select and execute second unit
.
Organize finished products into the
form of a presentation. Students who
have made the same or similar items
should be encouraged to work together
The presentation should consist of
the following items:
-background information
-illustration or demonstration,
-example of performance.
Presentation of products.
Field trip to Ghanaian restaurant or
Ghanaian lunch prepared in the school
Day 14 Evaluation
.
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MATERIALS LIST
The materials are listed according to the materials
specified on each student activity card. In addition, a
list of materials which are essential to all the activi-
ties is included.
Adinkra Stamping
inner tube
wood strapping cut into blocks( 2"by3"
)
tempera paint
stamp pad
Clothing
cloth 2 yds. per person
thread and needle
Tie-Dye
cloth squares
dye
string
two basins
Drums of Ghana
wood strapping 8' to 10'
nails
saw
hammer
Rattle '
coconuts
saw
nail
beads
string
One Stringed-Fiddl e
flat piece or sheet of wood to make a box
nails
.
fish line, gut string or guitar string
horse hair
Western Xylophone
wood planks 12"b74 M &l/2" thick
band of iron 40" long
felt
^ .
nails 3/4" for cut bars of iron
Xylophone of West Africa
wood strapping 4' to be cut
dowel 10" to be cut
cord or heavy string
cowhide
BASICS
scissors
ruler
Elmer's Glue
white drawing paper
old newspapers
i
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR THE GHANAIAN FOLKLORE CURRICULUM
1.1 Myth: Upon the completion of the unit on myths,
the student will be able to:
1 . Apply his understanding of the proper-
N
ties of myths in Ghana by performing
at the 90% level of accuracy on a
7-item short answer teacher-made test
.
2. Demonstrate comprehension in the con-
tents of a story by writing a skit.
3. Analyze specific behaviors of the
culture through reading one story.
4. Make-up a myth based upon readings
and/or myth in the first activity.
1.2 Folktales: At the end of the unit on folktales, the
student will be able to:
1 . Apply his understanding of Ananse to
Tortoise the trackster figures in
two separate stories by performing
at the 90% level of accuracy on a
teacher-made test in Activity 1.
2. List items of the culture as portrayed
through the folktales performing at
the 90% level of accuracy on the
teacher-made essay test
.
3. Create a dramatique on the folktales.
1.3 Proverbs: At the completion of the unit on proverbs,
the student will be able to:
1,. Demonstrate his comprehension of what
role proverbs play in the culture by
interpreting both the moral of the
story and the proverb "Asem mpe mnipe,
Nnipa na pe asem" which is found in
The Hunter and The Tortoise .
.
2. Apply his understanding of proverbs
by correctly identifying a proverb
most suitable for illustrations.
3. Demonstrate knowledge about the pro-
verb in writing a story based upon
the proverb.
2.1a Foodways: At the completion of the unit on foods the
student should be able to:
1 . Demonstrate his knowledge through
cooking at least one Ghanaian dish
at the 100% level of accuracy given
the recipe.
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2.1b Clothing:
2. List the basic food staples of the
country and also the common foods
prepared on a daily basis.
At the end of this unit the student should
be able to make a dashiki shirt or dress
at the 100% level of accuracy as given in
the instructions.
2.2 Adinkra
Stamping
:
Upon completion of this unit on Adinkra,
the student should be able to:
1. Discuss the dimensions of Adinkra
patterns as evident in the materials
of the culture. —What role does
Adinkra play in the culture.
2. Construct an Adinkra stamp and print
Adinkra symbols on paper or cloth.
3.1 Festivals: At the conclusion of this unit, the stu-
dent will display his knowledge of Ghana-
ian festivals by answering eight out of
ten questions measured by a teacher-made
multiple-choice test.
3.2 Witchcraft: Upon the completion of the activity in
this unit on witchcraft, the student
should be able to:
1. List the properties of Ghanaian witch-
craft at the 90% level of proficiency
on a teacher-made test
.
2. Organize a scheme in order to solve
the problem of how people become
' witches at the 100% level of accuracy
on a teacher-made test
.
3. List the meeting places of the witches
at the 100% leve of accuracy on a
teacher-made test
.
4. Decide which type of traditional pro-
tection is best for him according to
the witches spirit he receives.
4.1a Instrumental
Music
:
Upon the completion of this unit on
Instrumental Music, the student should be
able to demonstrate his knowledge of
making and/or performing upon either a
drum, rattle, stringed-fiddle or xylophone
at the 80% level of accuracy as measured
by a demonstration comparing performance
with a prepared cassette tape and the
instrument with an illustration.
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4.1b Songs:
4.£ Dance:
4.3 Tie-Dye:
Upon completion of this unit on vocal music,
the student should be able to sing the songs
in the language at the 90% level of accuracy
as measured by a prepared cassette tape.
At the completion of the unit on dance
which focuses on High-life dance and
music, the student will be able to:
1. Display an organized routine for a
High-life dance with 80% accuracy as
measured by the -instructions given on
the tape cassette.
2 . Demonstrate his ability to synthesize
the contents of Ghanaian dance as
measured by a teacher-made multiple-
choice test with 90% level of accuracy.
At the end of the unit on tie-dye, the
student will be able to apply his under-
standing of tie-dye based upon the in-
structions and study prints of tne total
process at the 100% level of accuracy
through demonstrating the process to the
product
.
/
ORAL TRADITION
MYTH
A myth is a valuable piece of knowledge in relation to
the study of culture and behavior. African myths particu-
larly those of Ghana were a very significant function in
the daily processes of life. In this unit the student will
be able to receive another dimension of a myth through
stories in comparison with the Roman and Greek myths.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES '
Upon completion of the unit on myths in Ghana, the
student will be able to:
1. Apply his understanding of the properties of myths
in Ghana by performing at the 90% level of accuracy on a
7-.item short answer teacher-made test.
2. Demonstrate comprehension of the contents in a
story by writing a skit using all the events of the story
at the 100% level of proficiency.
3. Analyze specific behaviors of the culture through
reading one story and citing at least three differences
with 90% level of proficiency.
4. Make up their own myth based upon readings and/or
listening in the first activity at the 90% level of pro-
ficiency .
PREREQUISITE
The student should know a good functional definition
of a myth and its purpose in our society. Use the diction-
ary, encyclopedia, and books on myths to develop a defini-
tion. Give examples of a myth as it relates to the defini-
tion .
MATERIALS
Activity 1 - Tape cassette on The Disobedient Boy
Activity 2 - Article "African Myths"
Activity 3 - Story on Why The Sun And The Moon Live In The
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teaching strategies
The purpose of this initial learning activity is toprovide knowledge about the African myth through a story.
This unit may be done in either a large group (full class),
small group, or by an individual student.
Begin by asking each student to listen to The Diso-
bedient Boy . As they listen, pay close attention to cul-
tural behaviors
,
incidences, and patterns. After the story
has been heard, initiate the discussion by focusing on the
following questions:
1. What happened in the story?
2. Did you recognize a pattern or behavior exempli-
fied by characters in the story?
3. What can this story tell you about the culture?
FOLKTALES I AND II
A folktale like a myth can portray many cultural be-
haviors, attitudes and values. If it is used properly,
the folktale can act as a springboard in developing other
items of folklore like the family structure, work and play.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
At the end of the unit on folktales the student will
be able to:
1. Apply his understanding of Ananse or tortoise the
trickster figures in two separate stories by performing at
the 90% level of accuracy on the teacher-made test in
Activity 1.
2. List items of the culture as portrayed through the
folktales performing at 90% level of accuracy on the essay
teacher-made test.
3. Create a dramatique based on the folktales at the
100% level of accuracy determined by a group performance
including all the events of the story.
PREREQUISITE
1. The student should know the definition of a folk-
tale and its extension and/or relation to the culture (folk).
2. The student should have some background in con-
structing a short dramatique.
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MATERIALS
Activity 1, a. Folktales: "Kwaku Ananse and the Greedy
Lion"
"How Kwaku Ananse Destroyed a
Kingdom"
\
b. Essay questions for Folktales I
Short answer question for Folktales II
TEACHING STRATEGIES
The purpose of this unit is to show how folktales
offer rich descriptions of the culture's way of life, ideas,
attitudes and values. This unit is suggested for the total
class
.
Begin by writing the word 'folktale' on the chalk-
board. Ask pre-test questions. Lead the discussion into a
definition of a folktale. The definition should be based
on the following example.
Folktale: A short story passed down from generations,
preserved for different occasions. It is a story told by
the folk in many settings.
After completing Activity 1 as a large group or full
class, the students have an option to go on to Folktales II
or Activity 2.
PROVERBS
/
"A proverb is the horse of conversation: when the
conversation lags, a proverb will revive it." (Yoruba)
For background on the proverb, read the article on
proverbs. The article is found attached to this unit.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
At the completion of the unit on proverbs the student
will be able to:
1. Demonstrate his comprehension of what role pro-
verbs play in the culture by interpreting both the moral of^
the story and the proverb "Asem mpe mnipe , Nnipa na pe asem
which is found in the' story, The Hunter And The Tortoise^,
at the 100% level of proficiency.
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2. Apply his understanding ofidentifying a proverb most suitable
with 90% level of proficiency.
proverbs by correctly
for the illustration
3. Demonstrate knowledge about the proverb in writing
a story based on the proverb at the 100% level of profic-iency.
\ PREREQUISITE
The students should have a comprehensive definition of
a proverb, including a maxim and examples of different pro-
verbs, and the purposes which they serve should be included.
The following are suggested proverbs to work with.
— If you are in hiding, don't light a fire.
—One falsehood spoils a thousand truths.
Hunger is felt by a slave and hunger is felt by a
King.
MATERIALS
Activity 1 - Three study prints
Activity 2 - Folktale — The Hunter and the Tortoise
(typed copy not the original from the book)
Activity 3 - Article "African Proverbs"
TEACHING STRATEGIES
Place the prints in order for students to see and
study. Based on the knowledge of the prerequisite and pre-
test, encourage the students to create two proverbs upon
his understanding of what he sees in each print. After
completing proverbs turn the prints over and select one out
of three proverbs, the correct proverb for the print. This
activity is suggested for large groups, however, it can be
used as an individual activity card.
Activity 2 suggests an individual study. Encourage
those who wish to read the folktale The Hunter And The
Tortoise to do so in this activity. A proverb will appear
in the language of the people which must be interpreted.
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MATERIALS OF THE CULTURE
FOODWAYS
+
,
Ghana is a tropical country and the basic staples ofthe country are common to those countries of the tropics.Such foods as pineapples, bananas, oranges, tomatoes
cassana corn, okra, yams, peanuts, and peppers are foodsthat are eaten just about every day. What is important toknow is how these foods are creatively cooked to make the
unique dishes of the country.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES '
At the completion of this unit on foods the students
should be able to:
a. Demonstrate his knowledge through cooking at least
one Ghanaian dish at the 100% level of accuracy given the
receipt of the dish.
b. List the basic food staples of the country and
also the common foods prepared on a daily basis.
MATERIALS
Activity 1 - Tape, "Interview on Ghanaian Foods"
Activity 2 - Ingredients for cooking.
(See Activity 2 on Ghanaian Foodways)
TEACHING STRATEGIES
Encourage students to listen to the interviews on
Ghanaian foods before attempting to do any cooking. The
interview will be a pre-requisite to the cooking. Use
suggested dishes to cook from Activity 2. The food items
are easier to obtain from the grocer.
CLOTHING
This unit will give the student a general view as to
what kind of clothing is worn and also how to make a simple
popular shirt or dress.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
At the end of this unit the students should be able
to make a dashiki shirt or dress at the 100% level of accu-
racy as given in the instructions.
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MATERIALS
Activity 1
Activity 2
Shirt, 1 1/2 yards of fabric 44" or 54" wideDress, 3-5 yards of fabric 44" or 54" wide
2 1/2 yards for Gali
TEACHING STRATEGIES
, , .
Encourage students to be creative with constructingtheir dashikis. They may wish to add ornaments or trim-
mings for different varieties. If it is plain cloth, they
may wish to paint a design or a print upon the cloth.
ADINKRA STAMPING
Adinkra Stamping is a sure way to learn about cultural
sumbols
. Also, here is a dimension to reviewing the import-
ance of crafts as a process of everyday living.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this unit on Adinkra, the student
should be able to:
1: Discuss the dimension of Adinkra patterns as
evident in the material culture at the 90% level of pro-
ficiency.
2. Construct an Adinkra stamp and print Adinkra
symbols on paper or cloth at the 100% level of proficiency.
TEACHING STRATEGY
This unit is recommended for a small group. Each
student in the small group should have access to an activity
card. Either one person can read the information and ques-
tions or make copies for each student
.
MATERIALS
Activity 1 - Copies of the activity card for all students
doing the activity.
Activity 2 - Inner tube, Elmer's Glue 2" x 3" block of wood,
scissors, tempera paint or ink pad, drawing
paper, Adinkra Chart.
1 A 3
SOCIAL FOLK CUSTOMS
FESTIVALS
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this unit, the student will
display his knowledge of Ghanaian festivals by answering
®i£>ht out of ten questions measured by a teacher—constructed
multiple-choice test.
MATERIAL
Activity 1 - Article: "Damba" from Festivals by Ghana by
A. A. Opoku
* The student should be given questions to Activity 1 after
the article is read. This may be done by submitting the
article and then distributing the questions.
TEACHING STRATEGIES
This activity may be an individual choice. Require
the students to read about other festivals in different
tribes and make comparisons as to the similarities and
differences, symbolism, sacrifices, entertainment and
people involved.
WITCHCRAFT
Witchcraft is an item of folklore not often explored.
Here is the opportunity to study the many dimensions of
witchcraft. One can get a glimpse of the 'here and now'
and the 'then and there' of witchcraft in Ghana.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Upon the completion of the activity in this unit on
witchcraft, the student should be able to:
1. List the properties of Ghanaian witchcraft at the
90% level of proficiency on a teacher-made test.
2. Organize a scheme in order to solve the problem of
how people become witches at the 100% level of accuracy on
a teacher-made test.
1A A
3. List the meeting places of the witches at the
100% level of accuracy on a teacher-made test.
4. Decide which type of traditional protection is
best for him according to his witch spirits at the 90% level
of accuracy on a teacher-made test
.
TEACHING STRATEGY
This unit can be used by one individual or a small
group. In the case of the latter, a group leader may read
the information on the front of the activity card.
MATERIALS
Activity: Articles on Witchcraft:
Where the witches meet
How people become witches
The evil deeds of witches
Traditional protection against witches
t
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PERFORMING FOLK ARTS
MUSIC
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
At the end of this unit, the students in this program
will, on the average increase his knowledge of Ghanaian
Music, ,by 90% with a high level of comprehension as meas-
ured by several different types of teacher made tests for
each activity.
PREREQUISITE
Two of the activity cards suggest background in music-
al notations. Those activities are Folksongs of Ghana and
School Songs. The student should be aware of this before
selecting either of these activities.
MATERIALS
The materials are listed according to activity card.
Ghanaian Music - Tape "An Introduction to
Ghanaian Music”
Drums of Ghana - Activity 1, see materials for
making a Donno
Activity 2, tape "The Donno Drum”
Atsimewu - Activity 1, tape, "Atsimewu"
Activity 2, slides, "Anyako and Ewe
Drums”
Atumpan - Activity 1, tape "Atumpan”
One-String Fiddle - Activity 1, tape "One -String
Fiddle"
Activity 2, see materials for
constructing a One-Stringed
Fiddle
Xylophone - Activity 1, tape "Xylophone of North
West Ghana"
Activity 2, see materials for con-
structing a xylophone
Folksongs of
School Songs
Ghana - Activity 1, tape "Folksongs"
Activity 2, book Folksongs
of Ghana by Nketia
- Activity 1, tape, "Mele Ni Yaa Yaa
Eh"
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TEACHING STRATEGIES
Let the students freely choose what musical activi-
ties they wish to study. Encourage all students to listen
to the introductory tape ’’Ghanaian Music." Then work in
groups of two or more on an activity. Most of the activi-
ties require listening.
Some activities are more in depth than others. For
example, the xylophone calls for making a xylophone on the
second activity.
GHANAIAN DANCE
Traditional dance in Ghana plays a very important
function in the life-cycle of the people. From birth to
death, there is a dance for every event. In viewing dance,
it is evident that many caricatures of the culture are pre-
served and passed on through generations. Social dance
like that of High-Life, also plays an important function in
the life of the people. In social dancing, it is evident
that people have borrowed other styles of music such as the
western idiom of performing. This has developed a modern
way of dancing, and, it has become a tradition in the cul-
ture .
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
At the completion of the unit on dance which focuses
on High-Life Dance and Music, the student will be able to:
a. Display an organized routine for a High-Life Dance
with 80% accuracy as measured by the instruction given on
the tape cassette.
b. Demonstrate his ability to synthesize the contents
of Ghanaian dance as measured by a teacher-constructed mul-
tiple choice test with 90% level of accuracy.
MATERIALS
I Traditional Dance
Activity 1 - slides and tape on Ghanaian Dance Ensemble
Activity 2 - tape on Ghanaian Dance Demonstration
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II High Life Music
Activity 1 & 2, tape on Hi-Life Music
TEACHING STRATEGIES
Encourage the students to perform the High-Life Dance.
A group of students may want to demonstrate the entire unit*
to the class. If this is so, the student should either use
the extra materials on Ghanaian Dance or contact:
Mrs. Carolyn Coverdale
156 Brown Street
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 891-4665
CRAFTS
TIE-DYING
Tie-dyeing is a fascinating craft. There are many
different levels and dimensions that one can move in within
the process of tying and dyeing. With synthetic dyes Ameri-
cans have been able to add several dimensions and varieties
to the craft of tie-dyeing. This has been done through mass
production using machinery as opposed to tie-dyeing by hand.
Also, the types of cloth have varied from cotton to synthe-
tics.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
At the end of the unit on tie-dyeing, the student will
be able to apply his understanding of tie-dyeing based on
the instructions and study prints of the total process at
the 100% level of accuracy through demonstrating the process
to the end product
.
MATERIALS
Activity - Study Prints on Tie-Dyeing, cassette tape, syn-
thetic dyes, solid color cloth, cord, 2 basins,
rubber gloves, clothes pins.
TEACHING STRATEGIES
The student should practice folding and dyeing small
pieces of cloth before taking on a large piece. Perfect
ones folding of cloth before using the dye. Use Study
Prints for step-wise illustrations.
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STUDENT EVALUATION AND RECORD KEEPING
1. Each teacher will have a folder on each student.
These folders will be labeled only with the student's name.
The folder will contain the pretest questionnaire, program
reports on each unit, completed objectives and the mastery
test. Students work may also be included.
2. Each teacher will have a student conference at
the end of each unit, and at any other time deemed appro-
priate. The function of these conferences will be to assess
the students' progress in the curriculum and to work out
strategies for continuous development
.
/
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MYTHS
In West African Culture, the classi-
fication between myths, folktales, and
legends are not absolutely clear-cut
ones. There is overlap between them
in terms of plot, function (purpose)
and characterization. in some societies,
the classification is not observed at all.
The term oral literature or history is
used to umbrella all types.
For the purpose of this unit, myth is
meant to be 'truthful accounts of what
happened in the remote past. They are
accepted on faith... and they are often
associated with theology and ritual.
Their main characters are animals,
deities (gods and goddesses), or culture
heroes, whose actions are set in an
earlier world.' (Bascom, 1965, P. 4)
Many myths' subjects are about the
origin of death, mankind, or authority.
It is from these subjects that people
become educated to the remote past
besides being taught, in most cases, a
moral of some kind by a priest, chief,
or elder. This select group of people
guards orgin mvths with care . They are
used in serious discussion during the day
as distinct from the entertaining stories
of the evening.
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape on the Disobedient Boy . The story
is told by a blind man who lives in Anyako, a town in
the southern part of Ghana. Then answer the following
questions in complete sentences.
1. Is this story a myth or folktale?
2. What subject is the story based upon?
3. Is there a plot (plan) in the story? Explain.
4. What is the moral of the story?
5 . Where and to whom would a story like this be told.
6. Briefly state the basic conflict.
7. Where does the climax appear?
Activity: 2. Try to construct a short skit from the story. Listen
to the tape enough times in order to become familiar
with all the events. Then, list the numbers of scenes,
characters, and props you will need. create a simple
dialogue and include a narrator's part to explain scenes
in transition. Choose classmates to act out roles.
Activity: 3. a For additional information on African myths you may
wish to read the article that accompanies this unit or
use the library. Focus your attention on form in
African myths.
b. Read, Why The Sun And The Moon live In The Sky.
Then, list three differences in cultural behaviors
implied in the story.
c. Make up your own myth. Make sure there is a message.
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FOLKTALES
I
Folktales are stories that portray
the tricks of the spider, Ananse, the
little hares, the tortoise, and the
antelope all in a humorous context or
in a form that exhibits the discomfort
of the powerful members of the animal
world through their tiny adversaries.
Less known, but still familiar are the
many African tales set in the human world.
These are the trials of a young man wooing
a wife, the sacrifice of two friends for
each other, or the triumph of the youngest
despised member of a family.
Many folktales are told in the evening
by the young and elderly. Some folktales
are for entertainment and others are to
admonish children. Those folktales told
for entertainment often have drum rhythms,
chorus, and mime as accompaniment. In
such cases, the listener becomes a part
of the story. A' good storyteller will
draw the audience into the story to make
some type of response.
Through these stories, the Africans
are able to see their own lives and
traditions
.
Activity: 1. Ananse who is the trickster figure in Ghanaian folktales
appears as a spider man. He is crafty, treacherous, and a
greedy rascal, but everybody likes him in spite of this.
Sometimes his adventures are funny and always incredible.
He stops at nothing hut he does not always have his way.
Read the following two Ananse folktales: "Kwaku Ananse
and the Greedy Lion" and "How Kwaku Ananse Destroyed a
Kingdom." You will find these two folktales in this
unit.
1. After you have read each folktale, write a brief
statement on the moral or lesson to be learned in
each case .
2. Give the similarity and difference in how
Ananse does his task in the two tales.
3. Name one item that implies something about the
culture in each story.
4. What idea about the nature of man is the story
trying to express in each case.
Activity: 2. (see 'Activity 2 on the card Folktales II •
)
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KWAKU ANANSE AND THE GREEDY LION
One day, early in the morning, when the monkeys had
scarcely woken from their sleep, Kwaku Ananse the spider
was sitting on his web wondering what to do, when a mes-
senger came to him from the King of the Beasts.
’’Kwaku Ananse," said the messenger, "His Majesty
commands your presence and that of the hare. Hurry up
and go, or he will be angry."
Now Kwaku Ananse, like all other forest creatures,
feared the lion. King of the Beasts, and would no more
have thought of disobeying his command than he would have
thought of doing without food. Kwaku Ananse hurried from
his web, and calling for the hare as he went, they soon
reached the King of the Beasts.
"What is Your Majesty's command?" asked Kwaku
Ananse. "In what way can we, small creatures that we are,
be of use to the King of the Beasts?"
The lion stretched, sticking out his claws and yawn-
ing. "I am going on a hunt," he said, "and I want you to
accompany me. They tell me that you, Kwaku Ananse, are
clever, and I shall rely on you and your friend the hare
to help me in the hunt—we will leave at once."
"Certainly," said Kwaku Ananse. "Certainly I am
clever, and I will endeavor to do my best. But I am only
a small creature, so you must not expect too much."
They started' off together through the forest, and
went a long way till they reached a place where game was
plentiful, though the bush was thick. The lion sat down.
"Now," he said, "you can tell me the easiest way to
catch the animals, for I am tired and cannot be bothered
to show my strength."
Kwaku Ananse thought a while and then, turning to
the lion, said" "Of course, Your Majesty, I am only a,
poor creature, but I have indeed a suggestion to make.
"Say on," said the lion.
"Well, Your Majesty, I suggest that we dig a lot of
pits and cover them with branches. Then Your Majesty
should walk around the area, roaring. This will cause con
fusion, and all the animals, thinking you are after^them,
will run hither and thither and fall into the pits.
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"An excellent idea," said the lion. "You may diethe pits." So while the lion slept, Kwaku Ananse and thehare toiled to dig pits and cover them with branches.
Toward evening they had finished, and sweating and pant-ing they woke the lion. "The pits are ready, Your Maiestv "they said.
The King of Beasts stretched himself, went down to
the stream to drink, and did as Kwaku Ananse had suggested.
As soon as the beasts of the forest heard the lion's
roar, they were frightened. They leapt up from their lairs
and ran helter skelter through the forest. Many of them
fell into the pits the spider and the hare had dug for
them. Some were killed at once, and others lay terrified,
waiting for the King of the Beasts.
When he saw how successful the plan had been, the
lion was pleased. "Kwaku Ananse," he said. "Your plan
was indeed a good one. Let me congratulate you. Now will
you kindly tell me how we are to get the animals out of
the pits?"
"That is easy, T'our Majesty," said Kwaku Ananse.
"The hare and I will make ropes from the creepers, and you
can haul them out." The lion agreed, but tried to per-
suade the two friends to pull the animals out themselves.
"But, Your Majesty," said Ananse. "How can such poor weak
creatures as the hare and I hope to pull up this magnifi-
cant catch? Surely that is a job for the King of the
Beasts?" The lion, seeing the force of the argument, again
agreed. When the ropes were made, Kwaku Ananse tied up the
beasts, and the lion hauled them up on the ropes. Soon
there was so much meat piled around that even the lion,
hungry as he now was, was satisfied.
"There now remains only the question of taking the
meat home," he said. "Kwaku Ananse, how do you intend
to do this?" "That is easy, Your Majesty," said Kwaku.
"The hare and I will build a sled out of branches and pile
the meat on it, then Your Majesty can draw it home through
the forest."
So the hare and the spider built a sled, and together
they put all the meat cn it and tied it down well. The
lion tried to make the hare draw the sled, but Kwaku Ananse
again persuaded him.: "Your Majesty, it is not fitting nor
is it possible, for a small animal like the hare to draw
the magnificant catch of Your Majesty the lion. If Your
Majesty draws the sled, then everyone will know that the
catch is indeed yours."
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So, as the forest grew dark and the cicadas beganto sing, the lion drew the sled of meat back to his lairThe other creatures peeped through the bushes, but kept
well out of sight. Even the bullfrog stopped his raucous
croaking as they passed along by the stream.
When they reached the lion's lair, the lion, who hadbecome ravenously hungry during the day, was not even will-
ing to share the meat with the animals who had done his
work. Yet how little would have sufficed them.
"Hare," he said. "What do you think we should do
with the meat?”
"We-eel, Your Majesty," stuttered the hare, "who am
I to presume to tell the King of the Beasts what to do
with his own meat. But any time Your Majesty feels like
giving me a little bit I shall be more than grateful."
The lion was pleased. "Very well, hare," he said.
"When I have eaten, you shall have a bit of what remains.
Now, Kwaku Ananse, what about you?"
Now Ananse was T ery hungry and knew that he had in
fact done most of the work. He was cross and tired too,
so without thinking much he said" "Well, Your Majesty,
since you ask me, I feel that since the hare and I did
much of the work, you should give us the little we need
to satisfy our hunger and reserve the major part for your-
self."
The lion was very angry: "What? Kwaku Ananse, do
you presume to dictate to me, the King of the Forest, what
I should do with my own meat? It was sufficient honor
that I took you with me on the hunt and showed you how to
catch meat. Do you presume to demand a share of my meat?”
He prepared to leap at Ananse, who, seeing his mistake,
jumped back and replied: "Oh no, no, Your Majesty.. I
require nothing. Indeed, I was not thinking of what I was
saying. I beg your pardon."
The lion, a little pacified, but still anxious not
to give away any meat, thought a moment. Then he said,
"Kwaku Ananse, I remember now that we forgot to clear one
of the pits in the forest. As punishment for your pre-
sumption, you shall go back and bring me whatever is in
the pit."
So the poor spider, tired and hunger, had to wend
his way right back through the forest to look for more
meat
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he thought
:
" If 1 take meat back toj s y, he may even try to kill me. It is betterthat I think of some plan so I may protect myself andpunish him for his greed."
The lion was indeed planning to get rid of him onhis return He had started to prepare the meat, and find-
^
not mucl1 like he threw it to the hare.The hare was so pleased that he readily agreed to helpthe lion get rid of Kwaku Ananse on his return.
As he went through the forest, Ananse collectedthe leaves of certain plants which he knew were verypoisonous. When he reach the place of the pits, he foundthat one had not been cleared and it contained a magnifi-
cant deer, which Ananse made swallow the poison. As soon
as it was dead, with the help of friends, he dragged thedeer from the pit, and putting it on branches, started
to drag it through the forest
. As he went on his way he
sang
:
Here indeed is meat fit for a King,
This is the best meat of the forest
.
Only a King should eat it.
Ananse 's voice carried through the forest, and soon
the lion and the hare heard it. They stopped eating, and
running towards the sound, soon found the exhaused Ananse
dragging the branches with the huge deer on top.
The lion was excited by this new catch and decided
he must eat it first. So greedy was he, that he dragged
it to his lair himself and immediately started eating.
He did, however, pause a moment to throw a bit to the hare.
Presently the lion paused, and rubbing his stomach,
said: "I must have been eating too quickly, my stomach
is aching.” Then the pains grew worse, and soon the King
of the Beasts lay dead, killed by his greed. The hare,
too, had eaten of the poisoned meat, but very little, and
after days of suffering he was able to drag himself to
Kwaku Ananse* s house and beg his forgiveness for siding
with the lion.
As for Kwaku Ananse, he called together all his
friends and relations. They shared all the original
catch, and there was dancing and feasting late into the
night. Having eaten all he could, Ananse returned home
and slept deeply.
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Appiah, Peggy. Ananse the Spider: Tales From an Ashanti
Village
. New York: Random House, Inc., 1966.
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HOW KWAKU ANANSE DESTROYED A KINGDOM
™ere was once a kingdom ruled by the lion. Al-though Kwaku Ananse was one of the smallest of his sub-jects, because of his wisdom he was made judge and law-
u
ak
5
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Lst the lion led a lazy life and hunted whenhe felt like it.
Now Kwaku Ananse was as mean as he was clever andhe hated the other animals. When anyone was brought be-fore him for judgment, despite a show of. wisdom and ofjustice, the sentence was always one of death. The ani-
mals feared and hated him, but they could do nothing as
the lion would not hear a word against him.
One day the lion fell ill and died. They gave him
a grand funeral, and when it was all over they collected
together to choose a new King. Ananse sent spies to see
who would be chosen for he suspected that he would be out
of favor.
Sure enough, the leopard was elected King, and his
first act was to remo/e Kwaku Ananse from all his posi-
tions. When Ananse heard this he did not wait to hear
more. He packed up his goods, and taking his family with
him, fled to the nearby kingdom of the rat.
The cat was the new adviser and judge appointed by
the leopard, and immediately he preferred charges against
Kwaku Ananse. Ananse was summoned before the court, but
when the officers went to fetch him they found his house
deserted, and search as they might they could find no trace
of him in the kingdom.
Kwaku Ananse settled down and prospered in the king-
dom of the rat, who knew nothing of his past actions. One
day, the rat was paying a state visit to the leopard, and
in the course of conversation, the leopard mentioned the
cruelty of Kwaku Ananse and the fact that he had disap-
peared before judgment.
M0h dear, brother leopard," said the rat. "I had
no idea he was a wanted man. He is living in my kingdom.
You are welcome to send messengers to fetch him if it would
please you."
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When the rat returned home, Kwaku Ananse heardthat he had been very friendly with the leopard and
realized that he might be in for trouble. He did not
want to leave the kingdom of the rat, as he had nowhere
else to go. So he thought out a plan.
Outside his front door, Kwaku Ananse started to
dig a hole. It was very deep and very wide, and at the
bottom he put stakes and thorny creepers. Then he covered
it carefully with branches and made himself a small door
at the back through which he could come and go.
Sure enough, in a few days two animals arrived from
the kingdom of the leopard in order to arrest him. He
opened the door when he saw them coming and called to them
to approach. They came forward eagerly to arrest him, and
stepping on the branches in front of the door immediately
fell into the deep pit where they perished.
After a month, the leopard and the cat decided that
the animals must have fled the country or must have been
persuaded by Kwaku Ananse to settle elsewhere. They sent
off two more of their most trusted subjects to fetch Ananse,
and they warned them not to listen to his persuasions.
These two animals, coming to Ananse 's house, per-
ished in the same way. And so it went on. Every month
more animals were sent until the leopard and the cat found
that there were no more people they could send.
Angry at what had happened, and wondering what on
earth had happened to all their subjects, they went off
themselves to search for Kwaku Ananse.
Kwaku Ananse saw the leopard and the cat from far
off, and drawing his chair into the doorway so that they
could see him, he pretended to be asleep. The cat .and the
leopard came up quietly, but so intent were they on watch-
ing Ananse that they failed to see the branches. As had
all their subjects, they perished in the pit.
Kwaku Ananse, seeing the end of all his enemies,
filled in the pit and went to find the rat.
"0 rat,” he said. ”1 have destroyed the King of
my old country and I wish to take possession of it for
myself. You have, however, been very kind to me and I
offer you a share in what we find there. I wish to live
in peace with my neighbors."
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So Kwaku Ananse and the rat went and took possess-
ion of the empty kingdom, and the rat gave Kwaku Ananse
people to settle on the land and work it for him. And
they ruled their kingdoms side by side for many years in
peace and friendship.
Appiah, Peggy. Ananse the Spider: Tales From an Ashanti
Village . New York: Random House, Inc., 1966.
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FOLKTALES
II
The tortoise is the trickster
figure that predominates stories in
the easterly regions of West Africa
such as Nigeria. This figure is
represented in animal guise. He
appears to be an amoral, psycho-
pathic, confident trickster- He
accepts society only in order to
prey upon it and he is the threat to
the fabric of the community.
Activity: 1. Read the following story, "The Hunter and the Tortoise."
You will find this story attached to this unit. Then
answer the following questions.
1. How did the hunter wish to appear before the chief and people?
2. Why did the tortoise act the way it did before the Chief and
people?
3. How do you think the people felt towards the chief after the
Hunter was killed?
4. How did the Chief wish not to appear before his people?
5. Why did the Hunter feel that he had done the tortoise a great
favor by saving his life?
6. When the tortoise did not perform at the Hunter's wish, what did
the Hunter do? How did the Chief feel? What did the people do?
7. What did the tortoise tell the Hunter before he left the forest?
8. What was the tortoise's message in his song after the Hunter
was killed?
9. How can this story be correlated with events of today?
10.
What function does a proverb (the tortoise's message) serve
in the life of the people?
Create a skit on any one of the stories in the first
activity. List the numbers of scenes, characters, and
props that you will need. Create a simple dialogue
and include a narrator's part to explain scenes in
transition. Choose classmates to act out roles.
Activity: 2 .
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FOLKTALES ABOUT ANIMALS
THE HUNTER AND THE TORTOISE
There was once in a village in Ashanti a very brave
hunter, skilled with the gun and intrepid in the hunt.
One day, as he was hunting for game in the forest, he
heard afar off the sound of music. He stopped and listen-
ed and gradually crept nearer the sound until the trees
thinned, and there in a clearing in the forest he saw a
tortoise sitting all alone and singing gaily to the music
of a small accordion.
The hunter rubbed his eyes. Never before had he
seen an animal playing an instrument, let along singing
to it. He raised his gun as if to shoot and then thought
better of it. With his gun raised he entered the clearing
and in a loud voice addressed the tortoise.
’’Tortoise.” he said, "I could easily shoot you but
I have a kind heart and instead I will take you home to
my house and you shall play and sing for me there. Do you
agree?” The tortoise looked him up and down and sighed.
”How can I not agree seeing that you have the gun?" he
said.
The hunter went to pick him up, taking care not to
damage the accordion as he did so. Just before he put the
tortoise in his bag, however, it said, very seriously,
’’Hunter, I warn you, I am a creature of the forest and not
of the town and all my happiness is in the forest. If you
take me to your home you have only yourself to blame."
The hunter laughed and putting him in the bag set out
for his village, thinking of the sensation his captive
would make when he played before the Chief.
When the hunter returned to his village he went
straight to see the Chief. ’’Nana” he said, "I have found
the most wonderful animal that can sing, and play the ac-
cordion . Order the gong-gong to be sounded through the
village and call all your people together that they may
hear this wonder.”
The Chief replied, ”If what you say is true I will
lo as you ask; but make very sure before I do so
for 1
rOU fool me and the people you will lose your head.
.n those days the chiefs could execute people
for th
slightest offence.
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The hunter was so sure of himself that he asked the
Chief to go ahead and call all the people. "For," he
thought, "the tortoise will be so grateful at having his
life saved that he will play willingly for my sake."
The whole village gathered together and the hunter
was called and told to produce his captive. Very care-
fully he lifted the tortoise from his bag and put the
little accordion on the ground by its side. The people
stared and moved a little closer. The hunter then asked
the tortoise to play his music and to sing before the
Great Chief, for it was a great honour that he should be
asked to do so.
But, alas, the tortoise just blinked his beady eyes
and looked stupid. He looked just a clumsy little creature
from the bush with none of the magic around him necessary
for him to sing. The Chief grew annoyed and the people
started to mutter. The poor hunter went down on his knees
and said: "Dear tortoise, I beg you, when I saved your
life in the forest when I could have killed you, I be-
lieved that you would do this little thing in return for
my courtesy . . . Pie tse
,
please, play your accordion and
sing one of your wonderful songs."
But the tortoise just looked stupider and turned his
head away.
The people began to laugh and the Chief grew really
angry. ”0h hunter," he said, "I warned you I would stand
no nonsense. If the tortoise does not sing at once you
will have your head cut off." And he called for the exe-
cutioner .
The despairing hunter begged on in vain and pre-
sently was led away by the executioner. The crowd fol-
lowed to watch, and as his head rolled on the ground they
sighed and turned to look at the tortoise. The moment
the hunter had been executed a change came over the little
animal. He picked up the accordion and in a thin piping
voice he began to sing, over and over again:
’Asem mpe mnipa, Nnipa na pe asem.
The people were amazed and the Chief even drew nearer
to listen. Speaking to his Elders he said, "The
hunter
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was indeed to blame. He brought this creature from the
bush where it was happy and thus brought about his own
death." Then, a little afraid of what the tortoise might
do next he said, "take the tortoise back to the forest
and leave him there. From now on the hunting or captur-
ing of tortoises in the forest will be taboo to my people.
Anyone who is found interfering with them will be exe-
cuted. "
So the hunter was given a grand funeral— for after
all he had spoken the truth—and the tortoise was returned
to his clearing in the forest, where for all I know he may
still be living. The villagers say that. sometimes on a
still night they hear the song from the forest:
' Asem mpe mnipa, Nnipa na pe asem.
'
Appiah, Peggy. Tales of An Ashanti Father , London: Andre
Deutsch LTD., 1967. P. 33-36.
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PROVERBS
For the purpose of this unit, the term proverb will be defineas a short saying in a poetic form. A proverb includes a rir-v,of imagery and succinct expression. From the Ba^u frea%o S rCS
«
s useproverb is closely related to other forms of oral literature insome languages a proverb overlaps with a story, a poem, a parable orriddle, and, the distinction is not very clear. Some proverbs are
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:iStiC media: theV can be drummed (a charac-st A rica), sung, as in the judicial proverbs, or canappear on flags of military organizations. Most interesting of allthe way the Ashanti, a Ghanaian society, associate a certainproverb with wooden carvings or one or another of their ' gold-weiahts
•
These are small brass figures used to weigh gold dust. 9
Activity: 1. Look at the study prints on proverbs. Study each
print carefully. Then try to create a proverb which
would translate the prints. After you have succeeded
in writing at least two proverbs for each print, choose
from the list of proverbs the proverb that would interpret
the print. Write a short storv that would demonstrate
one of the three proverbs. Try to incorporate the
proverb in the story as spoken by someone.
Activity: 2. Read the story. The Hunter and the Tortoise
. Then
choose one of the following proverbs that would be
suitable for the story and song that the tortoise
sings in his language. There is only one proverb:
'Asem mpe mnipe, Nnipa na pe asem.
'
A. Trouble does not look for man. It is man who
looks for trouble.
B. He who talks incessantly, talks nonsense.
C. After a foolish deed comes remorse.
Activity: 3. For further study into the African proverb, you may
wish to read the article on Proverbs included in
this unit.
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A LIST OF PROVERBS
1. As the wound inflames the finger, so thought inflames
the mind.
2. Wood already touched by fire is not hard to set
alight
.
3. If you are in hiding, don't light a fire.
4. A single bracelet does not jingle.
5. Restless feet may walk into a snake pit.
6. One who runs alone cannot be outrun by another.
7. What is inflated too much, will burst into fragments.
8. Fire and gunpowder do not sleep together.
9. Only a fool trys to jump fire.
10. A wealthy man will always have followers.
11. Two small antelopes can beat a big one.
12. Two eyes see better than one.
13. When you follow in the path of your father, you learn
to walk like him.
14. If relatives help each other, what evil can hurt.
Lower your head modestly while passing, and you will
harvest bananas.
15 .
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CLOTH I MG
Ghanaian people are very fortunate when It cones to clothing.
Since there are basically two seasons, the rainy and dry seasons^'
there is no need to have a wardrobe filled with clothes for every
season. The climate Is very warm, therefore, the clothing that the
people wear is very light-weight and made out of bright, colorful
print cotton.
The basic styles of clothing are very simple. The dashiki
has been the traditional outfit throughout. However, since westerners
have been traveling through Ghana and Ghanaians have been traveling
to the United States, England and France, styles are continually
changing in the country as they do here in America.
Most of the clothes that the people wear are usually made by
them. They do not have the luxury of going to a department store
or boutique shops to pick from racks of clothing. What is interesting
to see is the skill in which one can copy a style and make it out of
the traditional cloth.
Activity 1. A. See Slides on "Ghanaian Clothes." Use unit number
that corresponds to number on slide case.
3. Try your hand at making a dashiki shirt or dress.
Choose a bright color fabric or design a print on
cloth. Follow the instructions for making a dashiki
on the study print for this unit.
Activity 2. The girls who make dashikis may want a head piece to
go along with the dashiki. The Gale' is worn as a
matching head piece. Follow the instruction on the
study print for this unit.
Activity 3. A. Choose an activity from folktales or music that
calls for performing some art (music, play or
dance) and show off your costume through this
dimension.
B. If enough students make clothes, organize a
fashion show.
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Activity: Listen to the interview on tape about foods of Ghana.
V A Ghanaian will tell you all about the nutritions and
diets of Ghana. As you listen, take note of the basic
foods and how they are prepared. Then try your hand at
one of the following dishes.
MAKING A DASH IK
I
Materials: cloth l£ yds. for a shirt and 3 yds. for a dress,
scissors, needles, thread.
Procedure; Begin by folding the cloth into two even pieces
lengthwise. Fold down the center. It is similar to
folding a card two-ways. Then cut out the design
of the dashiki. You will be cutting through four
pieces of cloth. Open the cloth and you will have
cut out a dashiki. Sew the sides as shown in No. 7
on the wrong side of the cloth.
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gale"
The Gale is a piece of cloth wrapped around the head. It
has become a useful as well as decorative addition to the fenine
African-American attire. In Africa the gale has many different
names as well as the ways to tie it. The gal6 requires at least
2? yards or more of cloth, depending on how full you want it.
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ADINKRA PATTERNS
There are two basic kinds of cloth
that are symbolic of the culture in Ghana.
They are Rente and Adinkra cloth. This
card is a basic introduction to adinkra
cloth.
Adinkra symbols are a language in the
Ghanaian culture and a prominent aspect
of Ghanaian art. in the adinkra patterns,
which are graphic patterns stamped into
plain cloth, are proverbs, maxims, history,
theological and philosophical summaries
of ideas.
The origin of adinkra is said to
have come from a chief (king) named Nana
Kofi Adinkra of Gyaman in the Ivory Coast.
He fought and lost a war against King
Osei Tutu of the Ashantes and his head was
cut off as a trophy. Additional trophies
captured from Gyaman were associated with
Adinkra symbols.
The blocks from which the Adinkra
symbols are carved are made from dry
gourds or calabash (lagenaria vulgaris).
On the reverse side of an adinkra block
are four or more strong pieces of palm-
leaf ribs stuck together in a conical
shape to give the stamp a handle
A black mixture for stamping the
symbols into the adinkra cloth is obtained
from the boiled bark of the Badie tree.
The Adinkra cloth is a : mournins' cloth.
The symbols have some association with
okra, soul or saying ’good-bye.’
The basic cloth colors are very
dull such as russet brown, red, navy
blue, and carbon. Brighter backgrounds
such as yellow or white are now worn on
various occasions and other rites of
passage excluding funerals. White
adinkra may be worn when a very old
man dies. It signifies that he has
attained glory and rest.
:
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Activity: 1. Answer the following questions. Use the information inthe passage to answer the questions.
True or False
•
Adinkra patterns are graphic .patterns stamped into cloth
• The adinkra patterns are symbols of theology and history.
•
Proverbs are not associated with adinkra patterns.
•
Adinkra stamps are made from dry gourds and palm-leaf ribs
.
• The mixture for stamping is obtained from the boiled bark of
,
the Badie tree.
•
The adinkra cloth is used basically for recreation.
•
The colors are very bright and cheery.
•
White adinkra symbolizes glory and rest when worn by an old man.
•
Adinkra is a symbolic language.
10
•
The origin of the term adinkra is associated with a chief (King)
.
Activity: 2. Making adinkra stamps and stamping.
Materials: Adinkra Chart
Inner Tube cut into pieces
Small block of wood about 2" by 3"
Scissor
Cloth or paper
Ink Pad or Tempera Painx
Elmer’s Clue
Procedure
:
1. Choose the adinkra symbol you want to make into a stamp.
2. Cut the design out of the inner tube.
3. Paste the design on the block of wood.
4.
a. Use the ink pad for stamping.
b. Mix a small portion of tempera paint on a flat piece
of paper. Use this mixture for stamping.
5. Use either cloth or paper to stamp upon.
6. You may wish to make a design for cards, calendars,
wall hangings or posters.
?. Be creative and pool all the adinkra stamps in order
to make a checkerboard design.
8. Discuss adinkra symbols and stamping before a large
group. Use example in discussion.
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WITCHCRAFT
Witchcraft is a concept which when defined R+n+oe +v,o-t- . _
supernatural powers exclusively for evil and destructive purposes*?
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raon a11 over Africa. Even though Africansno o witchcraft, many do not partake in the rituals or activitiesof the witches (who are considered women) and the wizards (who arethe men)
. However, it is very common to acquire and possess witch-
craft traits. These can be inherited, picked up through an object,
swallowed by chance, bought, or acquired intentionally.
A witch may give a gift to someone whom she has been observirrfor a long time. Upon receiving the gift, the person has accepted
'
witch Spirits. If the person realizes what the gift bears, it may be
rejected. But in such a case, the person is doomed ultimately for
«v?i
th
«T^9 - etimeS a witch do<=tor or herbalist can remove the witch'se u spirits. The latter performs juju, another type of practice which
is not as erroneous as witchcraft, or prescribes some form of medicine.
There are many elements to witchcraft. The following are only
a few:
Where the witches meet;
How people become witches;
The evil deeds of witches;
Traditional protection against witches.
You will be able to read more on each one in the activities
that follow.
Activity: Choose one of the following elements of witchcraft.
Read and answer the questions that follow the article.
1. How People Become Witches
2. The Destructive Deeds of Witches
3. The Meeting Places of Witches
4. Traditional Protection
Questions for each article:
1. How People Become Witches.
You are a poor member of the Ewe tribe. With only a few pennies
you pass through the market wishing to purchase a necessary commodity.
Everything is too dear. Surprisingly, you come upon something. You
somehow get what you need and a few days later you fall flat on your
face and become very ill. You report your case to a herbalist and he
explains that you have acquired witch's spirits. What are the possible
ways that you somehow received these spirits?
2. The Destructive Deeds of Witches.
You are a witch/wizard and you wish to see your wealthy uncle
dead. No reason is given. How are you going to go about doing
this? What is your quickest mode of destruction?
'
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3. The Meeting places of witches
1. How does this article portray important cult activitie ? Be
specific by giving examples.
2. Name cultural traits that helped the witches adapt to their
environment.
A. How do the witches adapt to their daytime life?
B. How do the witches adapt to their night life?
4. Traditional Protection
A. If you want protection of some kind against the witches, which
would you choose, and why?
B. Which one would you least choose?
Activity: 2. Prepare a presentation on Witchcraft in Ghana. Read all .
four articles. For an interview from a prime source
write or call Chief Nana Nketia at Amherst College, in
Amherst, Massachusetts. You will find him very knowledgeable.
FESTIVALS
Festivals are very important to the people of Ghana. It is an
occasion that brings people together to celebrate a common event in
life. Most observances and rituals are connected with festivals.
These are child-naming, puberty and initiation, marriage and death.
If you were to study festivals solely, many common features and
beliefs would be revealed to you about the culture. For example,
there is first, the belief in life after death and the closeness of
dead ancestors to the living. Second, people remember their past
heroes, and followers and ask them for protection. Third, the
festivals are used to cleanse the whole state in order for people to
enter the new year with hope.
However, today, people tend to put more emphasis on the purely
social aspects of festivals, that is, the song and dance and the
pageantry and feasting.
There are two types of festivals in Ghana today that can be
observed in nearly any village or tribe. There are the harvest
festivals, like the yam festivals, and those that remember the dead.
These festivals are very important.
Activity: 1. Read the article on the Damba. Answer the
following questions.
1. When is the Damba observed?
a. semi-annually
b. annually
c. semi-quarterly
2. In what region of Ghana is the Damba observed?
a. Northern and upper regions of Ghana
b. Southern region of Ghana
c. Eastern region of Ghana
3. There are two Dambas. One of the following is correct.
a. Dagomba and Mamprusi
b. Somba and Naa
c. Ga and Kwi
4. Which Damba marks the naming of the Holy Prophet?
a. somba
b. wala
c. Naa
5. What is the common drum of the Damba festival?
a. Hourglass
b. Kete
c. Atumpan
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6. Many of the Damba are one of the following-
a. Protestant
b. Catholic
c. Moslem
7. The Chief's celebration when a cow is slaughtered is also
one of the Damba festivals.
a. Sombra
b. Naa
c. Twi
8. Where does the dancing and drumming of the Damba festival
take place?
a. Village
b. Middle of town
c. Chief's house
9. At which Damba festival is the ritual slaughtering of a
cow in the forenoon?
a. Naa
b. Sombe
c. Nau
10.
When does the Damba festival come to an end?
a. When drummers and dancers stop dancing at the Chief's house.
b. When the Holy Prophet is named.
c. When a procession starts from the Chief's house to the
outskirts of town.
Activity: 2. More about festivals in Ghana. Choose one of the
following selections in Festivals of Ghana by
A. A. Cpcku.
Yam Festival at Aburi-p.28
Yam Festival at Peki-p .63
Homowo-p .52
In a group discussion in the form of an interview,
compare the festivals by:
(1)
listing the differences and similarities
with the Damba Festival.
( 2
)
drawine attention to symbolism, sacrifices,
and entertainment of the people.
Use a tape recorder for effectiveness and evaluation.
Activity: 3. Give a festival. Invite a Ghanaian to class in order to
organize a festival. Contact the following person:
Mrs Mercy hoartey
50 Fremont Street
Mattapan, Massachusetts 02126
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GHANAIAN MUSIC
Introduction: A great proportion of
African traditional music is made for
tainment
, however, it has become
clear that traditional music has un-
disputable social functions.
The songs and instrumental music in
this section indicate several types of
traditional entertainment music. The
purpose for this arises from the fact
that the promotion of entertainment
music in Africa often comes from groups
of people wishing to emphasize a specific
field of interest or to assert their
specific status and function in society.
Emphasis will focus on the uniqueness
of language, sounds and rhythm of
Ghanaian Music. Special notification
will be given to functions for which
music is performed, and you will hear
as the music reaches out to you how
it encompasses the sum total of human
expression.
Activity: Listen to the tape "An Introduction to Ghanaian Music."
You will hear a collage of traditional music. As you
listen, list on a sheet of paper what type of music you
hear. e.g. Children singing, drums playing, etc.
After you have listened to the full tape, check your
list against the answer sheet. Fill-in those answers
you missed. Then, play the tape a second time with
your list in front of you. As you are listening, choose
the type of music you wish to study.
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DRUMS IN GHANA
Africa is known for its drums. Where
ever you may travel throughout the continent
you will be surprised by the immense variety
that you will see. There are many shapes,
sizes, sounds, and colors. Some drums
appear to be very simple as well as others
which are elaborately carved and decorated.
The drums are played in various
positions depending on the size. Some
drums are played standing while others
are performed on by sitting or kneeling.
Yet other drums are held between the
knees and played and sometimes placed
under the armpit and played. However,
most African drums are played at one end
only. This part is called the head and
it is covered with skin. One drum common
in the northern area of Ghana has two skin
heads, one at each end of the body or shell.
This drum is also shaped like an hourglass ;
it is called the Donno .
The Donno is placed under the armpit
and pressed upon to play. The more
pressure that is placed on the center of
the drum the higher the sound becomes.
Performers use their skill in acquiring
the correct tuning for the type of dance
being performed.
Activity: 1. How to make a Donno -
Materials: Pine or cedar wood... or soft wood, 20" by 10" or 24" by 12"
Soft animal skin, e.g. pig, goat, sheep, or thin rubber.
Two 12" or 14" squares
One piece of cowhide, 26" long, shoe string cut.
Nylon cord or twine
Procedure
:
1.
Carve out an hourglass 20" - 24" long.
2.
Use soft skin like gut, deer, rubber, or vinyl and cut two circles
1" wider than the top and bottom opening of the hourglass.
3.
Turn -r" hem of each circle over a piece of cowhide shoe string width.
This will appear to be bulky, but it will make the circle into a hoop.
4 .
5 -
o
.
Stand the hourglass on the flat surface with one circle prepared
skin under the bottom opening and one at the top
.
Js* nylon cord or any twine that is flexible enough and will not
sreak when pressure is applied to the center of the hourglass, ihread
t-ne cord through the hoop of the base circle and knot. Then.proceea
to ~ thread the top hoop then the bottom, etc. until the skin is securely-
fastened around the drum.
Take the end string to center
stretch strings. Then circle
until it is taken up and knot
of the hourglass and knot onto one of the
the remaining strings around the cenuci
it onto another string.
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Activity: 2. Listen to the tape on The Donno Drum
. Then, as you
listen to the tape a second time, list the number of
times the rhythm pattern of the Donno changes. Continue
playing the tape and check your answer against those on
the tape . Do Not rewind the tape
.
Activity: 3. Using your Donno or two classroom drums
,
try to perform
the following rhythms . You may need a metronome* to keep
the beat.
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Activity: 4. For further study on the Donno and its significance.
See Section II on Dance.
Activity: 5» Making Simple Drums
C-yamadudu ( hollow vessel drum)
Materials: a hollow vessel of wood, cork, cardboard, skin of sheep
rubber, vinyl.
Procedure: Co*'er one end of the hollow vessel with skin. Decorate
drum with figures or symbols of the country. The quality
of your drum will depend on the material of the vessel.
Mp intintoa ( gourd drum)
Materials
:
Procedure
dried sourd about 50" round the middle, skin of sheep,
rubber, vinyl.
1. Trim off the top so as to get a drum surface measuring
10* or more in diameter.
2. Cut enough skin to cover gourd, leaving enough at the
edges which you can glue or nail down.
3. An option to #2 is stretching the skin down by means
of string.
4. Stretch the skin over the top of the gourd about two
or three inches down.
5. Suspend the skin by lacing string of skin through the
edges to the base of the gourd.
6. Attach a circular ring of iron or something comparable
to the bottom of the gourd and tie the strings to this.
The rins should be about 5" in diameter.
7. Attach a pair of braces to the drum, one for each shoulder
in oder to wear the drum in front of you.
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Frame Drum for tambourine)
Materials: small rectangular pieces of wood( strapping for a picture
frame, any size), skin of sheer, rubber, vinyl, small
nails, sandpaper.
Procedure: 1. Use the study prints for making a Frame Drum.
Make a picture frame of any size. (see #1 and #2.)
2. Take the skin as if you had canvas for a
painting and attach it to the rectangular
picture frame. (see #3) Make sure the skin
fits snug about the frame.
3. Build another frame around the skin frame.
This frame should be larger and deeper. The
strapping should be at least 3" wide. Make
sure this frame fits firmly around the
skin frame. Use glue and nails to make the
secure. (see #4 and #5)
4. Smooth the wood with sandpaper.
5. Nail a wedge to the center of each strip of wood
on the skin frame, (see #6)
6. Make a crossbar from strapping and nail it to
the wedge, (see #7)
7. Paint or varnish the wood.
DIFFICULT
“i
MOST DIFFICULT 0.
EASY 3
8. Now you are ready to play.
9 . Study the following ryhthms on your drum.
If you should need help listen to the tape
on the Frame Drum .
% ininj 1 n j n
n, j » J n I D j 1
j j j i 1 j j i J
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making a frame drum
(1)
(2)
( 3 )
( 4 )
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FRAME DRUM
190
MPINTINTOA (Gourd Drum)
The mpintintoa hangs against
your chest, to the extreme
right and played with both
hands
.
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THE ATSIMEWU
The Atsimewu is the master drum
of the Ewe. This drum is one of
the Agbadza set made up of five
drums. It is a very tall drum'
which usually rests on a stand and isplayed with one stick ana a hana.
The others of the set are played
between the knees
.
The Atsimewu is usually heard
in most Ewe music like funeral,
birth, and festival celebrations
.
Most often the drum accomoanies
dance such as the Gahu and the
fast and slow Atsiagbekor.
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape Atsimewu. You will hear several
examples of the Agbadza set. Follow instructions by
completing the listening exercises. You will need
a pencil and paper as you listen to the tape.
Activity: 2. A.
E.
View the slides on ANYAKQ
. You will see how the
Agbadza set is used for various functions.
Then try the rhythm exercises below on a drum.
Use a stick in the right hand. After mastering
two, try to play along with the tape.
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C. If you wish to see a set of Agbadza drums, including
dancing and singing, through your PTO, PTA, Student
Council, arrange for a concert or demonstration.
References: Mass College of Arts
IDC
Wesleyan College, Connecticut
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THE ATUMPAN
The Atumpan is primarily an Akan
drum, although it is played in other
areas such as Ewe, Dagomba, Mampru 3 i,
Gonja, wa, Ga, and Adangbe
.
(NKetia:
1968) '
The Atumpan is a talking drum with a
single head. The closed head is held by
strings anchored on pegs. This drum may
be used both as a musical instrument and
as a talking drum.
What does this drum say?
The Atumpan drummer expresses sympathy,
congratulates, shows gratitude, and gives
other messages. Two drums are played and
the voices or tones are arranged very
clearly. One of the drums speaks in a
low tone and it is called the male drum.
The other speaks with a high tone, there-
fore, it is called the female drum.
When the drums talk, the male drum is
usually hit first. Most tones begin low
when speaking and end high. For example,
if a drummer wants to say Kofi, he hits
the male drum on the first syllable Ko
and the female drum on the second
syllable fi. (Nketia: 1968)
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape on the Atumpan
. You will hear
examples of the talking drum. Follow instructions
on the tape and complete all exercises.
Activity: 2 . Invite a West African drummer to class in order to
lecture about the other functions of the Atumpan in
relation to the culture of the people. Organize
your visit through the PTO, PTA, METCO Office, or
Student Council.
RATTLES
A. beaded rattle
B. container rattle
Rattles are very popular instruments
along the West Coast. They are made from
many different shapes and sizes of gourd.
Nigeria is known for having the largest
rattles. Some of their are 60" wide"
around
.
Rattles come in two basic
-Foi^trvS,
Either the gourd contains seed or peb-
bles or the gourd is wrapped in string.
Each has a different sound. The container
type rattle is mellow in sound while the
beaded rattle is sharpe and loud.
The rattle is played in all forms
of Ghanaian music. It accompanies instru-
ments the drums and the one-stringed
fiddle. The rattle plays a major part
in Adenkum music which is played only
by women. In this context, there are
at least ten beaded rattles and three
container type rattles.
The rhythms of the rattle are very
rhythmic but steady throughout a piece
of music.
Activity: Look at the different rattles among the group of artifacts.
Deaide on which rattle you want to make. There are two
types. One is the container type and the other is the beaded.
Loo
r
Materials: dried gourd or coconut shells, peas, beads, string,
glue.
Procedure: 1. The container type rattle:
a. use gourd, hollow interior and add peas
or beads. Seal opening with tape.
b. use coconut shells, cut in half and add
peas or beads. Seal with glue.
2. The beaded meshed type rattle:
use either gourd or sealed coconut shells..
Weave a simple beaded mesh wrap around the
exterior. The weave is a simple macrame design.
Begin the weave by tying a cord in a circle
around either end of the bulb. Make sure the
cord does not slip down over the bulge. Tie
individual loops about apart on the cord
around the bulb. You will have many long
hanging strings to weave with. As you tie a
loose knot in a design over the bulb, add a
bead to each section on a row. Make an end
knot when you have covered the bulb.
n r-
r\
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ONE STRINGED FIDDLE
THE
GONJI
A variety of stringed instruments
are not common to West Africa and par-
ticularly not in Ghana. However, those
that are frequently played are of
foreign origin. For example the Gonii
or one-stringed fiddle found in the
Dagomba region of North West Ghana (see
your map) is highly influenced bv
Islamic domination. Other stringed
instruments as the Bambara cora, a five
stringed Korinjo and the Ashanti PeDe
hart-lute also found in the North of
Ghana are about the only stringed
instruments that are frequently heard
in Ghana. They appear when such dances as
the Bamaya is performed. Other times
performed in solo accompanied by a gourd
rattle or another of its kind.
Activity: 1. . Listen to the tape discussion on the one-stringed
fiddle. You will hear a demonstration given at the
Institute of African Studies in the University of
Ghana. Then answer the following questions. Use
complete sentences. Each question is worth 2 points.
1. What is the texture of the string and bow?
2. As the one-stringed fiddle is performing, what else do
you hear?
3. Describe what you hear and what the fiddle is playing?
4. Does the fiddle and what else you hear play simultaneously?
5. What form of music would you label this type of performance?
a. call and response-where one sound answers the other
b. repetition and sequence-where the sounds repeat
c. theme & variation-where one melody is played many
different ways.
Activity: 2. Try to make a one-stringed fiddle. See study print.
Materials : fish line; gut string; horse hair; soft wood
Procedure: Make a wooden box 6" x 8". Cut out lj" circle in too fror.
Attach a rod about 10" long from one end of the box. Rap string or line
around the edge of the rod and pull it across the hollow
the box. Attach a screw on the bottom edge of the box opposite the
edge of the rod. Draw the string around the screw. Tighten the string
until tension is felt.
For the bow use strip of soft wood. Bend into a curve and tie the
string around the edges. Make sure there is tension on the strung.
STUDY PRINT FOR THE ONE STRINGED-FIDDLE
U)
( 3 )
(2)
* Dimensions may vary according to choice.
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THE XYLOPHONE
OF
NORTH WEST GHANA
The most significant instrument of
musical expression for the Dagarti, Lobi
and Sisala tribes of north west Ghana is
the 14 keyed Dzili commonly called xylophone.
This instrument accompanies the various
moods of the funeral which is the major
ceremony in the social system. When there
is soft weeping the xylophone sensitively
accompanies and when there are praise
chanting and loud dynamic periods of weepine
the xylophone powerfully compliments.
For traditional dance music, the Bawaa
dance of the Dagarti, Bagbine, and Sebri of
the Lobi and the Jenyela of Sisala are accom-
panied by the xylophone. For music at various
festivals and celebrations, the xylophone acts
both as a melodic instrument, by use of its
different tuned keys and also as a rhythmic
instrument, by the practice of the left hand
keeping a steady rhythm using the wooden
handle of the beater on the largest key.
The xylophone has also found its place in
the church where it accompanies the congregation
in singing a Dagarti Church Mass and also in
the schools where it is used for marching music
as students proceed from outdoor assembly into
the classroom.
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape on the "Xylophone of North West
Ghana". Answer the following questions. They are
multiple choice, short answer, and fill-in. (Each
is worth 2 points)
1. The xylophone sound is not complete and acceptable unless
it has a sound.
a. rattling b. jingling c. humming
2. What gives the xylophone a different sound or adds "color"
as the African musician would say.
a. metal b. gourds c. woods
3. Do both the right and left hands play the same rhythms
throughout the piece?
A. Yes B. No. C. Sometimes
4. What hand(s) usually plays the melody?
A. Right B. Left C. Both
What type of occasions is the xylophone usually played. List 35.
A.
B.
C.
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Activity
2.
Try to make a xylophone. Follow the instructions below.
Materials: study print for xylophone frame and braid, 4' ofdowel, 10' of wood strapping about 5/8" thick
or less, 42- of wood strapping or scrap about2 wide and £ thick, saw, sandpaper, 3/4" nailsruler, strips of shoe string cowhide or cord
f?
U^ + C - C °nU\ Shells ’ or sma11 P^stic containersof eight in number.
Procedure :1. Make the keys for the xylophone. Cut strapoing
* tnick int0 eiSht Pars of the following lengths
:
6" 7" 3” Si" 9i" loi" lli" 12 ”
2. Smooth bars of wood with sandpaper. You may wish
to shellac at this time.
3. With six pieces of string at least 4’ long, make
two braids with three pieces of string each.(see study print for braid)
4. Praid at least 10”. Lay the two braids oarallel
to each other. Insert the 6” bar between the
string at the point where the braid stops. Wrap
the string around the braid and continue braiding
two more times on both sides of the bar.
Add another bar and '^raid two more times until
you have used all the bars. The braid should
be in 1” from the edge of the bar on both sides.
5. You should have a row of bars held together by
string, (see the picture on the activity card)
6. Make the frame. Lay in a parallel position two
pieces of strapping 20" long. (see #1) Lay two
more pieces of strapping 8" long in the oppos
direction over the 20" pieces. 1" is given to
the cross section on each side. (see #2) Nail
each intersection. You will have the base frame
of the xylophone.
7. With four dowels or strappings, nail one 8”
in a standing position into each intersection
at one end of the frame and nail one 16 "into
each intersection at the other end of the frame,
(see #3)
•8. Nail a supporting frame around the dowels 4"
up from the base frame. (see #4 and #5) Smooth
wood of frame and shellac.
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9* Tie the unit of bars on the dowels. Begin at the
shortest end. The 6" bars will fall with the 8”
dowels. Leave at least 2” of dowel or strapping
at the top. (see #6)
10. For the xylophone to resonate, tie a string in
crisscross pattern and attach either gourds,
coconuts shells, or small plastic containers
under each bar. (see #6)
GOOD LUCK
* An option to the preceding instruction for a
West African xylophone is a Western xylophone.
See the study print for making a Wester xylophone.
You will find it attached to this unit. Follow
the instructions and use the suggested materials.
A Lobi xylophone player
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FOLKSONGS OF GHANA
Most songs that are performed in Ghana
sually have a purpose. Some songs are
ung for ceremonies, festivals, schools,
nd churches while other songs are sung for
ecreation and entertainment such as story-
ell ing
.
A type of song that is sung at story-
elling sessions usually teaches children
.he moral standards of the family. Often
.hese songs include the history of the
:amily. But the main purpose is to teach
:he children to do good.
The following is a short song which
.s sang at a storytelling session. This
>ong tells the children to keep awake
ifter eating a big dinner.
WOAYA WANO FSAA
lr\—
7
—1 1
.
A o / * > •» j
.
*LJ " M]
: * s
VJoa-ye VJ * ano feaa won to dwon.
( 3 )
Activity: 1. Listen to the song on tape.
1. a. Clap the rhythm until it is perfect.
b. Repeat the words as pronounced on tape.
2. Without the tape sing the song slowly. Keep the
beat by clapping.
3. in a group or circle choose a solo singer to sing the
entire song, while the group sings the chorus.
ex. Solo: Woaye Wano Feaa
Wonto Dwon
Chorus: Woaye Wano Feaa
As the chorus ends, the next person in line will sing,
Woaye Wano Feaa
Wonto Dwon.
The chorus will sing: Woaye Wano Feaa.
Activity: 2 . If you would like to sing more folksongs,
book titled Folk Songs of Ghana , refer to
186 - #47.
use the
pages 195-#52 ar.d
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SCHOOL SONGS
Classroom singing is quite universal
^^oughout
. In Ghana classroom singing
is an exciting event. Everybody is
able to perform together collectively
in one group.
Songs are sang for various occasions.
Some songs are patrotic, other songs are
recreational. Many Ghanaian classroom
songs which are recreational are quite
indigenous in form. Some songs are
about traditional family behaviors or
tribal events, others are about fun
or nonsense.
While children sing about recreational
events they clap their hands to a simple
rhythm. The rhythms they clap are some-
times accompaniment to the song or act
as an instrument to keep the beat.
The following is a classroom song
about an event that happened in Ghana
long ago. No one really knows the
date because the event was not that
significant. However, children were
able to make a song out of it and carry
the song into the classroom. The song
is about a ship that is on its way to
Adabraka. The ship is told when going
through Adabraka to greet Chief Taki.
The language which the song is sang
in is Ga, a language common to Accra.
Mele ni yaa eh
Damo shi ma sheba
Mele ni yaa eh
Damo shi ma shebe.
Ke ote le ya kee mantse Taki
ake mibi le
Ke nigbge wo ya
Wo ya Adabraka
Wo ya mogbe
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Activity: 1.
Activity: 2.
Activity: 3,
•i* j
*
n ifl
Listen to the tape Mele Ni Yaa Eh
. Try to followthe words as the children sing. Then listen to the
words as they are spoken in Ga. Follow directions ontne tape.
Look at the musical notation to the song. play thetune on the piano for large group activity. First beable to recite the words of the song. Then, add the
notation when the words are freely spoken.
When the song has been learned, add the following
rhythmic exercises. Use rattles and bells.
jw j i n>j i
)
'•? J D j Jj JfllU
|> >-;-F=H —
r
rr
:h )J ±^rJ-V j +) - *-Jh* *-
ote le va kee man-tse "’aki ake mi-hi le Ke nin-’oge wo :/a
tT—jj
A Y.'o va Ada-'-r?.- ka V’o 'ra. mos; '»
.
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GHANAIAN DANCE
The African Dance is life expressed in dramatic terms. it incor-porates language and a mode of expression that touches the basiccounterparts m everyday activities. it is expressed in rhythmicsequences to musical and poetic stimuli. The African dance' servesthe purpose of portraying internal and external conflict which shapes
St«=i=
VeS
1
° f he pe°ple ln a community. it has involvement, motivations,
^
c
^
imax®s and resolutions which set the scene and create the moodand the atmosphere for the dancers. (A.M. Opoku)
Accompaniment for dance is basically drumming including rattles,bells, and singing. Hand clapping and foot stomping is quite commonfor accompaniment and many times used as a part of the dance.
The most common occasions for dance today are at ceremonial
events, festivals such as the yam (harvest) festivals, and lamentationsin Ghana there are several tribes that celebrate these occasions
according to their tribal tradition. The Ashanti, Fanti, Ewe, Dagbani,
Hausa, Lobi, and Twi are but a few of these tribes.
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape and view the slides on the Ghanaian
Dance Ensemble. Then proceed to answer the following
questions
.
1. List four main functions that dance serves in Ghana.
2. Why is dance an important function?
3. What are three common dance accompaniments other than drums?
4. What are the most common occasions for dance?
5. Why would Ghanaian dance be called a language?
Activity: 2. If you wish to further your knowledge in Ghanaian Dance,
you may listen to an original dance demonstration at
the Institute of African Studies at the University of
Ghana.
Activity: 3. To learn the actual dance movements you may wish to
invite a dancer to class to demonstrate dances of.
Ghana. For reference, contact one of the following.
Ms. Carolyn coverdale
156 Brown Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
Institute for Contemporary Dance
Box 616
Brookline Village, Mass. 02147
Freeman Donkor
Artist in Residence
Wesleyan University
Music Department
Middletown, Connecticut
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HIGH-LIFE (HI-LIFE) MUSIC
High-Life music began in Ghana and other countries along the West
Coast after World War II. High-Life was performed in the city dance
halls for the middle-class (high society). This is why it is called
High-Life. People danced and sang high-life music. However, today
when you visit parts of West Africa and particularly Ghana, you will
see all classes of people listening and dancing to High-Life music.
When you travel through the market or attend a Saturday afternoon jump
at a hotel or while waiting for a bus or cab, you will hear people
listening and swaying to the beat of high-life music.
The beat is a simple 2 beats to a measure with dance rhythms
borrowed from the calypso, samba, and mambo. The melodies are very
simple and quite melodic. Some songs in Ghana are in English, however,
it is customary to use the native language, either Ga or Twi. The
basic instruments that are used give the music its character. These
are the saxophone, trumpet, guitar, end stage band drum sets. As you see
these instruments are western and not authentic.
Activity: 1. Listen to the tape on High-Life Music. You will hear
a song by a famous singing group in Accra, Ghana, the
commercial city of Ghana. Then answer the following
questions in a full sentence.
1. A. List three instruments you hear that are of western origin.
B. What families of instruments to they belong.
2. A. List two instruments or sounds you hear that are not western.
B. What do each sound like?
C. How is its sound produced?
3. Does this music remind you of any other type of music you. have
heard before?
4. What mood does high-life music convey?
xf the beat (2 beats) of high-life music was changed would
be considered high-life?
Dancing High-Life
Activity: 2. Listen to the tape. You will hear instructions for
a dance.
Procedure
:
1.
Clap your hands to the beat and accent the first beat. Do
this until you really feel the beat
.
2. Step out to the left on the left foot. This will be the
first beat.
3. Then, step to the left with the right foot. This will be the
second beat. As you see, your feet have stepped together.
Step out to the right on the right foot. This will be the
first beat and so on.
5. Alternate left and right. You will then have the basic step.
6. Keep the body limber and bounce as you step from side to
side
.
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TIE-DYEING
Tie-dyeing is an art in West Africa.
With its unique designs and colors it
has become a craft that offers many dimen-
sions for those who partake an interest.
From learning how to tie cloth to mixing
dyes are all a part of the process of
tie-dye
.
Here in America the instruction
and the learning of tie-dye ing has sprung
to new heights. The young and old are
trying their hand at tie-dyeing. Fascina-
ting enough, their are persons that have
created some different varieties in
tie and dyeing that have added new
dimensions to the art. Americans have
substituted a wider variety of cloths
with texture other than cotton.
Activity: a. Look at the study prints on Tie-Dyeing. You will see
a stepwise progression of a tie-dyeing sessions in
Ghana. In addition, you may want to listen to a tape on
the session.
b. Try your hand at tie-dyeing. The instruction for
has been taken from West Africa ; An American
Hertitage on file at the University of Massachusetts.
Materials: solid color cloth; synthetic dyes; cord;
two basins; water; clothes pins,* rubber gloves.
Procedure: Choose the tie you want from the group of
ties and knots on the study print attached
to this unit. Then cut a small square piece
of cloth. Tie the cloth and drop it into the
hot dye water. Let it stand for 4 to 5 minutes.
Then, rinse the cloth of excess dye in cold
water. Cut the cord, rinse again and hang to
dry.
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KNOT AND DYE
1. Fold cloth square diagonally.
2. Make an accordian pleat of the triangle.
3. Knot at the middle of the pleated cloth.
4 . Knot again in intervals from the middle to the end.
rsT^
is+1
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fold and dye
1
,
2 ,
l
Fold material in half.
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n and revers e two folds.
Tie materia^in^the ' center^^d
^ a
?cordian Pleat.
>»*• sure Ues aS verfugh? eUher side:
5
.
BOW TIE
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3.
m
1. Fold the material in half.
2. Make accordian pleats.
3. Tie the pleated cloth in a square crossing from
side to side.
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PEBBLE DYE
1. Set one pebble on a piece of cloth.
2. Gather the cloth firmly around the pebble and tie it securely.
3. Repeat the process with another pebble and tie the second
to the first.
4. Continue the process until the figure resembles a bunch
of grapes.
212
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TIE-DYE STUDY PRINTS
1 . 3 .
!
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ANSWER SHEET TO FOLKTALES I
1 * a
• The lesson to be learned from "Kwaku Ananse and theGreedy Lion” is that greediness can cause your death,if you are not careful.
b. The lesson to be learned from "How Kwaku Ananse De-
stroyed a Kingdom” is that one should leave well
- enough alone. Do not look for trouble or evil forit will only destroy you or cause you grief.
2. The similarities in how Ananse performs his task arelisted as follows:
-he organizes a strategy which never fails.
-he gives advice when others seem to be in
need of direction.
-he plays a very subtle role when others are
excited
.
The differences in how Ananse performs his task are
listed as follows:
-Ananse provides evidence that he is the de-
stroyer in "Kwaku Ananse and the Greedy
Lion”
.
-In "How Kwaku Ananse Destroyed a Kingdom”,
nobody really knows who the destroyer might
be
.
3. In "Kwaku Ananse and the Greedy Lion” there is an im-
plication that everybody shares with each other. It
is wrong to be greedy.
In "How Kwaku Ananse Destroyed a Kingdom” there are
strong cultural implications in how people behave in
the courts and kingdoms.
4. a. Man has greedy tendencies with which he can
become obsessed and lose insight of other things.
b. Man has tendencies to be powerful and show leader-
ship and will go as far as killing to others to
get what he wants.
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ANSWER SHEET TO FOLKTALES II
1. The hunter wished to appear honorable, pleasing, in-
telligent, remarkable, satisfactory, famous, and per-
ceptive before the chief.
2. The tortoise was not in a familiar environment. Also,
the tortoise made no bargain with the hunter. There-
fore, it did not have to perform for the hunter.
3. The people felt somewhat apprehensive of the chief
in spite of- the grand funeral given the hunter.
4. The chief wished not to appear fooled or taken by a
common hunter.
5. When the hunter found the tortoise in the woods, he
aimed his gun to kill the tortoise. The tortoise
sang so beautifully that the hunter felt his life
would be better if he let the tortoise live and sing
before the chief and people of the village. He would
be honored for doing such a good deed.
6. As the hunter pleaded, the chief grew angry and the
people laughed.
7. The tortoise told the hunter that you have only your-
self to blame.
8. Trouble does not look for man, it is man who looks
for trouble.
9. a. The Vietnamese adoption taking children out of
their natural environment
.
b. Massachusetts Gun Law those that do not abide
will go to jail.
(the answers can relate to more current events)
The proverb becomes a way of living. The people are
forced to use this proverb and the related event as
a learning experience.
10.
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ANSWER SHEET TO MYTH
1. This story is a myth. It explains the essence of
death
.
2. The subject is death.
3. Yes, there is a plot. The father wants to test the
boy's obedience.
4. To be obedient and do as you are told. The boy was
being disobedient by bringing the objects back home.
5. This story is told to children at home, in school,
and in the village by elders.
6. The boy continually returns home with the dangerous
objects that his father requested. The father in
each case sends the boy out again hoping that he will
find the task too difficult
7. The climax occurs when the boy confronts death.
/
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Activity 1:
\
Activity 2
ANSWER SHEET TO PROVERBS
From the list of proverbs numbers 7, 10 & 12
are the correct answers.
7. Fire and gunpowder do not sleep
together
.
10. Two small antelopes can beat a big one.
12. When you follow in the path of your
father, you learn to- walk like him.
The answer is letter A.
Trouble does not look for man,
It is man who looks for trouble.
/
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ANSWERS TO ADINKRA PATTERNS
/
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON GHANAIAN MUSIC
The list includes
1 . Drums
2. \ Xylophone
3. One-string fiddle
4. Children singing school songs
5. Folksong
High-Life music6 .
ANSWER SHEET TO PROVERBS
"Trouble does not look for man,
It is man who looks for trouble".
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ANSWER SHEET TO WITCHCRAFT
1. There are three possible ways a person may receive
the spirits of a witch. They are listed as follows:
a. by swallowing a commodity by chance.
\ b. picking it up from the ground.
c. purchasing an object at a cheaper price.
2. The quickest modes of destruction would be inflict-
ing a material loss. The wealthy uncle would be
made to waste money on useless things until all is
spent. Then vandals would tear up his house and set
it afire with him in it.
t
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ANSWERS TO THE AKAN STOOLS
1. F
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. F
7. T
8. T
9. T
10.
F
/
ANSWER TO DRUMS IN GHANA
The Donno changes pattern three times.
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1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
ANSWER SHEET TO FESTIVALS
b. Annually
a. Northern and upper regions of Ghana
b. Somba and Naa
\
c . Naa
a. Donno (Hourglass)
c. Moslem
a. Moon
c. At the Chief's house
a . Naa
c. When a procession starts from the Chief's house
to the outskirts of town.
/
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ANSWER SHEET TO XYLOPHONE
1. Rattling sound
2. Gourds
3. No.
\
4 . Right
5. A. Dancers
B. Funerals
C. Church
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ANSWER SHEET TO GHANAIAN DANCE
1. A. life cycle (birth and death)
B. victory at war
C. Harvest festivals
D. \ recreat ional
E. Ceremonies for supernatural being
2. Dance is an important function because it portrays
the internal and external conflict which shape the
lives of the people.
OR
Dance is an important function because it depicts
the processes of life that are visual everyday.
3. Hand clapping, foot stomping, singing.
4. Ceremonial events, festivals, lamentation.
5. It is a mode of expression that touches on the basic
counterparts processes of everyday activities.
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ANSWER SHEET TO THE ONE STRINGED FIDDLE
1. The texture of the string and bow is woven from
horse-hair
.
2. As the One Stringed Fiddle is performed there is a
rattle sound along with the performer singing.
3. . The rattle sound is heard when the bow moves across
the string. The performer plays a melody on the
Fiddle and stops. He then sings another melody etc.
4. No. First the Fiddle plays then the performer sings.
They alternate back and forth.
5. a. Call and Response where one sound answers the
other.
/
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ANSWER SHEET TO HIGH-LIFE MUSIC
1.
A. Saxophone, trumpet, Stagehand drum
B. Woodwind brass percussion
2. Congo drums, rattles, gourds
3. ' Music from any of the Carribeans, South America,
Mexico
.
Examples Mambo
Samba
Calypso
4. Happy, Gay, leisure, relaxed, etc.
5. (No) If the beat is changed it is no longer high-
life music. High-Life music has two beats to the
measure
.
/
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
1 . 1 MYTH Name
Date
Prior to this unit, how well did you know the defini-
tion of a myth?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
2. Did you know the subjects of West African myths prior
to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
3. Had you any knowledge of the characters used in West
African myths prior to this unit?
A. Yes-All of the characters
B. Some of the characters
c . No
.
4. Did you know that myths in this unit were character-
ized through tales?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Not sure
5. How well did you know the contents of a West African
myth before studying this unit?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
1.2 Folktales Name
Date
1* Prior to this unit, how well did you know the defini-
tion of a myth?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
2.
Did you know that a folktale shows the behavior pat-
terns of a culture prior to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
3.
Did you know that folktales serve a purpose when being
told in the village prior to this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
4.
Did you know that a folktale has a moral or lesson to
be learned prior to this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
Proverbs Name
Date
How well could you define a proverb before studying
this unit:
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
Did you know the function of the proverb in the lives
of the people prior to this unit.
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
Did you know what forms of literature proverbs could
be found prior to this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
la Foodway
s
Name
Date
Could you list at least five common foods that people
eat in the tropical areas prior to this unit?
A. Yes - Name them
B
. No
C. Other
Did you know any popular meals of Ghana prior to this
unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
Could you list at least two uncommon foods that
Ghanaians eat on occasion prior to studying this unit?
A. Yes - Name them
B. No.
C. Other
Prior to studying this unit, did you know that the
diet of Ghanaians is starch?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
How well did you know how food is prepared on a daily
basis in Ghana before studying this unit?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
2.1b Clothing Name
Date
1. Did you know what a dashiki was prior to studying
this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
2. Did you know the type of cloth that is worn by Ghan-
aians and why they wear such cloth before studying
this unit?
A . Yes
B. No
C . Ot he r
3. Had you any idea how people got their clothing other
than from the store before studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
4 . Had you knowledge as to why the dashiki is a popular
style among Ghanaians and other West Africans?
A. Yes
B. Very little
C. No
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
2.3a Adinkra Stamping Name
Date
1. Could you describe Adinkra patterns and stamping before
studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Very little
C. Not at all
2. Did you know that Adinkra patterns were symbols prior
to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
3. How well did you know the process involved in stamping
before studying this unit?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
4. Did you know that Adinkra symbols when interpreted
yield religious or philosophical sayings.
(
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
3 • 1 Festivals
^ame
Date
\
1 • Prior to this unit how well could you define the wordfestival?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
2. Prior to this unit could you list any types of festi-
vals held in West Africa?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
3. Could you list any events that make-up a festival prior
to studying this unit?
A. Quite a few
B. Very few
C. None
4. Prior to this unit, have you ever had the opportunity
to attend a festival of any kind?
A. Yes, what type?
B. No
C. Other
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
3.2 Witchcraft Name
Date
1. Did you know the definition of witchcraft prior to this
unit?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
Did you before studying this unit know that
partake in witchcraft?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. No
D. Not sure
3. Did you know before studying this unit that people who
believe or practice witchcraft belong to a cult?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. No
4. Did you know that not all witchcraft is bad prior to
studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Not sure
5. Did you know that there are good witches and bad witch-
es prior to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. No
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
4.1a,b,c Drums Name
Date
1. Did you know prior to studying this unit that Africa
is known for its drums?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
2. Did you know all the positions in which African drums
are played before studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
3. Did you know that some drums are played with both
hand.s while others are played with one hand and a
stick in the other hand?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
4. Did you know prior to this unit that some drums have
a double-head while others have only a single head?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
5. Did you know prior to studying this unit that a frame
drum is a rectangular shaped drum?
A. Yes
B. No
UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
2 • Id Rattles Name
Date
1
* Pid know prior to this unit that rattles along theWest Coast of Africa are made out of gourds?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
2. Prior to this unit did you know that the container
rattle and the beaded rattle are the two basic forms
of rattles?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
3. Did you know that the rattle accompanys the drum be-
fore studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
4. Did you know that the rhythms of the rattle are very
rhythmic but steady throughout a piece of music prior
to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
4.1e One Stringed-Fiddle Name
Date
1. Did you know prior to studying this unit that Africans
play stringed instruments?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
2. Did you know that West Africa is not common for
stringed instruments prior to studying this unit?
A. Yes
_
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
3. Had you ever hear^T a one stringed-fiddle prior to
studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
4. Did you know prior to studying this unit that the one
stringed-fiddle is not played in the same position as
the violin?
/
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
4 . lg & h Songs Name
Date
1. Have you ever sang an African folk song prior to
studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
2. Did you know before studying this unit that rhythms
are added to songs by clapping, drumming and stamping?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
3. Did you know before studying this unit that the pur-
poses for singing African songs are similar to those
in the United States and other parts of the world?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
4. Did you know prior to studying this that the form of
the folksong is similar to folksongs all over the
world? *
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
2 A
1
UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
4.2a Traditional Dance Name
Date
1. Could you describe traditional dance in Ghana before
studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. Somewhat
C. Not at all
2. How well did you know that the life-cycle is expressed
through dance?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
3. Could you list the items or events in the life-cycle
prior to studying this unit?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
4. Did you know that in time of war and harvest tradi-
tional dances are performed?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
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UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE
4.3 Tie-Dye Name
Date
1 . How well could you describe the process of tie-dye
prior to studying this unit?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
2. Could you list three ways to tie cloth before studying
this unit?
A
.
Yes
~ B. No
C. Other
3. Did you know that the tie was the most important step
in the process of tie-dye before studying this unit?
A. Yes
B . Somewhat
C. Not at all
Did you know that rocks tied give a circular design
before studying this unit?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Other
4 .
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
1 -1 Myth Name
Date
1.
What is meant by myth in West African Folklore?
2.
Where would you most likely hear a myth?
3.
To whom would myths be told?
4.
How does a myth describe cultural behaviors?
/
5.
What are the subjects of a myth?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
1 . 2 Folktales Name
Date
1
.
What is the nature of the folktale you have read?
2.
For what purpose are folktales told?
3.
On what occasions are folktales told?
4.
How is the folktale brought across to the listener?
t
5.
How would you describe the character or figure found
in the folktale you have read?
UNIT MASTERY TEST
1.3 Proverbs Name
Date
\
1. How would you define a proverb from your reading?
2. What is the function of the proverb in the West Afri-
can family?
3. In what forms of literature can proverbs be found
from your reading0
4. Which of the following is not a proverb?
A. If you are in hiding, don't light a fire.
B. He who hunts two rats, catches none.
C. Love is great, but the neighbors not.
D. Catch while catch can.
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
2.1a Foodways Name
Date
1* What are the basic food staples of the country (Ghana)?
2.
How do people obtain most of their foods?
3.
Who prepares the foods in the village household?
4.
What diet is most common for a dinner meal?
5.
What foods are sold in the markets that men are re-
sponsible for getting?
6.
How would you prepare the meal you chose for your
project?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
2.1b Clothing Name
Date
\
1.
Why is clothing in West Africa (Ghana) very simple in
design?
2.
Where do Ghanaians adopt many of their fashionable
styles?
3.
What is a dashiki 0
4.
List the steps involved in making the clothing you
chose?
/
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
2.2a Adinkra Stamping Name
Date
1.
What are Adinkra symbols?
2.
What is Adinkra cloth?
3.
How would you describe Adinkra stamping?
4.
What can be said about the culture by interpreting
Adinkra symbols?
/
5. Where would you most likely find adinkra cloth worn?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
3.1 Festivals Name
Date
1.
What are the observances and rituals connected with
festivals?
2.
If you attended a West African yam festival, what would
you be able to tell a friend from the reading?
3.
What are the three types of festivals in Ghana today?
4.
What social aspects do festivals focus upon today?
t
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
3.2 Witchcraft Name
Date
\
1.
How does a person become a witch? Explain in as many
ways as possible.
2.
How do you protect yourself from witch spirits?
3.
What do you do if you receive witch spirits against
your wishes to become a witch?
4.
Where do witches meet?
5.
What do witches do to people?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
4.1a-f Instrumental Music Name
Date
1.
Where did the musical instrument you creat originate?
2.
What function does the instrument serve among the other
instruments of its kind or among instruments that are
different?
3.
What are the materials that make-up this instrument
in its original form?
4.
For what occasions is this instrument played?
/
5.
What procedure is used to play the instrument?
6 . What western make instrument would you say sounds like
the instrument you made?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
4 • lg & h Songs Name
Date
\
1.
In what village would you most likely find the song(s)
you sang?
2.
For what occasions do people sing songs in Ghana?
3.
What are various accompaniments used with songs?
4.
How does accompaniments add more vibrance, texture and
/
or sound to the singing? By doing what?
/
5.
What was the purpose of the song(s) you sang?
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
4.2b Traditional Dance Name
__
Date
\
1.
What are the four main functions that dance serves in
Ghana?
2.
Why is dance an important function?
3.
Who are the people that perform dance?
4.
What are the most common occasions where dance is
performed?
/
5.
What is the life-cycle in traditional dance?
6. How would you
this unit?
describe the dance you performed for
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UNIT MASTERY TEST
4 . 3 Tie-Dye Name
Date
1.
How would you describe tie-dye to a person who has
never heard of the word? Be very specific.
2.
What are the materials used for tie-dye?
3.
Why is the tie process so important in tie-dying?
4.
What are the different ways you folded your cloth?
/
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Teache r
School Name
School Address
Grade Level of your Class
Number of Students in your Class
Date
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE - PART I
PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER BESIDE THE ANSWER
1.
What is your overall impression of thelore Curriculum?
THAT YOU CHOOSE.
Ghanaian Folk-
A. Very positive
B. Somewhat positive
C. Neutral
D. Somewhat negative
E. Very negative
2. Do you think that you will enjoy working with the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriulum again?
A. Yes
B. Maybe
C. No
3. What is your overall impression of the organization
of the Teacher's Manual?
A. Very Positive
B. Somewhat Positive
C. Neutral
D. Somewhat negative
E. Very negative
4.
What part of the Teacher's Manual did you find Most
useful?
A. "About the Program"
B. "Learning Goals"
C. "Scope and Sequence" Folw Chart
D. Unit Materual ("About the Unit," "Objectives,"
"Activities"
)
E. Lesson Plan Pages (Background About the
Lesson," "Teaching Strategies," "Following the
Lesson," "Materials")
F. Study Prints
5.
What part of the Teacher's Manual did you find LEAST
useful?
A. "About the Program"
B. "Learning Goals"
C. "Scope and Sequence" Folw Chart
D. Unit Introductory Materials ("About the Unit,"
"Objectives," "Activities")
E. Lesson Plan Pages ("Background About the
Lesson," "Teaching Strategies," "Following the
Lesson," "Materials")
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6 . What part of the "Lesson Plan Pages" did you find MOST
useful?
A. "Background About the Lesson"
B. "Teaching Strategies"
C. "Following the Lesson"
D. "Materials"
7.
What part of the "Lesson Plan Pages" did you find LEAST
useful?
A. "Background About the Lesson"
B. "Teaching Strategies"
C. "Following the Lesson"
D. "Materials"
8.
Which of the following two sections of the Teacher's
Manual did you USE the most?
A. "Background About the Lesson"
B. "Teaching Strategies"
C. Neither very much
D. Both the same
9.
Do you think the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum provides
enough activity for each genre of folklore that is
introduced?
A. Yes-all of the time
B. Most of the time
C. Only occasionally
D. No-never
10. How is your class organized for instruction?
A. One large group with one teacher
B. One large group and individualized for
reinforcement and/or enrichment when ‘needed
C. Several small groups with one teacher
D. Several small groups with two or more teachers
(i.e., aides, another teacher, etc.)
E. Other
11. Considering the organizational structure of your class,
how would you describe the manageability of the Ghan-
aian Folklore Curriculum?
A. Very easy to manage
B. Somewhat easy to manage
C. Somewhat difficult to manage
D. Very difficult to manage
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12
. How well do you think that your ABOVE-AVERAGEliked the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
students
A. Very well
B. Quite Well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
E. Not sure at this time
How well do you think that your AVERAGE students liked
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
A. Very well
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
E. Not sure at this time
How well do you think your BELOW-AVERAGE students liked
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
A. Very well -
B. Quite well
C. Very little
D. Not at all
E. Not sure at this time
15. After using the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, how do
you think that your students' success and knowledge in
content will compare with years past?
A. Very successfully
B. Somewhat successfully
C. Somewhat unsuccessfully
D. Very unsuccessfully
E. Not sure at this time
16. Did you use any of the Study Prints that were attached
to the various units?
A. Yes
B. No
IF YES TO THE ABOVE:
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17
’
often?°
f thG following Study Prints did you use MOST
18
19
20
A. Proverbs
B. Adinkra Stamping
C. Musical Instruments
D. Clothing
\ E. Tie Dye
Which of the following Study Pri
LEAST?
A. Proverbs
B. Adinkra Stamping
C. Musical Instruments
D. Clothing
E. Tie-Dye
How often did you duplicate and
A. Very often
B. Quite often
C. Occasionally
D. Rarely
How often did you duplicate and
"Witchcraft"?
A. Very often
B. Quite often
C. Occasionally
D. Rarely
’Folktales"?
21. How did you feel about the activity card format that
has been used for the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
A. Positive - they are easy for the student to
work with
B. Neutral - they are neither better nor worse
than other materials that the students have
worked with
C. Negative - students did not find them appeal-
ing or easy to work with
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22 .
23 .
Did the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum lend itself toeasy and accurate record keeping of each of your
student's progress in completing objectives?
A. Yes - all of the time
B. Most of the time
C. Occasionally
D. Never
If you could talk to the author of Ghanaian Folklore
Curriculum, what suggestions would you like to make?(For example, is there something of importance which
was omitted or something on which they are placing too
much or too little emphasis?)
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PART II
1. To what extent were the objectives useful to you?
A. Not useful
B. Somewhat useful
C. Highly useful
2. To what extent were the objectives too specific or
too general?
A. Too specific
B. Just about right
C. Too general
3. Can you give examples (by unit number) of objectives
which were:
A. too specific?
B. too general?
4. To what extent did your students find the objectives
difficult
:
A. Too easy
B. Just about right
C. Too difficult
5. Can you give examples (by unit number) of objectives
which were:
A. too easy?
B. too difficult?
6. To what extent did the test items measure the objec-
tives?
A. Not well
B. Somewhat
C. Very well
7. Can you give examples (by unit number) of the test
items which did not measure the objective?
8.
Did your students have difficulty reading test items?
A . Yes
B. No
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9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
Can you give examples (by
items that were difficult
unit number) of the test
to read?
How helpful was the "criteria” provided for evaluating
answers to items?
A. Not helpful
B. Somewhat helpful
C. Very helpful
Please list by unit number in the space below all the
objectives you actually used.
Are there any objectives which should be deleted from
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum? If so, please list
by unit number and state why they should be removed.
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FIELD TEST MONITOR INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION FORM
Monitor Name
Teacher Name
School Name
School Address
Date of interview and observation
t
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SECTION I - CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
1 • From your observation, would you say that the teacher
is using the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum materials
in the way that they were designed to be used?
A. Yes
B. No
Comments
:
2.
How has the teacher organized that class for instruc-
tion?
A. One large group
B. In small groups
C. Introduces the lesson to the entire group
and then works with individuals
D. Combination of small groups and individual
work assignments
E. Other please specify:
3.
From your observation, how would you describe the
general reaction of the students to the Ghanaian Folk-
lore Curriculum?
A. Very positive
B. Somewhat positive
C. Somewhat negative
D. Very negative
E. Could not really tell
4.
Did your observation experience afford you any special
insights into specific strengths or weaknesses of the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
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SECTION II - TEACHER INTERVIEW
1 . What is your general
Curriculum so far?
reaction to the Ghanaian Folklore2.
What is the major factor that has influenced your
opinion?
3.
How would you describe your students'' general reaction
to Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
4.
What do you think is the major factor that has influ-
enced their opinion?
5.
Which aspect of the Teacher's Manual did you find the
most useful, and why does that specific aspect appeal
to you the most?
6.
Which aspect of the Teacher's Manual did you find the
least useful, and why is that specific aspect not use-
ful to you?
7.
If you had a chance to talk with the author of the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, what would you describe
as the major strengths and weaknesses of the program?
Strengths:
Weaknesses
:
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PUPIL questionnaire
Pupil_
School Name
School Address
Teacher Name
Grade Level
1. Did you like the African unit(s) prior to this?
A. Very much
B. Sometimes
C. Not at all
2. Did you like the Ghanaian Folklore unit this year?
A. Very much
B. Sometimes
C. Not at all
3. What did you like MOST about the Ghanaian Folklore unit?
4 . What did you like LEAST about the ghanaian Folklore
unit?
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5. (a) What did you learn from creating a product (tie-
dye, Adinkra Stamping, cooking, instruments,
dance
,
etc
.
)?
(b) Would you recommend this African unit be used
A. in addition to other African units.
B. without any other materials on Africa
C. never again
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APPENDIX C
1. Letter to Teachers and Student Readers in Weston,
Massachusetts School System
2. Improvements On Background Information of Activity
Cards
3. Names of Musical Instruments Defined
/
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MEMORANDUM
TO: THE READER
The attached literature on Ghanaian Folklore is a
sample of the activities in an individualized learning
package to be completed within eight weeks. The over-all
form of this package is basically a combination of per-
formance objectives and related activities designed to
give the student a comprehensive view of the dimensions
in folklore through a specific culture.
The total package will include items of oral litera-
ture, material culture, social folk customs and the per-
forming folk arts. The content of the enclosed activities
is music, a unit of the performing folk arts. Also, there
are single activities selected from other units such as
dance, folktales, and crafts.
When reading the literature, please comment or cri-
ticize on the following:
Content regarding the depth.
Vocabulary choice of words for the grade level .
Interest whether or not it holds one's atten-
tion .
Please make comments and criticisms on the same page as the
items. /
Thank you,
Carolyn A. Coverdale
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Improvements On Background Information
Activity Cards
Activity Card
1. Ghanaian Drums
2. Traditional
Dance
3. Xylophone
4. Atumpaa
5. Clothing
6 . Proverbs
Imprpvements were:
Definitions of Ghanaian terms were
elaborated.
A concise description of traditional
dance in Ghana.
Detailed description on the uses of
the Xylophone.
Additional information in how the
drum speaks
Concise description on clothing
rather than a detailed discussion.
i
Rephrasing language for junior high
school readers.
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Names of Musical Instruments Defined
Donno Drum — hourglass shaped drum placed under the armpit
and pressed upon to play.
\
Gyamadudu - vessel shaped drum carved out of a log and can
be played at both ends.
Mpintintoa - a gourd drum made from a gourd over with ani-
mal skin.
(wu)
Atsimewu - is the master drum of the Ewe Tribe. It is made
of wood panels held together by metal bands with animal skin
across the top opening held by strings anchored on pegs.
Agbadza - is the set of five drums which Ewe people used.
They vary in size. The largest is the Atsimewu.
Atumpan - is a talking drum. The head of the drum is made
of animal skin stretched across an opening held by strings
anchored on pegs.
Ganji - is a one stringed fiddle found in the northwest oi
Ghana.
Dzili - is the name given to the 14 keyed xylophone of
The xylophone is made of wood and gourds.Northwest Ghana.
APPENDIX D
Scoring Procedures for Pre-Test
Questionnaire and Mastery Test.
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SCORING PROCEDURES ON THE PRE-TEST
QUESTIONNAIRES AND MASTERY TEST
Pre-test
Questionnaire Mastery Test
Folklore
:
Item Score Item Score
1 4 1 2
2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
4 2 4 2
10 10
Proverbs
:
Items Score Items Score
1 4 1 2
- 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
8 4 2
8
Foodways
:
Item Score Item Score
1 3 1 2
/ 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
4 2 4 2
5 3 5 2
12 6 2
12
Clothing: Item Score Item Score
1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
4 2 4 2
8 8
2 74
Adinkra Item Score Item ScoreStamping
:
1 3 1 2
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 2
4 2 4 2
10 5 2
\ 10
Festivals: Item Score Item Score
1 3 1 2
2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
4 1 4 2
8 8
Witchcraft
:
Item Score Item Score
1 3 1 2
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 2
4 2 4 2
5 2 5 2
12 6 2
12
f
Music
:
Item Score Item Score
1 3 1 3
2 3 2 3
3 3 3 3
4 3 4 3
12 12
Song: Item Score Item Score
5 210
10
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Dance
:
Item Score Item Score
1 3 1 2
2 3 2 2
3 3 3 2
4 3 4 2
12 5 2
6 2
12
Tie-Dye: Item
1
2
3
4
Score Item Score
3 12
2 2 2
2 3 2
1 4 2
8 8
APPENDIX E
Learning Activities Needing Revision or Elimination
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Table of Items Revised or Eliminated From the Initial
Curriculum and Criteria used for their Revision or
Elimination
.
Item #
Learning Activity
Criteria Used for
Revision or Elimination
2.2. Ashanti Stool Procedure 8B
4.1 Xylophone Procedure 8B.b&c
4 . la.
1
Drums of Ghana Procedure 8B
4.3 Crafts Procedure 8B.d
Note: Procedure 8B was to identify units which were inap-
propriate for junior high school.
Procedure 8C identify learning activities that were
impossible to implement in a classroom given the
time suggested in the curriculum.
Procedure 8.d. Suggesting activities in addition
to or in lieu of what is written.
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APPENDIX F
1. Responses to Pupil Questionnaire (Preliminary
Testing)
Responses to Teacher Questionnaire (Preliminary
Testing)
2 .
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Student Responses to Questionnaire Items (Weston, MA)
1. Did you like the African unit prior to this?
This question was not answered.
2. Did you like the Ghanaian Folklore unit this year?
32 (52.46%) 24 (39.34%) 2 (3.28%)
A. very much B. sometimes C. not at all
3 (4.92%)
no response
3. What did you like MOST about the Ghanaian's Folklore Unit?
29 (47.54%)
names their activity which they liked the most
15 (24.59%) 3 (4.92%)
watching dancing, drama, the presentation
eating foods, etc.
2 (3.28%) 1 (1.64%)
liked it all not enough time
allotted
1 (1.64%)
no response
1 (1.64%)
nothing - maybe
lunch
4.
What did you like LEAST about the Ghanaian Folklore Unit?
26 (42.62%)
food
9 (14.75%)
nothing - everything
was good
9 (14.75%)
unrelated to
question
4 (6.56%)
not enough
preparation time
3 (4.92%) 3 (4.92%)
presentation making art
projects
1 (1.64%)
that it did not
last all day
1 (1.64%)
everything
1 (1.64%)
no response
1 (1.64%)
.
preparation before
African Day
1 (1.64%)
_
setting the table, serving
and peeling onions
What did you learn from creating a product?
45 ( 73 . 77%)
learned something
from the activity
or presentation
1 ( 1 . 64%)
learn how to
work in a team
1 ( 1 . 64%)
disliked
tie-dye
1 ( 1 . 64%)
boys are not
very quick about
learning dance
1 ( 1 . 64%)
learned a little
about Africa
5 ( 8 . 20%)
unrelated
3 ( 4 . 92 )
no response
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Responses to Field Test Monitor Interview and
Observation Form
Section I - CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
1. From your observation, would you say that the teacheris using the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum materials
in the way that they were designed to be used?
Comments: 1 - Only segments
1 - Modified
2. How has the teacher organized that class for
instruction?
2
B. In small groups
3. From your observation, how would you describe the
general reaction of the students to the Ghanaian
Folklore Curriculum?
2
A. Very positive
4. Did your observation experience afford you any special
insights into specific strengths to weaknesses of the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
Comments: Activities were catchy.
1 - Some activities were difficult . . .
(ex. vessel drum)
1 - Xylophone directions were unclear,
other excellent curriculum
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Section II - TEACHER INTERVIEW
What is your general reaction to the Ghanaian FolkloreCurriculum so far?
Comment: Excellent
2. What is the major factor that has influenced your
opinion?
Comment : Students became very involved in activi-
ties .
3. How would you describe your students' general reaction
to the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
Comment: Very purposeful
Very favorable
4. iVhat do you think is the major factor that has influ-
enced their opinion?
Comment: Hands on activities with good informa-
tional background
On going curriculum, not a one day
affair but preparations.
5. Which aspect of the Teacher's Manual did you find the
most useful, and why does that specific aspect appeal
to you the most?
Procedures were well described
6. Which aspect of the Teacher's Manual did you find the
least useful, and why is that specific aspect not use-
ful to you?
Not applicable
7. If you had a chance to talk with the author of the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, what would you describe
as the major strengths and weaknesses of the program?
Strengths: Strongly activity based and individual-
ized
Weaknesses: Xylophone directions not clear
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Teachers' Responses to Questionnaire
1 . What
lore
is your overall impression of the Ghanaian Folk-Curriculum?
\ 2
A. Very positive
2. Do you think that you will enjoy working with the
Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum again? .
2
A. Yes
(3-8 questioned Teacher's Manual which did not apply.)
9.
Do you think the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum provides
enough activity for each genre of Folklore that is
introduced?
2
B. Most of the time
10. How is your class organized for instruction?
1
B . One large group and individualized for reinforce-
ment and/or enrichment when needed.
1
D. Several small groups with one teacher.
11. Considering the organizational structure of your class,
how would you describe the manageability of the Ghan-
ian Folklore Curriculum?
1 1
A. Very easy to manage B. Somewhat easy to manage
12. How well do you think that your ABOVE-AVERAGE students
likes the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
ET Quite well
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13. How well do you think that your AVERAGE students liked
the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
B. Quite well
14. How well do you think your BELOW-AVERAGE students
liked the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
2
B. Quite well
15. After using the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum, how do
you think that your students' success and knowledge
in content will compare with years past?
1 1
A. Very successfully B. Somewhat successfully
16. Did you use any of the Study Prints that were attached
to the various units.
1 1
A. Yes B. No
17. Which of the following Study Prints did you use MOST
often?
1 1
A. Proverbs C. Musical Instruments
19. How often did you duplicate and use the Folktales?
1
A. Very often
21. How did you feel about the activity card format .that
has been used for the Ghanaian Folklore Curriculum?
A. Posit ive - they are easy for the student to work
with


